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The President's Message

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
MEETING CALENDAR

THE BULLETIN PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
1989

Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held
on the following dates:
September 12, 1989
November 14, 1989
January 9, 1990
March 13, 1990
May 5, 1990 (Annual Meeting)

BETTY PIERSOL, '34
NANCY T. POWELL, '51
ELIZABETH K. PRISNOCK, '47
MARION E. SMITH , '36
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41 , Chairman
Credits

The meetings will be held at Jefferson Alumni Hall , 10th
and Locust Streets, Philadelphia , PA. Meetings begin at 4:30
P.M. , except the Annual Meeting which will begin at 10:00
A.M. Room number will be posted in the lobby.

MARIA ELFRETH
Assistant Director of Development and Director of
Alumni Programs- C.A.H .S.
GALE DRYDEN
Alumni Events Coordinator- C.A.H .S.

OFFICERS 1989-1990

The Bulletin is published annually by

President
ALICE C. BOEHRET, '42

Alumni Association of the School of Nursing
College of Allied Health Sciences
Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, PA 19107

First Vice President
CAROLE ROSLE , '56
Second Vice President
JEANETTE PLASTERER , '51

Dear Fellow Alumni ,
Well, our first year is over and we have had a very busy year. Several changes have been instituted which we
hope will be of benefit to the members of the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association. These changes are included
in the committee reports and the minutes of bi-monthly meetings reported elsewhere in this Bulletin.
There were nineteen added to our Life Membership list this year. This brings our total to 240 living Life
Members. A total of 40 graduates joined our ranks as members but 23 members died. So we did gain a few.
The format of the Annual Meeting changed . We tried to include a summary of all of the actions taken during
the year. The Melville-Lewis Scholarship Fund regulations were amended and approved by the members in
attendance. These regulations are in detail in the Report of the Scholarship Committee.

Recording Secretary
NANCY T. POWELL, '51

For the first time, a Budget was presented to the membership and approved . No one is ever really satisfied
with a budget, but it is a first step and will improve as the membership directs.

Treasurer
DOROTHY A. CLOUD, '42

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN

President ex-officio
FLORENCE ROCHE, '56

Bulletin
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41
By-Laws
DOROTHY RANCK, '39

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
DORIS E. BOWMAN , '42
PATRICIA DUNN , '71
DOLORES HECKENBERGER , '55
JANET HINDSON , '50
BETTY PIERSOL, '34
MABEL C. PREVOST, '29
DOROTHY RANCK, '39
MARGARET SUMMERS, '41

Finance
BETTY PIERSOL, '34
Nominating
PATRICIA DUNN , '71
Relief Fund
(co-chairmen)
MILDRED DeKORTE , '42
LORRAINE McCALL, '49
Satellite
MABEL C. PREVOST, '29
Scholarship
DORIS E. BOWMAN, '42
Social
RHODA B. WEISZ, '42

The Meeting was too short for the 72 members attending to grasp all that was being presented . The Board of
Directors are considering ways to lengthen the meeting and still give reunioning classes time to socialize to catch
up on the intervening years.
One of the major problems we face , is lack of people to carry on the work of the organization. Very few Jeff
nurses who live in the Philadelphia area come to the bi-monthly meetings, or serve on the committees essential to
the success of activities. The Luncheon Committee (Social) was chaired by Nancy Scott and due to the death of
one member and the illness of the husband of another, she had to carry the load alone. She did a really magnificent
job and we are grateful.
The Officers and Board of Directors just seem to be shuffled from one job to another in the organization . Many
are serving their second term in an office, and two are in their third term which is contrary to the By-Laws. However,
the Chairman of the Nominating Committee can find no one to serve, or even run for office. In the same vein , two
of the Board serve on five of the six committees. They need a rest and the organization needs new people who
can continue the work which is for our membership.
The Satellite group in Harrisburg is moving ahead at a full head of steam . Several of their suggestions have
been acted upon and the organization improved . Dorothy Ranck who spearheaded the group with Gladys Keiper
is to be complimented on the excellent job. There are other groups who have indicated interest and we wish them
well in their endeavors.
It is with regret that we announce the resignation of Caroline Masuda as Treasurer. She is moving to Florida
and that is much too far to commute to meetings. The Board has appointed Dorothy Cloud '42 as an interim
Treasurer while we seek for someone who can serve for an extended period. Our Treasurers tend to serve for 20
years .

This is a long report ; however, much happened this year. Next year will probably be the same. We hope we
will see more of you at our meetings, bi-monthly for the Philadelphia area, and the rest of you at the Annual
Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Alice C. Boehret, RN , EdD
President
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TREASURER'S REPORT May 1, 1988- April 30, 1989
Cash balance as of May 1, 1988
. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . .
General Fund checking ..
Cash Receipts
Dues . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . . . ... · · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Annual Giving
.........
..··.·······················
Luncheon Receipts.
. .... . . ... . .. ..... . .... . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Bar Receipts
............. .........
··········· ········
Class Lists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. ...····.
····················
Sale of Caps ...... . .. . ... . ...... . .. .. .. . · · · · · · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · · ·
Re-imbursement from First Pennsylvania Bank (for Chnstmas checks & floral birthday arrangements) .
.·······
. .. .. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
TOTAL RECEIPTS . .
•

••

0

•••

•••••

0.

$

7,220.00
20 ,187.00
4,950.00
635 .00
20.00
65 .00

The following is a reprint of the Relief Fund Agreement established April 1, 1937

AGREEMENT
April 1, 1937

1,993 .50
$35 ,070.50

Cash Disbursements
Salaries & Honorarium
. . ..... . . .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Printing & Office Supplies ...... ..... . . .. .... ·
························
Society Hill Florists (22 birthday arrangements) .
. .. · · · · · · · ·
···· ·····
Luncheon Expenses . .
············
········
Internal Revenue Service . . .
.. ......
········ ··· ········ ··· ·
. . . .. . . . . .. · .. · · · · · · · · · ·
·········· ·
Satellite Committee Expenses .
United Way Contribution . . .
. .. . . . .. . .. ·
·· ····················
Christmas Checks (8 @ $150 .00 each) . . . . .
..··························
The Winchell Co. (3000 annual bulletins) .......... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thomas Jefferson University (Decade Fund Contribution) .. . .. . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Brown , Brouse & Co . (1988 Financial Statement) . . . .
.....·······
Miscellaneous Expenses . . .
.........
···· ······ ····
. .. . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Total Disbursements. . . . . . . . . . . .
Cash Balance as of May 1, 1989
General Fund Checking ..... .. . . . . .. . ... . ... . · . . . · ·
Relief Fund
Total Assets as of March 28 , 1989 .... ...... . . ... ·
Relief Benefits for Members (1 0)
Scholarship Fund
. .. . . . .. .. . . . ... ... . . . .... .... .... .
Assets as of April 1, 1989 .. .. . . . . .. . .
Scholarships Granted (8)

Nurses' Alumnae Association
Relief Fund

$ 25 ,120.31

8,127.40
1,421.96
699.48
7,108.25
2,031 .60
536.43
150.00
1,200.00
10,918.45
5,000.00
675 .00
432.34

The Nurses' Alumnae Association of the Jefferson Hospital , an unincorporated organization , membership in which is restricted to the nurses who have graduated from the School of Nursing of the Jefferson
Hospital, hereby, through its Officers specifically directed to make this request by the Association itself,
request the Board of Trustees of the Jefferson Medical College to receive , in trust, the sum of Eleven
Thousand Dollars ($11 ,000.), to be established in perpetuity a fund to be known as " The Jefferson Nurses'
Relief Fund", the same to be maintained as the Alumnae Fund of the above organization and to be invested
and re-invested for the benefit of the Association , the income from the principal sum of $11 ,000 , to be
used for the benefit of members of the Association who may be ill or otherwise unfortunate, and to be paid
to the Treasurer of the Nurses' Alumnae Association , upon request signed by the President and Secretary
of the Association after due authorization given by the Association itself.
The Nurses ' Alumnae Association requests that the Board authorize additions to this principal fund from
time to time and that they be received under the same conditions as stated heretofore.
In the event that the Nurses' Alumnae Association should cease to exist or to function , the Board of
Trustees are authorized and requested to utilize the fund for the purposes for which it was established, as
stated above .

$38 ,300.91
Helene Weber

President

Fern Nunemaker

Secretary

Berenice L. Freudenberger

Treasurer

$ 21,889.90
$991 ,741 .73

$103,364.89

Caroline Masuda
Treasurer

BROWN. BRousE

&

CoMPANY

Decade Fund

CE RTIFIED P UB LI C ACCOUNTANT S

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND FUND BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 1988
ASSETS
Cash- General Fund .
Endowment Funds:
Relief Fund . . .
. . . . . . . . . .. · · · · ·
Scholarship Fund ..... . .......... .... ....... . .. .
Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Student Loan Fund ..... . . . . . ·
Other Equipment .

$

4 ,580

$986,424
105,406
57 ,974
1,149,804
2,518

. . ... . . .

$1 ,156,902

TOTAL ASSETS .

4

Early in 1984 Thomas Jefferson University started a Decade Fund to raise monies for the University. We , the Alumni
Association were invited to participate , and we accepted the
challenge .
In 1984 the Alumni Association started a Decade Fund ,
by doing this we would benefit from the accrued interest. The
fund was closed December 31 , 1988. March 1989 the money
including the interest amounting to $50,000.00 was transferred to the University. The Alumni Association requested
that $25 ,000.00 go the Department of Nursing, to be used
for nursing research by the Department of Nursing. $25,000.00
was given to the Department of Baccalaureate Nursing to be
used as scholarships for second career students. Second
career students are those persons who have had another

career i.e., teachers , firemen/women , postal workers, librarians, etc., and now wish to enter the field of nursing. By
establishing this scholarship fund , we, the Alumni Association are helping to ease the shortage of nurses.
The name of the scholarship fund is "Nurses' Alumni Association Scholarship Fund ." The first scholarship has been
awarded , the recipient is Rosemary Duffy, her first career
was a high school teacher. Ms Duffy received a scholarship
in the amount of $1 ,250.00
I am happy to report that our decade fund monies have
been used by the University as we requested .
Margaret Summers, '41
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Rediscovery of a
Rare Antiquity at Jefferson
by Julie S. Berkowitz, the University Art Historian

Adapted from an article in the Jefferson Medical College
Alumni Bulletin, Winter, 1989
Thompson Annex's ground floor elevator lobby is an unlikely site for an archaeological "find," yet recently it hosted
such an event. A niche there yielded a full -length, 46'12 inch ,
marble statue of the goddess Athena. The torso was created
in the early Roman Imperial period , and the head and arms
were added to the damaged work in the eighteenth or nineteenth century.
The statue was not hidden , but actually had been on view
for decades. In recent memory it attracted little attention except
from Jefferson pranksters who occasionally rotated the work
on its pedestal and festooned the costume with balloons,
scarves and tinsel. Surprisingly, no records on the sulpture
have emerged. No one yet interviewed has documented information about the work's donor or date of donation.
Since this work does not appear on art inventories or insurance appraisals , many interested Jefferson staff have inquired how I was able to recognize the statue's antiquity. An
analogous situation is a physician 's or nurse's visual observations of a patient before taking a history or conducting
laboratory tests . Previous experience and accumulated
knowledge form a working hypothesis of the disease or condition . When an art historian sees an unfamiliar art work, this
object sets off a chain re action of relevant images in the
mind 's eye in the process of making an identification .
1 pictured numerous ancient Greek and Roman female
figures dressed in Classical costume . From the mid-fifth century B.C. there was a typical stance-weight on one leg , the
other bent at the knee- with softly draped folds of the costume revealing the musculature of underlying forms . In recalling their distinctive patina and weathering , I observed that
the marble surface of Jefferson's Athena is a tawny color,
with pockmarks and irregularly scattered , dark accretions.
This suggested probable burial in antiquity and long exposure
to the elements.
At first, 1 felt uneasy about the head and arms which were
whiter, smoother and free of accretions. They were heavy
and stiff compared with the delicately carved drapery folds
over the slender, lithe body. Then I noticed cracks and bonding elements at the neckline and sleeves, and concluded that
the head and arms must have been added centuries later.
Since this hypothesis was only an educated guess because
ancient art is outside my area of expertise, I consulted with
area scholars who specialize in ancient art and archaeology.
All six experts agreed unequivocally that the torso is an ancient Roman work ranging in date from 100 B.C. to the 3rd
century A.D. Because of shallow carving in the figure 's back ,
the experts also agreed that the sculpture originally must
have stood in a niche or against a wall and was probably part
of a larger architectural assemblage in or near Rome .
Many such sculptures came to America either directly from
Rome or via England. I think that the unknown donor was
probably a Jefferson trustee , faculty member or graduate.
Several Jefferson "oldtimers ," including Peg Summers (class
of '41), Betty Piersol (class of '34) and Martha Riland (class
of '27), remember the work as "always" being in its niche in

Thompson. This building was erected in 1924, and the niche
is included in the architect's original drawings.
Interestingly, the earliest documentary evidence of Athena's whereabouts is a photograph in the 1939 Nosokomos.
Since 1 have not been able to examine yearbooks between
1910-1933, 1 would appreciate alumnae or families who own
such books to look for additional photos or mention of the
statue.
The statue has now been relocated to the anteroom of the
Eakins Gallery in Jefferson Alumni Hall. While it is not a great
masterpiece, its size, origin , and good condition make it an
historic treasure , the kind of object rarely owned by an American health care institution.
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Looking Backward 50 Years
I'm looking forward to my 50th anniversary after graduating
as a registered nurse in 1939, at Jefferson Medical College
Hospital School of Nursing. I am sure many of us think back
to the day when it all began.
I arrived at the nurse's residence from New Jersey. Philadelphia was the farthest I had ever been from home. I was
taken to a large front room in 1016. Two large windows faced
on Spruce Street. The curtains and walls seemed to be all
one dull color- no pictures. There were five cots with a rather
thin mattress, five clothes lockers, three chests of drawers,
five straight chairs , and of all things , a rocking chair.
Right next door was a bathroom with one tub , two sinks
and two toilets . This was shared with three other girls from a
room down the hall. You can imagine the commotion that took
place there in the mornings when we were all preparing to go
on duty. We rushed in and out in all stages of dress and
undress so as not to miss our turn .
We went up the alley between 1Oth and 11th Streets to get
to the hospital in the mornings. Along the way we passed the
loading platform of Horn and Hardarts bakery, in the winter
the warmth and aroma of freshly baked bread was intoxicating . The Night Supervisor, Miss Anna Shafer, sat at a table
just inside the dining room and watched us sign in-no rings
or nail polish allowed . She would also tell us when to report
to another place of duty.
When we were probationers we reported for duty about an
hour before going to our classes . During this time we set up
trays , helped to serve breakfast and collected the trays . The
water pitchers and glasses were collected , taken to the kitchen
to be washed , then filled and returned to the patients. The
bedside tables were washed , floors swept and the beds lined
up in a straight line.
The hours of duty were from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. We had two
hours off but did not know when until we went on duty. Sometimes we were scheduled to attend class on our two hours
off. The hours for night duty were 9 p.m. to 7 a.m., with a
meal between 10 and 11 p.m. A nurse from the day shift
usually worked alone on the ward from 7-9 p.m. She would
get two extra hours off during the day.
All of the girls in our room were from various places in
Pennsylvania. We got along with each other very well , although I thought some of their Pennsylvania Dutch expressions were a little strange. In fact, Barbara Harding, Mary
Lou Fisher and I still exchange letters and visits . In our year
book we were called "The Three Marx Sisters". One of us
was assigned to "relief duty" on Men 's Special Ward . We
could hardly wait for her to come off duty as she always
seemed to have something unusual or funny to tell us. One
night she came in and told us- "one of the men had put a
paper bag over his head and then jumped off the 3rd floor
balcony".
It was not long after this episode that she decided she
would not continue in training . We wondered if her decision
was influenced by Men 's Special.
The House Mother was a lovely, gray haired lady, Miss
Virginia McCieavy - I believe she was from Virginia . One
day as I came off duty she took me by the hand and told me
she was so sorry that those in our room had been subject to
such dreadful behavior and that we should have told her

"The Three Marx Sisters"
1936
Barbara M. Harding
Grace E. Bird and
Mary Lou Fisher

about it. (I hadn't the slightest notion what she meant.)
Finally, it came out that Mary Lou was on her way to take
a bath , and with no clothes on , had rushed out of the room
and bowled over Miss McCieavy. Mary Lou had been removed from our room and placed in a room over the office.
We could not visit her or send messages. So we sent her a
letter through the mail , saying that we were sorry we could
no longer associate with her.
Of course , we had all been doing the same thing , but from
then on we looked out to see if anyone was coming . The
assistant House Mother was a short buxom lady who began
every conversation with "now honey." Honey Corson was
how all the students referred to her.
One day she met me with "now honey," you should not
have sent your clothes to the laundry in a pillow case . When
I kept telling her that I had not done so , she said , now Miss
Harding , you did just that. I finally convinced her that she had
the wrong person. Barbara and I were sometimes mistaken
for each other and we made the best of it. Barbara's mother
made her beautiful clothes and we traded around as the need
arose. No wonder Miss Melville told us in Ethics class that
she had seen the same hat go down the street several times
and each time with a different face under it.
On week nights we were to be in at 9 p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday at 10 p.m . You could apply for a late pass until
11 p.m. once a month, but you didn 't always get it.
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After we had been in training a year and a half we were
moved to a newer building in the rear. It was reached by
going through a series of passages and laundry rooms . If
you lived on an upper floor you had to walk up if someone
forgot to close the elevator door properly. BUT, you had a
room to yourself, a whole dresser, desk, large closet and your
own rocking chair.
Almost every night we all gathered in one room or another,
to talk , study, eat, and listen to the radio. This was the time
of the " Hit Parade ". Radio 's were not allowed and every once
in a while there was a knock on the door and we would hear
"now honey I'll take that radio , you can have it back when
you leave". We would hand over one that did not work. We
kept the good one under the bed.
We finally became seniors and worked our way through all
of the various departments of the hospital, Pine Street, and
finished our lectures and exams. We were called to the office ,
one by one, to be told that we had passed and we were given
our grades.
Although the discipline seemed harsh, the training and
education were the best. You could always sense the respect
when it was known that you were a "Jefferson Nurse". Over
the years I have often thought of those days, the companionship , and many shared experiences both on and off duty.
It seems like it was yesterday, but now we are celebrating
our 50th anniversary.
P.S. Now that I can use a rocking chair, I don 't have one .

"Honey" always opened the entrance door promptly at 9
p.m. Girls and their dates would be grouped on the sidewalk.
One winter night someone threw a snowball just as she opened
the door and it hit her on the chest. You can be sure we were
hustled in- in a hurry that night.
When we were assigned to the Diet Kitchen we went on
duty an hour earlier. Three times a day we loaded a large
cart with various foods and went to the different floors to
provide "special diets." I always felt sorry for the patients at
the last place, usually Second Floor Medical. If we ran out of
a certain food we had to use something else. Weighing out a
portion of a 5% vegetable could mean a whole plate full of
something like turnips .
The dietician , Miss Martha Walker, must have branded
these two words on my brain- "substitute " and improvise."
I have never forgotten them .
I also remember, Mary the termagant who ran the second
floor kitchen. She put the fear of death into anyone who dared
to leave a spot on her new stainless steel sink.
Miss Walker had her office in a corner of the Diet Kitchen .
She kept a bright, yellow canary there . Not very sanitary, but
it stayed in the cage . One day someone pureed a large bowl
of peas on high speed . The whole area turned green , including the canary.
The puree was to be part of the gallons and gallons of
liquid feeding that we made for patients with stomach feeding
tubes. Milk, strained oatmeal , corn syrup , and pureed vegetables. It may have been nourishing , but, it looked like grey,
left-over dishwater. The recipes in the Jefferson Nurses '
Cookbook, published in 1960, are much more appetizing. I
use it often.

Grace Bird Petersen, '39

''JEFF'' MEMORIES
In my sheltered life before 1924, I had not been exposed
to birth , death, pain and suffering , and certainly not surgery
nor emergency procedures. I often fantasized as to how I
would react to these encounters for the first time-my motto
was BE BRAVE!
I "ran " my first surgery patient to 8 OR for a submucous
resection , and I certainly tried to observe and be brave. But
after a half hour of cutting , chiseling , sawing and pounding , I
fainted dead away, and was revived and sent back to the
surgical ward for duty as usual. Miss Waltman was very
understanding , and thereafter helped me overcome my
weakness while on duty in her operating room .
With birth and death, the reactions were very emotional,
from one extreme to the other. Joy and happiness as a new
life was delivered to a happy mother. In death- disappointment that we were unable to save a life, and sadness to watch
the last flicker of life slowly leave the body.
One special episode occurred that makes me wonder if
any of my classmates remember. I was on night duty in busy
men 's Medical (mostly pneumon ia patients), and we were
nearing 7:00 A.M., with luxury thoughts of sleep, when orders

came from Miss Anna Shafer to report to Miss Martin in
maternity to attend a craniotomy operation. A member of the
"little people's" circus in New Jersey had gone into labor, but
was unable to deliver the head. After attempts had been
made to "finish " the job at two other hospitals, she was referred to Dr. Montgomery. I shall never forget the witnessing
experience of this tragedy. The baby was dead on arrival , of
course , and we heard that the mother died later.
All of my experiences guided me safely through 5 years as
"Community Nurse" in a rural area , with 24 hour "on call "
duty. Besides home care to confined patients, I responded
to ambulance calls , sometimes driving the ambulance if a
volunteer was not available. A local doctor owned a small
hospital in our town , and would treat emergency patients
before transferring them to a Philadelphia hospital. We delivered babies at home, and perchance the doctor didn't arrive
in time , I had it to do myself. My next position as School
Nurse for 13 years was a "cinch" by contrast, but I found the
previous five years were the most rewarding memories.
Frances Baker Anderson Crossan , '27
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When
You're the Patient
The following article has been reprinted from Vo14 #1, 1989 with the permission of AD NURSE JOURNAL D t D ·
Inc., 2901 Oakhurst La., Franklinville, Wl53126.
• a a estgn,
By Nancy S. Brainard, ARNP, C, MSN

It

was a "miraculous accident" according to my surgeon 's
operat1ve report- miraculous in that more severe damage
was not done. It was my son 's 15th birthday and 1 hurried
home from work to prepare his dinner. As I picked up the
~utcher knife_to separate frozen hamburgers, I recall thinking,
Th1s 1s stup1d. I could really hurt myself doing this ." Before
the thought was complete , I realized I had put the knife
completely through my left index finger.
Automatic thinking takes over; find a neighbor to drive me
to the hospital, grab the insurance card and extra paper
towels; everything tidy and neat.
Thank goodness the ED is quiet. I am embarrassed, hungry, and my son 's birthday is ruined. The nurse puts me in a
room and takes a look. I'm shaking. I'm usually the one
askmg the questions and putting clients at ease. But now
someone else is taking the VS and giving the tetanus shot.
She tells me to relax.
. " You have partially severed a tendon ," my doctor says . " I
w1ll have to call in a plastic surgeon ."
People begin to do things to me. Anesthesia arrives, the
lab draws blood, papers are signed, the 10 bracelet goes
on, and jewelry comes off. No time to cry.
After surgery and recovery, I was escorted out of the hospital with my arm securely tucked in a sling and the real
meaning behind the injury began to come into focus . 1 was
disabled (suddenly that word was clear) and worried about
the things I couldn 't do.
Sleep was difficult- cooking was out. It took me days to
get up the courage to face a knife again . I could not clean .
Eating was okay until something needed cutting and more
than once food ended on the floor. I could not dress myself,
put Jewelry on , or wash. Fixing my hair was impossible and
my daughter even had to shave my legs. The most basic
needs became severe problems.
I was especially unprepared emotionally for the impact of
be1ng so dependent on others . I doubt anything could adequately prepare someone for this . It was easier to cry than to
ask for help.
The biggest positive, however, has been my appreciation
for how an injury can turn one 's life upside down in so many
unexpected ways. I know there is a part of me now that has
~ much greater understanding and appreciation for the word ,
disabled."

Do's and Don'ts if Your Patient is a Nurse
Do:

~ Re~ember that a nurse will react to what is happening
JUSt like any other patient.
* Understand that nurse-patients needs reassurance too
-maybe more since they have more knowledge of complications and mistakes that can occur.
* Explain what is being done, what is happening, and
why because anxiety can erase memory.
* Allow the nurse-patient the opportunity to express feelings at being a patient. Offer leads such as , " I understand you are a nurse, it must be difficult being the patient
now."
* Explore what life style changes may result from the
injury/illness and do not assume the nurse-patient will
automatically know these things .
* Remember that most nurses have focused specialties
and may know very little about their own particular injury/
illness.

Don 't:
* Assume the nurse-patient automatically understands
what is going on.
* Treat the nurse-patient differently from other patients.
Assess knowledge and intervene accordingly.
* Unload your work frustrations on the nurse-patient
thinking she or he can relate to your problems.
* Expect your nurse-patient to do everything "right " because she "knows these things".
* Worry that you are being evaluated by nurse-patients.
Chances are they are most concerned with being a "good
patient" and making things as easy for you as possible.

Nancy S. Brainard is an Associate Professor of Nursing at
Pasco-Hernando Community College in New Port Richey,
FL. She is also a Geriatric (Advanced RN Practitioner) Practtttoner in Florida . Nancy is a 1966 graduate of the School
of Nursing, Thomas Jefferson University.
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Bee Happy
In July of 1985, my husband Reyer and I attend~d a workshop and lecture on Beekeeping at an Eastern Aptary Soctety held at Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster, Pa.
we were challenged and impressed by the great amount of
knowledge that exists about Beekeeping and because we
wanted to eventually understand all that we saw and heard,
in the spring of 1986 we enrolled in a Beekeeping course at
Delaware Valley College in Doylestown, Pa. This course was
then and is today taught by Dr. Robert Berthold Jr. We received our certificates after successfully completing the written field and lab requirements .
And so , armed with much confidence and a beginning
knowledge of the subject, we bought protective suit, headcovering nets and long gloves. Reyer - as a woodworker
hobbies!- made the necessary boxes , hive bodies, brood
chambers and honey supers. We bought two Nuclei (new,
small bee colonies) . We were on our way!!!!
Now, this Spring of 1989, we have six hives living on Amish
farms in our community. The farmers have the benefit of an
increased yield of crop production due to super pollination
and we have a maximum , delicious crop of honey to use and
sell.
Reyer retired from Medical Practice last August. Now we
have more time to work together. With the help of many
people in our local beekeepers association, we have learned
to manage the hives to maximize honey productton - to
extract the honey-to package and to market. We take great
pride in the care we use in producing a beautiful clear uncooked natural food product. We are also learning to use the
bye products- Wax, Pollen, Royal Jelly and even the Propolis.
"In the name of the Bee
And of the Butterfly
And of the Breeze
Amen"

Nursing on an
Indian Reservation
On December 19, 1976 I started work at the US PHS Indian
Hospital on the Mescalero Apache Reservation .

Many stories are told about Bees. Many folktales and superstitions exist. This matriarchal social structure that has
survived for millions of years is indeed, a fascmattng study of
survival.
As late as 1976, at a harvest festival in Germany, a Banner
carried in a procession bore these embroidered words ;
Our Savior and Redeemer
Take into Thy care the Bees
That give wax for the Alter
Nourish our bodies
And teach us industry and order
Gods Blessing be on them .
Written by
Mary Pavulak Swan R.N. B.C. Class of 1947

Emily Dickinson

Beams of Sunshine

Kindness

Do an act of kindness ,
Gladden someone's day,
Give a smile to someone
Passing by your way.
Share a thought with someone .
It could mean so much . . .
Little beams of sunshine
Brightening lives you touch.
Beverly J. Anderson

A little word in kindness spoken ,
A motion , or a tear,
Has often healed the heart that's broken
And made a friend sincere.
A word , a look, has crushed to earth
Full many a budding flower,
Which , had a smile but owned its birth,
Would bless life's darkest hour.
Then deem it not an idle thing
A pleasant word to speak ;
The face you wear, the thought you bring ,
A heart may heal or break.
John Greenleaf Whittier
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The Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation was established by treaty in 1873 and is located in the Sacramento and
Sierra Mountains. An elevation of 6500 ft. provides us with
ideal weather, cool summers and mild winters with an average of 2-3 snowfalls a year and a rainfall of about 15 inches.
You get so used to seeing the sun every day that it is very
depressing when you get a cloudy day. I lived on the reservation in government housing for 12 years.
The Inn of the Mountain Gods, owned and operated by the
Mescalero Apache Tribe , is a resort for all seasons and has
been featured on the TV program "Playgrounds of the Rich
and Famous." Forty minutes from the Inn, is Ski Apache the
largest ski area in southern New Mexico, also owned and
operated by the tribe . They operate a large sawmill , two
campgrounds and have a very successful beef cattle operation which all contribute to the prosperity of the tribe.
The Mescalero Apache Tribe has between 2500 and 3000
enrolled tribal members. They are the descendants of Cochise , Geronimo, Victoria , Mangas Colorados and I am sure
many others. I have known the grandchildren of Cochise and
it is very interesting when they tell you stories about their
grandfather.
For a few days before and after the Fourth of July many
Mescalero families and visiting Indian families put up their
tents, teepees and brush arbors on the hill surrounding the
feast grounds and live for a short time as their ancestors did .
This is the time they celebrate the Mescalero Apache Maiden
Puberty Rites Ceremony. The girls follow all of the traditional
customs , drink only through reeds , they must avoid water on
their bodies , never lose their temper or use harsh language,
talk little and avoid excessive laughter lest their faces become
prematurely wrinkled . The Mountain Gods (the tribes sacred
dancers) dance every night and it is very impressive. They
dance only at night around a huge bonfire, takes you back in
time . The public is invited to attend these ceremonies .
Another interesting time is Halloween. The last year I lived
on the reservation I had 425 trick or treaters at my door.
Everyone was dressed in costume. This would last about 23 hours and then they go to the Halloween party at the
Community Center. If you were working that night you took
your treats to work with you because they trick or treat at the
hospital. You always count how many you had so you know
how much candy to buy next year.
The existing hospital was built in 1967 and is a 15 bed
facility with a very active Out Patient Department. Our Nursing Staff consists of 14 RN 's, 2 LPN 's and 2 NA. Our Medical
Staff consists of 5 physicians and 1 dentist. The hospital also
obtains the services of Medical Students. Several months
ago we had a Medical Student from Jeffe~::;on and it was like
a visit with someone from home. He was very well liked by
both patients and staff. Dr. Eileen Hammar, one of our physicians will be joining the Associate Faculty at Jefferson later
this summer.
When I started work here I was assigned to the In Patient
Department. It was quite a change after doing nothing but

Operating Room Nursing (many years as an O.R. Supervisor) after graduating from Jefferson in 1948. Du ring this time
I not only brushed up on my nursing care, I learned a lot
about Indian culture . The medicine men are permitted to
come into the hospital and practice Indian Medicine. You
usually do not know when they have been here so you learn
early not to destroy or comment on things you find on the
bedside table .
In 1979 our Director of Nurses became ill and had to retire.
I was appointed Acting Director of Nurses. This lasted 2
years until they found someone to fill the position permanently. I received letters of commendation from our Area
Director and the Area Nurse Consultant for my performance
during this time.
My next assignment was Nurse Educator and Training Coordinator for the Service Unit. I was in charge of planning inservice and education seminars for the nursing staff and
coordinating training for the hospital employees. I worked
with the Eastern New Mexico Emergency Services in providing continuing education for our ambulance drivers and other
EMT's on the reservation . In 1984 I received their award for
outstanding Nursing-In-Service Director.
In 1986 the government crunch hit us and I was moved
back into the patient care area as Out Patient Supervisor.
This is a very busy area with about 1500 patient visits per
month. We have General Clinic everyday plus many Specialty Clinics. For our Specialty Clinics we use physicians in
private practice and physicians from William Beaumont Army
Medical Center in El Paso, Texas. Our Well Chi ld, Prenatal ,
and Diabetic Clinics are staffed with our own physicians.
My current title is Out-Patient Supervisor, Nurse Educator,
Training Coordinator and Site Manager for the computer system . A long title and it keeps me busy.
Over the years my career has branched out into many
areas. I believe this proves that I received a well rounded
education at Jefferson and I am very proud to a Jeff Nurse.
With retirement just a few years away we bought a property
on the desert and moved off the reservation. Living on an
Indian Reservation was quite an experience and fulfilled a
life long dream.
I enjoyed the 1988 Bulletin very much, especially the article
about Sister Rose . I wonder if she remembers the night we
tried to make whipped cream and ended up with butter, or
the mouse we liberated via the Philadelphia sewer system. I
have many happy memories of my days at Jeff. I tried to put
names to the picture of my classmates with about a 50%
success rate. I don 't know if I will ever make it back to a
reunion but I think of you every May.
Hello to all my classmates and if you ever find yourselves
in Alamogordo, New Mexico, please look me up.
Dorothy graduated September 1948 from Jefferson's School
of Nursing.
Dorothy Mogle Forshey
P.O. Box 3324, Boles Sta.
Alamogordo, N.M. 88311
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Supporting Parent~
With Mental Retardation
Twenty-four hours a day, every day of the year, young
children depend upon their parents to make sure the1r needs
are met. This is a pretty incredible challenge , especially for
parents with mental retardation . Helping these families , In
which one or both parents have mental retardation, to meet
this challenge is a growing concern for those who work w1th
children and families in the fields of public health, education,
child development, developmental disabilities and ch1ld welfare.
·d
Like all parents , those with mental retardation have a WI e
range of parenting capabilities that vary accordmg to the1r
own experiences in a family setting , the1r knowledge and
skills in caring for children , and personality style .. However,
because of their cognitive limitations, parents w1th mental
retardation may have difficulty understanding their child's needs
and how to procure services to help them meet these needs.
All too often, these parents do not receive the kinds of community services and support that would enhance the1r capabilities as parents. Generally, these parents requ1re more
extensive and specialized training to develop parent1ng sk1lls .
The positive Parenting Project (PPP) of Brown County,
Wisconsin , is an innovative response to the needs of families
in which parents have mental retardation . PPP staff prov1de
in-home, individualized and intensive case management services for eligible families , including evaluation, treatment and
education in the areas of nutrition, home management, he_alth
and safety, physical care and parenting skills. Eligible families
are referred to the project by a variety of sources, mcludmg
public health nurses, social workers or physicians.
.
ppp staff- which consists of a reg1stered nurse and proJect assistant- provide services for 10 to 15 families. Wh1le
the goal of the project is to help each child reach h1s or her
full potential , the focus is the whole fam1ly. Teachmg the
parents to teach the children may be t1me-consummg and
require specialized strategies , but it reaps long-term benef1ts
for parents and children.
.
.
The project is operated through the Commumty Serv1ce
Center in Green Bay, Wisconsin , a nonprofit organ1zat1on that
offers services to persons with mental retardation. Currently,
ppp is part of the Supported parenting Program , a jo.int effort
of the Wisconsin Council on Developmental D1sab11itles and
the Waisman Center on Mental Retardation and Human Development of the University of Wisconsin . This 3-year project,
funded by a grant from the Maternal and Child Health Improvement Program , DHHS, also provides technical assistance and consultation regarding parents w1th mental retardation
to health and social service agencies throughout Wisconsin .
Parents who participate in PPP generally have functional
skills within the low normal to mild range of mental retardation . While most of the parents are concerned and committed
to the welfare of their children, they typically exhibit difficulty
in coping with the day-to-day stresses of caring for their children and are experiencing significant parenting problems.
Although each parent has unique strengths and deficits, there

seem to be some common problems among parents served
by the project.
.
.
One major problem for these parents is difficulty 1n learn1ng
parenting skills. This might be due to several factors ,_Including a tendency to over-generalize instructions or d1ff1culty In
following and modifying directions. Forexample, one parent
was instructed to call the project nurse 1f her ch1ld developed
chicken pox after a known exposure. This parent called the
nurse repeatedly because she thought each rash she not1ced
on her child-whether it was diaper rash , heat rash or mosquito bites-was chicken pox. The project nurse recogmzed
the mother's difficulty in understanding the mformat1on she
was given and spent extra time helping her figure out what to
do. Other parents have had problems stemming from a lack
of knowledge of normal child development. One father, for
example, consistently described his 2-year old ch1ld as bemg
" naughty" when the child exhibited the normal behav1or of a
2-year-old .
.
Many problems arise because of a lack of knowledge In
such areas as safety, buying and cook1ng nutnt1ous and economical foods, and health and physical care, particularly
grooming, dressing and toilet training . Limited soc1al sk1lls,
lack of "play" skills and poor money management sk1lls also
affect parenting abilities. For parents w1th lim1tat1ons 1n the
areas of communication and social relat1onsh1ps , these difficulties affect not only the parent-child relationship , but also
the family 's ability to relate within the community and the
human service system.
In addition to personal characteristics that might create
difficulties in parenting , the children of parents with mental
retardation are at risk because of their impovenshed environments. With few exceptions, children referred to PPP have
been identified as living in families with incomes below the
national poverty level. Socioeconomic circumstances requ1re
these families to expend most of their energy and lim1ted
resources in meeting their children 's basic physical needs for
food , clothing and shelter. Thus, a priority for helpingthese
families is to meet their basic needs. A mother Will reta1n little
information regarding behavior management techmques 1f
she has no food on her table for the children .
. .
Parents with low intellectual functioning often have difficulty securing resources and negotiating the complexities of
the human services system. Agencies prov1d1ng human services may not be accessible , since information about programs is usually transmitted in written form, also these pat1ents
often lack the transportation needed to obta1n serv1ce.
These parents - who typically are unable to process or
understand the deluge of often contradictory information and
remediation plans cease to participate in the system. As a
result their children do not receive even the m1mmal regular
and preventative health care needed to guarantee adequate
growth and development, nor does the family rece1ve soc1al
services for which they might be eligible .
One of the first priorities in working with parents with mental
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improved personal appearance and positive advocacy efforts
by project staff.
The significant changes that can occur as a result of participation in PPP are particularly apparent in the Grants (not
their real name), a family of two parents and five children.
When first referred to PPP, the Grants live in substandard
housing with little furniture. Their house was always dark
because the drapes were always closed ; the children 's clothing was either too small or too large; the mother wore only
dark clothing and had an unkempt appearance. Both parents
appeared depressed, had little energy and exhibited a flat
affect.
Now, after nearly three years in PPP, the Grants are living
in a more suitable home. The mother keeps the drapes open
during the day and sunlight pours through a large picture
window. Flowers and plants sit on the window sill. The children's teachers have commented on the dramatic change in
the children 's appearance, they are cleaner and more appropriately dressed. The mother seems more cheerful , even her
clothing is brighter, and she has been able to discontinue
anti-depressant medication . The family has started to attend
community parades , fairs and other activities, and they visit
amusement parks, movies and museums.
Parents themselves speak very favorably about their participation in the project. "We used to think we were bad parents," Mr. Grant said. "This has made us appreciate our
children more."
"The help I get is great," another mother reported. "It got
me on the right path , thanks for being there for me and
Rodney."
Another parent told her home visitor, "The best part is
'mom 's night out' and making friends with everybody."
Finally, many professionals in the community who see families in the project have noted positive change in children and
parents. A public health nurse commented: " PPP has helped
to build self-confidence in the decision making process for
several clients . Mothers whom I have referred have shown
increased independence and knowledge of child care. One
mother was able to stand up to her husband on at least minor
issues because of her increased self-esteem."
The following statement, from a speech pathologist working
in the Birth-to-Three program , serves to summarize the impact of PPP on families in the project. "I believe that many
of these children would show less improvement if PPP were
not encouraging their parents , teaching them and assisting
them in managing other family matters which were otherwise
so consuming that playing and talking to their kids was a
luxury they couldn 't afford. The parents' success and relief
from overwhelming problems show in their children 's faces
and interactions."
As these comments indicate, these parents, with continuing support and assistance as their children develop, will be
better equipped to meet the challenge of raising healthy and
happy children.

retardation is to facilitate routine physical examinations and
immunizations for their children . To ensure that these goals
are met, parents are given help at whatever level they require .
Because of their lack of follow-through, parents with mental
retardation are often labeled as non-compliant, dependent
and resistant by health care providers who do not recognize
their needs for support and assistance.
PPP staff work with families primarily in their homes. Frequency and intensity of visits are determined according to
the needs of each family. Visits may vary from several times
a week to once a month. While visits are primarily centered
in the home, PPP staff will also work with families in community settings. For example , if the parents require support
in carrying out such tasks as picking up a WIC check or
choosing and buying nutritious foods , project staff will accompany them to model and reinforce skills .
As parents in the project become more comfortable with
project staff, they are willing to openly discuss such sensitive
issues as relationships with spouses, sexuality and family
planning . For some parents, PPP affords their first opportunity to talk about the number of children desired or the positive
and negative emotions in a relationship. When parents indicate a need for increasing their socialization , mothers are
invited to attend the monthly "Mother's Night Out group meeting ." At the meetings mothers discuss family experiences,
participate in group problem-solving activities centered around
child care issues, listen to guest speakers, and exchange
toys and clothing. As they share experiences and feelings in
the group, mothers learn that they are not alone with their
struggles of parenting.
The project also provides opportunities for children in PPP
who do not attend other educational or group programs to
socialize with other children and adults. Once a week these
children attend a 2 hour playgroup at the Community Service
Center. The playgroup was developed to help these at risk
children develop healthy social skills .
To date, 36 parents and 47 children have participated in
the Positive Parenting Project. The cost of serving each
family in the project is estimated at $3,000 per year. While
this cost may seem high, it must be remembered that spending this amount to provide quality intervention saves much
greater cost later if it prevents placement of the child in foster
care or other alternative living situations.
Project staff believe that parents in PPP have demonstrated impressive gains in understanding the needs of their
children and finding the resources they need to provide adequate parenting. Generally, project staff have noted that over
the course of their contact with the project many mothers
show significant change in their affect and behavior. They
take more pride in their personal appearance , begin to show
a sense of humor, become more assertive, and demonstrate
improved social skills. In addition , many mothers show a
greater appreciation of their children , and they seem to value
themselves and their children more.
Among the children , there is generally a noticeable improvement in hygiene and physical health, particularly in height
and weight. Their clothes also fit more appropriately. The
most dramatic change , however, is seen in the children 's
affect, they smile more frequently, their eyes are brighter, and
they are less fearful and more affectionate.
In the community, staff members have observed a change
in attitudes and perceptions of the problems that parents with
mental retardation face. Parents are treated with greater respect by service providers as a result of their increased skills,

Article written by Susan M. Heighway, Susan Kidd-Webster and
Polly Snodgrass. (Susan M. Heighway, R.N . is Clinical Assistant
Professor, School of Nursing and Waisman Center, University of
Wisconsin-Madison , Susan Kidd-Webster is a Clinical Instructor at
the School of Social Work and Waisman Center, and Polly Snodgrass, R.N ., is Coordinator of the Positive Parenting Project, Community Services Center, Green Bay, Wisconsin .
Paulette Zimmerman Snodgrass is a 1964 graduate of Jefferson's
School of Nursing . Adapted from an article in CHILDREN TODAY
November-December 1988.
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About Our
Graduates''

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

~~News

Dorothy Dewees LoSasso, '51 , received A New Jersey
Woman of Achievement Award on March 31 , 1989. She is
assistant hospital administrator at Ancora Psychiatric Hospital. The award was presented by Douglass College and the
New Jersey State Federation of Women's Clubs.
Dorothy has worked at Ancora since 1956, and has developed guidelines and procedures for an Intensive Treatment
Unit designed to work with the most severely disturbed patients who were not responsive to existing programs. This
Unit has been highly successful and on occasion has handled
patients other institutions could not manage.
Over the years Dorothy has received seven letters of commendation. She says "working with the mentally ill is the most
challenging specialty a nurse can choose."
Dorothy is married, has three children and two grandchildren. Her hobbies include traveling and reading about history.

The Mother 's Congress free baby clinic has been supervised by Pauline since January 1969. "We 're made up of 12
to 15 members and we're all old women ." The clinic has been
provided to the community the first Wednesday of each month
for over 50 years. The monthly service is open to Middletown
residents in need of free health services for babies.
Harriet H. Werley, PhD , RN , '41. To add to her list of
accomplishments , Harriet presented a paper at the International Council of Nurses 19th Quadrennial Congress in June
1989 in Seoul, Korea. At the June commencement from the
University of Illinois at Chicago Harriet received an honorary
Doctor of Science degree.
Mary Peck Brill, '44, loves to cook and bake. Recently she
won the first place prize for her Concord grape pie at a
Festival of Grapes. In addition to her pie , two other desserts
were submitted and took second and third place in the annual
competition .
Her pie recipe is an original , one she came upon by making
samples and having her friends taste them . Below are the
recipes for two of her prize winning deserts.

Norma Ziegler Smith, '40, and her husband Woodward
love to travel, but they also love to share their experiences
with others. Norma shoots roll after roll of colored slides , and
takes notes while on their many trips to exotic places.
They usually present one or two shows a week at various
senior centers . Norma spends many hours preparing for each
one in her basement where she keeps her slides and research materials, including a collection of National Geographic dating back to 1913.
Norma worked for the Baltimore County Department of
Health , both as a nurse at the Ridge School and as a supervisor of nursing services for special schools. She was the
first nurse in the County to work in a school setting with
mentally limited and physically handicapped children . In 1979
she was named nurse of the year by the National Foundation
of the March of Dimes "for professional leadership in the fight
against birth defects." May 17, 1985 was proclaimed Norma
Z. Smith Day by County Executive Donald P. Hutchinson ,
recognizing her outstanding service in the care of handicapped children.
When she retired she and her husband " Red" started attending Elderhostels, so far they have attended eleven. In
the future they would love to see India and Africa and ride
on the Siberian Railway.
Pauline Wall Still , '26. At the age of 15 she made a decision
that ultimately charted the course of her life. World War I was
in progress and Pauline enrolled in the "Home Nursing" course
given by the American Red Cross , which helped her decide
to become a nurse.
Now 70 years later Pauline is still actively traveling her
course in life. She believes today's nurses receive an education that is one-sided. "The nurses just don 't get the practical training anymore," she maintains. "They are booklearned
but many don 't know what to do when it comes to the practical
side of the job.
During World War II Pauline set up blood banks at the
Olmsted Air Force Base in Middletown , taught classes to
officer's wives, and aided the state nurses in giving measles
and polio shots.

MRS. BRILL'S
GRAPE PIE FILLING
2 cups Concord grape pulp
1 cup sugar
Grated rind of one-half each lemon and orange
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon nutmeg
In saucepan on stove, cook grapes (about seven
bunches) , bring to a boil. Cook until soft; press through
sieve or cheesecloth. Some cooked grape skins may
be used. After removing seeds, put skins in blender
to chop. Add remaining ingredients. Cook on stove
until thickened . Allow to cool. Makes a 9-inch pie.
Bake at 350 degrees for 10 minutes and lower
oven to 250 degrees for additional 20 minutes. Cover
crust with aluminum foil to prevent too much brown_
ing.
Mrs. Brill 's other prize-winning recipes include :
GRAPE DESSERT
3 ounches gelatin
2 cups grape pulp
1/4 cup coconut
1 cup grapes (seedless)
1/4 cup marshmallows
1 cup heavy cream (whipped)
Heat 2 cups grape pulp ; dissolve gelatin. Soft set.
Add 1 cup heavy cream (whipped) to the gelatin
mixture. Add coconut, grapes and marshmallows.
Chill until set.
Serve with a dab of whipped cream and top with
a grape.
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TO BE 85 OR MORE.

Mary R. Godfrey, Class of 1909
Birthday, January 25
22 McColly Street
Ligonier, PA 15658

Anne Lucas, Class of 1931
Birthday, May 24
136 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Hammonton, NJ 08037

Edna Scott, Class of 1928
Birthday, September 8
444 Old Lancaster Road
Haverford, PA 19041

Clara Gerber Hardy, Class of 1927
Birthday, January 26
51 Hurley Court
Upper Darby, PA 19082

Frances Butler Pangburn, Class of 1916
Birthday, May 26
39 South 4th Street
Lewisburg , PA 17837

Martha E. Riland, Class of 1927
Birthday, February 4
Logan Square East #802
2 Franklin Town Blvd.
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Frances Baker Crossan , Class of 1927
Birthday, May 30
147 Prospect Avenue
West Grove, PA 19390

Clara Brunner, Class of 1923
Birthday, September 15
Ridgeview Estates Apt. 163
800 Maple Avenue
Harleysville, PA 19438

Matilda Knoll Petersen, Class of 1923
Florence (Bonnie) Browning, Class of 1916 Birthday, June 1
Birthday, February 10
535 N. Oak Avenue Box 44, Pitman Manor
2531 S.W. Spring Garden, Apt. #17
Pitman , NJ 08071
c/o Singleton
Portland , OR 97219
Pauline McElwee Gillen, Class of 1927
Birthday, July 8
Katherine Aagaard, Class of 1921
Birthday, February 12
Logan Square East #1108
354 Cumnor Avenue
2 Franklin Town Blvd.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Blanche Metz Henderson, Class of 1929
Birthday, February 14
1810 Rittenhouse Square Apt. #1905
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Pauline Wall Still, Class of 1926
Birthday, February 27, 1926
39 W. Emaus Street
Middletown, PA 17057
Ann Williams Candler, Class of 1929
Birthday, March 1
5114 McKinney, Monticello
Apt. #335
Dallas, TX 75205

w.

Lillian M. Mertz, Class of 1927
Birthday, March 28
4200 5th Avenue
Temple , PA 19560

Ella Engel Kelsh, Class of 1930
Birthday, July 17
Rt. 2, Box 363
9288 Bay Pines Road
Elberta, AL 36530
Frances M. Grove, Class of 1917
Birthday, August 19
R.D. #1, Box J-47
Tionesta, PA 16353

Dorothy Dundore Williams, Class of 1932
Birthday, September 21
4550 Cove Circle #508
St. Petersburg, FL 33708
Myrtle Stickler Clough-Lee, Class of 1927
Birthday, September 24
301 McMechen Street #804
Baltimore, MD 21217
Estelle Lewdrop Fleming, Class of 1920
Birthday, October 18
Stow-Glen Retirement Village
4285 Kent Road #534
Stow, OH 44224
Claudia Starr Wiedlund , Class of 1922
Birthday, October 20
Villa Sancta Anna
25000 Chagin Blvd.
Beechwood, OH 44122
Josephine Lucas , Class of 1924
Birthday, November 16
136 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Hammonton, NJ 08037

Henrietta Fitzgerald Spruance, Class of 1921
Florence Kauffman , Class of 1923
Birthday, August 22
Birthday, November 22
Cadbury #409, 2150 Route 38
301 Lititz Pike
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
Lancaster, PA 17601
Ruth Knoll Thompson , Class of 1923
Emma M. Bahner, Class of 1931
Birthday, August 23
Birthday, December 7
535 N. Oak Avenue Box 44, Pitman Manor
Ridgecrest Apartments #617
Pitman, NJ 08071
20 Knollridge Road
Salem, VA 24153
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FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
CLASS OF 1939

*Victoria F. Malinowski
328 West Oak Street
Shenandoah, PA 17976
*Elizabeth Martin Doyle
160 Thacher Street
Milton, MA 02187

Kathryn May Silver
The Masonic Homes
Elizabethtown , PA 17022

tlrene Wentzel Anslow

Marian Neil Findley
311 Mack Lane
Martinsburg, PA -16662

tRose Bilancio Bilancio
tGrace E. Bird Petersen
P.O. Box 383
White House Station , NJ 08889
Helen Boder Hvisdas (WH)
tMiriam Brunner Cureton
tJosephine Bushek Shuck
Helen Byerly Coeney
Mildred Castaldi Waldman
906 Seacrest Road
Ocean City, NJ 08226
Phyllis Cole Makurdsik
Mayfair Manor, RD 2
Sicklerville, NJ 08081
Eleanor Conaghen Waiver (WH)
Marjorie Cooper Richter
Box 554
Laredo , TX 78040
Charlotte Davenport
Route 2, Box 608
Troutville, VA 24175
*Olga Dygan Mitchell
Apt. 1220B Park Drive Manor
Harvey Street & Lincoln Drive
Philadelphia, PA 19144

Mary Fisher Hill
Rt 2, Box 30
Blowing Rock , NC 28605
tVirginia Foor
Thelma Gans Beshgetoorian
62 Claremont Avenue
Orinda, CA 94563
Edna Garretson Eyler
366 N. Fourth Street
Gettysburg , PA 17325
tLenore Goudie McPherson
*Winnie Greulich Kistler
Route 1
Zionville , PA 18092
Eleanor Grysewicz Bobrowski
294 Morningside Terrace
Teaneck, NJ 07666
tFiorence Gugliotta Stolpe
Barbara Harding Cusano
1651 Palm Tree Drive F-2
Kissimmee , FL 32741
Harriette Harrison
Blanche Hill Wilson
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Kathleen Hock Martin
1203 Central Avenue
Sandusky, OH 44870

Angela Veet Toomey
*Mary Wasitosky Coli
3063 Old Cedar Grove
Broomall , PA 19008

Stephanie Musial Taylor
201 Richland Point
Anderson , SC 29624

tJosephine Esmond landoli

Juliet Umberger Light
128 Fairlawn Avenue
State College, PA 16801

*Isabel Martinelli Jackson
2717 Guyton Street
Easton , PA 18042

tAnna Minton Regalis (WH)

Jessie Bathgate

tRuth Swanson Penny

Helen Nissler Richards

tEva Werkheiser Shook
Marion Wessells
*Catherine Williams Stokes
1117 Cedar Avenue
Pitman , NJ 08071
Elizabeth Williams Kochel
*Catherine Wilson Campbell
1308 Park Blvd .
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002

tHelen B. Houseal Kunkle

tAnna Novak Dutko (WH)

*Doris Winneshick Day
Box 450 Landing Point, Gregg Neck
Galena, MD 21635

tLois Howard James

tMildred O'Connell Hessmer (WH)

tJudith Winstead Kreemer

Margaret Hudak Buckey
10 Birch Street
Mountain Top , PA 18707
*Patricia Keehan Mills
108 Cleveland Avenue
Norwood , PA 19074
*Harriet Kellner O'Connor
Village Green West. Lot # 531
8775 20th Street
Vero Beach, FL 32966
*Florence Kelly Gunster
Box 208
Plumsteadville, PA 18749
Elizabeth Knowles Kain
56 Bradford Way
West Berlin, NJ 08091

Kathryn Nolte Lilley

Elizabeth O'Neill (WH)
tSarah Patton Saunders
*Lorraine Pensinger Phillips
1181 Sandlewood Drive
Hemet, CA 92343
Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley
4129 Greenvale Drive
South Euclid , OH 44121
*Dorothy B. Ranck
3206-D Wakefield Road
Harrisburg , PA 17109
*Ada Smith Ford
203 Aronimink Drive, Chapel Hill
Newark, DE 19711
tCharlotte Smith Stacey

Johanna Laise Wagner
Route #3 13, R.D.
Doylestown, PA 18901
*Leah Lucabaugh Stambaugh
R.D. #4
Spring Grove, PA 17362

Geraldine Smith Baechle
11571 Village Lane
Evansville, IN 47711
Ruth Smith Stickles
14851 Jeffrey Road # 52
Irvine, CA 92714

*Grace A. Roller Castner
12 Bayberry Drive
Bordentown , NJ 08505
Eleanor Sayres Redenbach
428 Greenwood Street
Pittsburgh , PA 15209
Anna Schevtchuk Taylor
Ruth Schlemme Green
5624 S. Monitor Avenue
Chicago , IL 60638
Beatrice Schlenker Uurtamo
5327 Montgomery Blvd. NE #55
Albuquerque , NM 87109
*Helen Schropp Daniel
25 S. Hunter Avenue
Auburn , NY 13021
tBarbara G. Schutt
*Mary Schwab Gregg
952 Scio Street
Elmira, NY 14901
Eleanor Scott Fetter
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Marie Shearer Roche
853 Long Lane
Chambersburg , PA 17201
Mary Shelly Monk
135 N. Strathcona Drive
York , PA 17403
*Julia Smey Kennedy
12 Maple Street
Jermyn , PA 18433

tDeceased
*Attended luncheon

Resume of Minutes of Alumni Association
Meetings
September 13, 1988-16 members present.
The minutes of the May meeting were d1stnbuted, read and
approved as corrected .
The Treasurer's Report was read and approved.
Committee reports were given.
.
.
The Satellite committee reported that 32 quest10na1res were
mailed to graduates living in the Baltimore area. Dorothy
Ranck reported for the Harrisburg area. The1r f1rst meeting was held August 17, 1988, morning an? afternoon,
total attendance - 18. This group 1s very Interested m
the nursing needs of today.
Since our last meeting , birthday flowers were sent to : N.ora
Shearer Parsons, '12, Florence Butler Pangburn , 16,
Anne Lucas , '31, Frances M. Grove, '17, Hennetta FitZgerald Spruance, '21 , and Edna Scott, '28.
Jefferson nurses caps are no longer available from Student
Profiles, Inc. , of Conshohocken, PA, due to a lack of
demand . We have a few caps available from the Alumm
Office. When they are sold , caps will no longer be available unless you wish to make them yourself.
Sister Rose Kershbaumer, '48 has been selected as the
recipient of the 1988 Special Achievement Award , g1ven
by the College of Allied Health Sc1ences, to recogn1ze
the accomplishments of Allied Health Alumn1. The award
was established in 1977.
Correspondence was read to the group.
November 8, 1988-15 members present. . .
The minutes of the previous meeting were d1stnbuted, read
and approved.
The Treasurer's report was read and approved.
Committee reports were given.
.
The Satellite committee reported that the Harnsburg group
have had a good attendance at their meetings, all seem
interested. They are planning a Christmas luncheon for
December 6, 1988.
Since our last meeting, birthday flowers were sent to : Clara
Brunner, '23, Dorothy Dundore Williams, .' 32, Myrtle
Stickler Clough-Lee , '27, and birthday greetmgs (by request) to Margaret Carey, '27.
. .
.
It was agreed that the Alumni Assoc1at1on cont1nue to send
Christmas checks to our graduates who are chronically
ill or confined to nursing homes.

March 14, 1989-14 members present.
. .
The minutes of the previous meeting were d1stnbuted, read ,
and approved with the following correction. There were
three abstentions to the vote concerning the d1stnbut1on
of the Decade Fund instead of two as recorded.
The Treasurer's Report was read and approved.
Committee reports were given.
.
The Satellite committee reported that Janet. Hmdson and
Nancy Powell are going to Maryland Apnl 22 , 1989 to
help form a new satellite group in the Baltimore area.
Anita Harbison Karpetsky, '65 will be one of the leaders.
The following ballot was presented by the Nom1nat1ng committee: First Vice President- Carole Rosie , Record1ng
Secretary_ Nancy Powell, Board of Directors (four to
be elected)-Doris E. Bowman , Janet Hmdson , Dorothy
Ranck , Betty Piersol , and Dorothy Cloud .
.
The by-law revisions will be mailed with the ballot, and Will
be voted on at the annual meeting May 6, 1989 by act1ve
and life members who attend the meeting .
Correspondence was read to the group.
.
The decision was made and accepted to designate one
half of the Decade fund money be utilized by the Research in Nursing Practice Committee in the Department
of Nursing Service under the direction of Mary Ann
McGinley, and the other half be used by Dr. P~mela
watson in the Department of Baccalaureate Nursmg for
financial aid to students pursuing nursing as a second
career.
.
A motion was made and carried to send 1990 dues not1ces
to all graduates on our mailing list except to life members.
May 6, 1989- Annual Meeting-72 members present.
The resume of the September and November 1988, January and March 1989 meetings were read and approved .
The Treasurer's report from May 1, 1988- Apnl 30, 1989
was read and approved.
Committee reports were given .
Report of the election as follows :
First Vice President- Carole Rosie
Recording Secretary- Nancy Powell
Board of Directors-Doris E. Bowman
Janet Hindson
(four elected)
Betty Piersol
Dorothy Ranck
Permission was given to destroy the ballots.

January 10, 1989 -17 members present. . .
The minutes of the previous meeting were d1stnbuted, read,
and approved.
The Treasurer's Report was read and approved.
Committee reports were given.
Correspondence was read to the group.
.
Satellite committee reported that the Harnsburg group
(Central Pennsylvania) going well. Average attendance
18. Dorothy Ranck and Gladys Keiper commended for
their efforts.
Since our last meeting , birthday flowers were sent to : Josephine Lucas , '24, Florence Kauffman , '23, and Emma
Bahner, '31 .

Satellite- Mabel Prevost
1. Garden State, NJ group are inactive at present , but are
planning to commence meeting again. .
.
.
2. Harrisburg group with Dot Ranck as cha1rman 1s qu1te
~~ .
.
3. Baltimore area group with Anita Karpetsky as cha1rman
has had one meeting.
4. Wilkes-Barre-Scranton area-200 letters were sent odut.
Gladys Kitchen has been trying to get a group starte .
5. Inquiries have been received from Flonda and Boston
concerning starting groups there.
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Report from Central Pennsylvania (Harrisburg) group was
given by Dot Ranck. The word to describe this group is
enthusiastic!
Three meetings were held in 1988- August 17, October
19, and December 6, this one being a meeting and
Christmas luncheon. President A. Boehret attended.
Five meetings are planned for 1989 -the first one was
April 6th with 20 members present. Next meeting is June
8th the Alumni Coordinators will attend. The business
meeting will be followed by a luncheon.
Meetings are held at PNA Headquarters in Harrisburg . The
meetings are considered an extension, or connection , if
you will , of the Alumni meetings in Philadelphia. The
concept is one of participation in the workings of the
Nurses Alumni by a greater number of its' members,
therefore there is a flow of information back and forth by
written minutes which is the basis for the agenda of the
satellite business meeting. Discussions and suggestions
have included : Shortage of Nurses and the responsibility
of the Alumni Association to use Scholarship monies to
assist students to pursue a course in nursing. Suggestion was made that monies be offered to relatives i.e.
daughters, granddaughters of Alumni members.
Decade money - a portion to be designated to the Department of Baccalaureate Nursing at Jefferson to financially assist students pursuing nursing as a second career.
In line with concerns of the shortage , we have had our
own Kathy Carlson speak on the A.M.A. Registered
Care Technologist Program , and the positions of
A.N.A. and P.N.A. , and the positive approach of professional nursing to maintain quality of care and ease the
shortage.
Janet Kelly, R.N. Nurse Educator at Harrisburg Hospital
discussed patient care planning in an acute care hospital
in view of the shortage.
Gladys Keiper and I were asked by the parent committee ,
Mabel Prevost, chairman to coordinate a satellite in Central Pennsylvania.
We organized , beginning in June 1988, held our first meeting in August. Gladys' contribution was unsurpassed.
Her death , December 15, 1988 has left a void and a
deep sorrow. We lost an interested nurse, a professional
colleague and a personal friend . In her memory, the
satellite members have recommended a book to the Library at Jefferson to be used by nursing students , and a
financial contribution to the Jefferson Nurses Alumni
Scholarship Fund. The amount as of today is over $400.00.
Today, we remember Gladys Keiper-a good friend and a
life long contributor to the Nursing Profession. Dorothy
Ranck.

Whereas , 1989 marks the 94th "birthday " of the Alumni
Association , and the 56th Alumni Day, therefore be it
Resolved that this assembled body recognize and
pay tribute to all Alumni members ; and be it further resolved that we recognize and pay tribute
to the elected officers comprising the Board of
Directors ; to the committee chair persons and
members ; and to the Alumni Coordinators who ,
over the years , have provided a solid foundation
and continuity for this Alumni Association.
Madam President, I move the adoption of this resolution .
Dorothy Ranck , Class of 1939. From the Satellite Group,
Central Pennsylvania, Harrisburg.
Alumni Office Coordinators report was given.
Old Business- none.
Mary Ann McGinley, R.N., M.S.N. , Associate Executive
Director/Director of Nursing spoke to the group and
thanked the Alumni Association for the contribution to
the Decade Fund . A portion of our gift was given to the
Nursing Department for Nursing Research . Ms. McGinley also showed slides on the current renovations
being done at Jefferson, which is preparing the first floor
of the Main, Thompson and Pavilion Buildings for the
Emergency Department.
The President requested that a moment of silence be observed in memory of our deceased alumni members.
New Business.
The Central Pennsylvania Satellite group made a recommendation , and a contribution for a memorial to Gladys
D. Keiper.
By-Laws- The amended by-laws were unanimously accepted at the annual meeting . They will be printed and
sent to all graduates.
A motion was made and carried for the officers and board
of directors to handle business as necessary prior to the
September 1989 meeting .

Respectfully submitted ,
Nancy Powell
Recording Secretary

Bequests
We have received a number of questions concerning bequests to the Nurses Alumni Association . If you are thinking
about such a bequest, we would suggest the follow ing sample
paragraph for your consideration :
I give to the Nurses Alumni Association of the
School of Nursing, Diploma Program, College of
Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, located in Philadelphia , Pennsylvania, or
its successors , the sum of
dollars (or identify the property, such as stock, or
indicate a percentage of the estate, if appropriate) , to be used for its general purposes.

The following resolution was presented by Dorothy Ranck
and adopted by the group on May 6, 1989.
The first class of 13 students nurses entered Jefferson
Medical College Hospital in 1891 ; 5 of whom completed
a 2 year course and graduated November 23, 1893. This
was the first graduation exercises to be held .
Those five nurses were the first of more than 5,000 Jefferson graduates to follow in the ensuing years , the last
class of 38 members graduated June 10, 1982. The
Jefferson Nurses Alumnae (Alumni) Association was
founded and organized in 1895 by Susan Hearle, R.N.
its first president from 1895-1905. The first official Alumni
Day of the School of Nursing was held April 21 , 1933.

This suggested clause is exclusively for the information of
our alumni and friends . You should , of course , consult your
own attorney as to the applicability of any item to your own
situation.
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Alumni Office News

The Satellite Committee

WE WISH
We wish we had Class Year Books to complete our
set in the office from the following years : 1911 to
1927 inclusive, 1930, 1931 , 1932, 1933, 1934, 1944,
1949, 1953, 1955, 1959, 1960, 1963, 1967, 1968,
1969, 1970, 1972, 1973, and 1974. We already have
the years not listed above.

Every year it seems we write the same message. Although
we do the same things over and over, it never becomes
boring.
We continue to be amazed at the amount of time we use
trying to locate lost graduates (we have no new graduates to
increase our numbers,) so we like to pursue all leads for
addresses and telephone numbers. Thanks to all who send
us addresses and address changes of their classmates.
During 1989 thus far we have had three big mailings, luncheon and two annual givings plus the ballots. Many thanks to
our faithful volunteers who help us stuff and label the envelopes. We really do appreciate their help. In our "spare" time
we work on our project for Dr. Wagner, who is planning to
publish the names and home states of all Jefferson graduates. He is also interested in any special achievements of
graduates or world events that happened the year of graduation.
Our working relationship with the CAHS office staff continues to be very good, and we do appreciate all the help Maria
Elfreth and Gale Dryden provide for us. One big help-when
we are not in the office they answer our phone and take
messages.
Our address: Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 07, M-6 Jefferson Alumni Hall. The telephone
number is : 215-928-8981 . We are usually in the office on
Tuesdays from 9:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. Stop by for a visit if
you are in the area. Make it a Tuesday, call first to be sure
we are in the office.
Birthday flowers - If you are 85 years old or older and
would like to receive flowers on your birthday from the Nurses'
Alumni Association please send us the month, day, and year
of your birth, telephone number and social security number.
Dr. Frederick B. Wagner, Jr., author of the book "Thomas
Jefferson University Tradition and Heritage" presented the
Alumni Association with an autographed copy of the book.
We thank him very much for his thoughtfulness.

Social Committee Report
The 56th annual luncheon was held on Saturday, May 6,
1989 at Jefferson Alumni Hall , 1020 Locust Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. There were 340 members and 5 guests
present.
The luncheon was preceded by the annual meeting at 10
A.M. in the Solis-Cohen Auditorium . A slide presentation was
given by Mary Ann McGinley, R.N ., M.S.N., Associate Executive Director/Director of Nursing . The meeting was followed by a cocktail hour, this was held in the Eakin 's Lounge
and West Courtyard .
Mildred Kroupa Okunishi, class of 1925 was the oldest
member present. The Alumni Association presented her with
a corsage.
The class with the most members attending was the class
of 1949, with 39 classmates present. They celebrated their
40th anniversary. The 50th anniversary, the class of 1939
had 20 members attending as guests of the Alumni Association . We had graduates attending from 25 states.
Everyone who attended were given favors which included
a tape measure with a key ring that had a picture of our cap
and Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association written on it. They
also received seals with the University logo.
I wish to thank everyone who helped make this a memorable day. We all look forward to next year. Please mark your
calendars for Saturday May 5 , 1990 . COME TO THE
LUNCHEON AND REMEMBER ALL THE GOOD TIMES
WITH YOUR CLASSMATES.

Betty Piersol and Peg Summers
Alumni Office Coordinators

E. Nancy Scott, '55
1989 Social Chairman

Bulletin Committee

By-Laws Committee

The response for articles and news for this years bulletin
has been great, thank you . Now that the 1989 bulletin is at
the printers we are thinking of the 1990 bulletin, so keep
those articles, news items, and anything interesting coming .
We love getting them and it makes the job of putting a bulletin
together much easier.
Forgive us if we have misspelled your name, at times it is
difficult to read your writing, we really do try.
Remember, if anything interesting has happened or your
job is exciting and different write about it for the 1990 bulletin
-don 't be shy.

995 active and life members of the Alumni Association
received a copy of the by-laws revisions . (As stated in our
current By-Laws) the revisions were mailed to the voting body
with the ballot in April 1989.
At the annual meeting May 6, 1989 the revisions were
approved by those eligible to vote. Later on in the year the
revisions will be printed and mailed to all graduates with a
current mailing address to be added to your totally revised
by-laws book dated April 10, 1984.
I wish to thank my committee members for their help in
making the necessary revisions.

Margaret Summers
Chairman, Bulletin Committee

Margaret Summers
Chairman, By-Laws Committee
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The Satellite Committee program has gained momentum
during the first year and we hope to see further progress as
the satellites reach out even further to attract more graduates
and members of our Association.
The first satellite, located in Southern New Jersey has
been inactive due to many problems among its members. It
now shows promise of being revived and plans are in progress for a meeting in September. Mildred Greenlee Durham
and Nancy Thompson Powell will lead this group.
The second satellite is thriving in Central Pennsylvania.
Started under the guidance of Dorothy Ranck and Gladys
Keiper, it has shown a steady progress. The members are
enthusiastic and active. Following the untimely death of Gladys
Keiper, the members are helping Dorothy to carry on with the
many details necessary to keep the members interested.
A third group began with a meeting in the Baltimore area
which was sponsored by Anita Harbison Karpetsky, she made
all the arrangements. The meeting was held in April 1989 at
the Enoch Pratt Memorial Hospital in Towson , MD. The parent committee in Philadelphia was represented by Nancy
Thompson Powell and Janet Hindson. They were very pleased
with the enthusiam of the group who expressed a wish for
another meeting as soon as possible.
The fourth group is in its infancy but is progressing well in
the Wilkes-Barre-Scranton area. Gladys Wilson Kitchen of
Dallas, PA, has agreed to host a first meeting of this group
and act as a leader. Accordingly, we mailed nearly two hundred
letters and questionaires to graduates living in the "zip code
areas" given to us by Gladys. We have received a number of
replies which show a great interest in the program.
At the annual meeting in May, several of the Alumni expressed interest in starting satellites in their vicinity's. Sally
Hindson Wagner of McKeesport, PA offered to host a meeting in the Pittsburgh area. Letters and questionaires were
sent to those members living in and near Pittsburgh. We are
receiving replies, all of which so far express interest.
We are looking forward to receiving replies to our letters
from others who expressed interest at the annual meeting;
from Boca Raton , FL, Boston, MA, Lancaster and Allentown,
PA.

of graduates living in these areas and then send letters describing the program.
We hope that we may look forward to receiving letters in
the Alumni office from those members who will be interested
in starting new satellite groups, so that our Association can
survive for the benefit of all of its members, so long as they
live.
Mabel C. Prevost

Scholarship Committee
Report
1988-1989
Applications were sent to six graduates and scholarships
were awarded to four who comp leted their applications. They
are :
Louise (LaFleur) Giese, 1971
Raymond Edick, 1981
Carol (Lammer) McFarland, 1963
Susan (Nufrio) Bodman, 1976
There is concern about the decreasing number of applications from diploma graduates and the use of the Scholarship Fund as it was intended. In view of this and the current
nursing shortage, the committee recommend that consideration be given to the children and grandchildren of graduates
of our school , providing they are enrolled in an accredited
program leading to a degree in nursing. The recommendation
was presented at the Annual Business Meeting and accepted , with the inclusion of nieces and nephews.
Applications for scholarships for children , grandchildren,
nieces and nephews of our graduates will be available in
September.
Doris E. Bowman
Chairman

Relief Fund Report

We believe that the satellite program is vital to the welfare
of our Association if it is to remain active for the lifetime of
its members. Since the members are scattered over this
country and beyond, it is one way to keep in touch and to
promote good fellowship among the graduates of our School.
Minutes of the Philadelphia group and those of the satellite
groups are exchanged, building a bridge of communication
among the membership. Whenever possible, a member of
the Philadelphia Satellite Committee will attend a first meeting of the new satellite group. Expenses for postage and
telephone calls pertaining to the satellite programs will be
reimbursed .
We need the assistance of any graduate who may be interested in hosting and guiding new satellite groups. Our
experience has shown that few people are interested in attending meetings which are scheduled at a distance of more
than 25-30 miles from their home bases. Therefore , anyone
who is interested in a satellite in his or her vicinity should
obtain from the local post office a list of "zip" codes in cities
and towns in a radius of about 25-30 miles from the proposed
sttes of the meetings. With these "zips " we can obtain a list

During 1988 the Nurses Relief Fund Trust was able to give
financial assistance to 10 of our graduates.
As stated in the 1984 revised By-Laws "Any graduate of
the Diploma School of Nursing and the White Haven School
of Nursing shall be given consideration for benefits from the
Relief Fund Trust to help meet expenses incurred due to
illness or other expenses for necessities." All things being
equal first consideration will be given to Life and Active members. However, all applications received will be reviewed and
given consideration .
All or a portion of the amount of money distributed to a
recipient from the Relief Fund may have to be reported to the
Internal Revenue Service as taxable income. Each recipient
will receive a statement at the end of the year showing what
portion of the distribution to her/him should be reported.
An application for Relief Fund benefits can be found in the
back of the bulletin.
Caroline Masuda
Chairman, Relief Fund Committee
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For All Born Before 1940
In the springtime of my senility, I am a misfit. I don 't go in
for consciousness raising or sensitivity training . I don't like to
jog . 1 don't like Pesto sauce . I don't know how to pump my
own gas and I'm not into vegies or yoga or punk. My idea of
a good time is to walk with a man, not walk with a jogman .
1 seek silence when silence is as rare as a Gutenburg Bible.
The man I live with is my husband and after 50 years he's
still the same one. HOW embarrassing !!!
No wonder we are so confused and there is such a generation gap today!
BUT WE SURVIVED! ! ! ! ! ! ! What better reason to celebrate?

WE ARE SURVIVORS! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Consider the changes we
have witnessed :
We were before television, before penicillin, before polio
shots , frozen foods, Xerox , contact lenses and THE PILL.
Before radar, credit cards , supermarkets, shopping malls,
split atoms , laser beams and ballpoint pens ; before pantyhose, dishwashers, clothes dryers, electric blankets , air conditioners, drip-dry clothes- and before man walked on the
MOON .
We got married first and THEN lived together-how quaint
can you be?
In our time , closets were for clothes, not for "coming out
of ". Bunnies were small rabbits and rabbits were not Volkswagons . Designer Jeans were scheming girls named Jean
or Jeanne, and having a meaningful relationship meant getting along well with our cousins .
We thought fast food was what you ate during Lent , and
Outer Space was the back of the Colonial Theatre.
We were before house-husbands, gay rights , computer dating , dual careers and computer marriages. We were before
day-care centers, group therapy and nursing homes. We never
heard of FM radio, tape decks, electric typewriters, artificial
hearts, word processors , yogurt, and guys wearing earrings.
For us, time-sharing meant togetherness-not computers or
condominiums ; a chip meant a piece of wood; hardware meant
hardware and software wasn 't even a word!
MADE IN JAPAN meant JUNK and the term "making out"
referred to how you did on an exam . Pizzas, McDonalds and
instant coffee were unheard of.
We also had girdles with garters on them and petticoats
and serge bloomers for gym. We mailed our laundry home in
cardboard containers and it came back with brownies. We
had fountain pens and bottles of real ink. We had stockings
made of real silk with seams up the back that were never
straight.
We hit the scene when there were 5 and 10 cent stores
where you bought things for five and ten cents . Ice cream
cones sold for a dime. For one nickel you could ride a street
care , make a phone call , buy a Pepsi or enough stamps to
mail one letter and two postcards. You could buy a Chevy
coupe for $600 , but who could afford one? A pity, too , because gas was only 11 cents a gallon.
In our day, cigarette smoking was fashionable , GRASS
was mowed, COKE was a cold drink and POT was something
you cooked in. ROCK MUSIC was Grandma's lullaby and
AIDS were helpers in the Principal's office.
Now consider what we did have that college students today
do not have. We had housemothers and big sisters. We had
daily chapel and required courses in Bible, speech and English comp. We had hats and white gloves, maids, and white
table clothes, linen napkins and candles. All are gone.
We were certainly not before the difference between the
sexes was discovered but we were surely before the sex
change-we made do with what we had . AND we were the
last generation that was so dumb as to think you needed a
husband to have a baby.
Unlike remote control dancers of today, we knew how it felt
to have your partner hold you close and double dip. We had
Toscanini and Edward VIII and saddle shoes and cars with
rumble seats and when Ray Noble played "The Very Thought
of You " on the piano , we melted .

anonymous
Submitted by:
Martha Long Garver '33
Elaine Stong Kimbel '46

Stress Diet
BREAKFAST
'/ 2 grapefruit

1 slice whole wheat toast
8 oz. skim milk
LUNCH
4 oz. lean broiled chicken breast
1 cup steamed zucchini
1 Oreo cookie
Herb tea
MID-AFTERNOON SNACK
Rest of the package of Oreos
1 quart Rocky Road ice cream
1 jar Hot Fudge
DINNER
2 loaves garlic bread
Large pepperoni and mushroom pizza
Large thick milk shake
3 Milky Way candy bars
Entire frozen cheesecake eaten directly from the freezer.

Diet Rules
1. If no one sees you eat it-it has no calories .
2. If you drink a diet soda with a candy bar they cancel each
other out.
3. When eating with someone else , calories don 't count if
you both eat the same amount.
4. Food used for medicinal purposes NEVER counts , such
as hot chocolate, toast, and Sara Lee Cheesecake .
5. If you fatten up everyone else around you-then you look
thinner.
6. Movie related foods don 't count because they are simply
part of the entire entertainment experience and not a part
of one's personal fuel , such as Hershey Buds, popcorn
with butter, Junior Mints, and Red Licorice.
7. Cookie pieces contain no calories. The process of breakage causes calorie leakage.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
August 15, 1988- August 15, 1989
The committee wishes to thank each one of you for your
generous giving , continued support and loyalty to our Alumni
Association . All contributions received after August 15, 1989
will be gratefully accepted and acknowledged. However, your
name will not appear in the Bulletin as a contributor, since

1916-1926-$425.00
Frances Butler Pangburn '16
Mathilda Knoll Petersen '23
Ruth Knoll Thompson '23
Clara M. Brunner '23
Josephine Lucas '24
Sara Gilbert Conrad '25
Mildred Kroupa Okunishi '25
Lillian Dilliard Hartman '25
Clara I. Luchsinger '25
Pauline Wall Still '26
Anna Sickler Polk '26
Claudia Starr Wiedlund '22

1927-1928-$270.00
Isabella Kevel Heverly '27
Filomena Tiracchia Doherty '27
Lorraine Knoll Mayers '27
Anna Brinkman Faust '27
Martha E. Riland '27
Myrtle Stickler Clough-Lee '27
Frances Baker Crossan '27
Frances Pierson Woolf '28
Laura Carleton Short '28
Elizabeth Neely Joy '28
Edna W. Scott '28
Myrtle Derr Hess '28

1929-$380.00
Hazel Besecker Beach
Joyce Frantz
Blanche Metz Henderson
Grace Wolford Eichelberger
Frances Wildonger
Mabel C. Prevost
Verna Weiss Herber
Mabel Nutter Nutter

1930-$130.00
Dorothy Confer Stephens
Dorothy Schenck Ragan
Emma Sellers Johnson
Elmina Sacks Hanges
Minnie Souders Ruh
Marion Lewis Petrosky
Margaret Spatz Gauger

1931-$610.00
Agnes Kevel Henry
Dorothy Sarna Peterson
Mildred English Hively
Helen Walp Hubbard
Virginia Emmert Leo
Mary Taylor Lawley
Mildred Schoch McGee

the Bulletin goes to press shortly after August 15th. We are
happy to announce that this year we have received 10 matching grant gifts. The total contributions including matching grants
and memorial gifts for this year were $22,952.00.

Mary Crowe Murtha
Emma M. Bahner
Helen C. Rodewig
Anne Lucas
Blanche Ford
Evelyn Reeser Arnold

1932-$255.00
Emma Phoebus Kelly
Marie Scherer Maxwell
Dorothea Bulette Watson
Mildred Smith O'Connor
Elizabeth C. Ent
Ellen Coulbourn Wise
Erma Coup Painter
Gladys Arnold Blue
Alma Andrews Johnson
Adeline Roth Miller
Mildred Garman Jeffers
Thelma Showers Morris
Lucille S. Harpel

1933-$390.00
Pauline Helman Kough
Marion Pollitt Carey
Mildred Brown Breisacher
Catherine Gray Paine
Martha Long Garver
Anna Woodring Crofford
Elizabeth Romich Cobb
Katherine Kinch Leach
Vivian Passmore Murray
Kathryn West Magin
Florence C. Heist

1934-$425.00
Kathleen Warner Armitage
Angela R. Cozza
Anna Jacoby Gehrke
Verna Hertzler Diehm
Dorothy Wall Ghares
Mildred Dore Estrada
Helen Reimer Motsay
Margaret Clayton Schellenger
Julia Tyler McCracken
Marie Keene Lawton
Evelyn Wilson Frazier
Mildred Myers Smith
Betty Piersol
lsaphine Bowmaster Kasper
Dorothy Raubenhold

1935-$265.00
Evelyn Rolland Curran
Ellen Crawford Teague
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Esther Patton Weber
Blanche Rushin
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard
Marian Battin Howe
Louise Herrold Ellis
Mary Coles Moore
Ruth Baird Judd
Christella Campbell Butler
Martha Latsha Tharp
Irene Krauser Supple
Mary Rotz Evans

1936-$595.00
Helen Miller Harding
Evelyn L. Dute
Margaret MacFarland Semisch
Rebecca Thornton Ingling
Margaret Pound Ransom
Clara Nell Sweeney McArthur
Mary Radel Menendez
Dorothe Brede Connole
Mildred Cook Cox
Marian E. Smith
Grace Bardo Ruopp
Emma Painter Lanzetta
Lydia K. Yerkes
Elizabeth Stephan Miller
Myra Cleo Snyder Dunkle
Thelma Marks Saylor
Viola K. Fox

1937-$335.00
Alice Leatherman Fulmer
Gladys Welty Reichard
Margaret C. Taylor
Elizabeth Killinger Mowday
Laura Zukowski Johnson
Caroline Hill Masuda
Gertrude Nichols Sessions
Etta Heal Baker
Harriet Spatig Zeller
Helyn Long Romberg
Pauline Davis Leager
Florence Shive Keffer

1938-$350.00
Elinor Miller Wentzell
Edith Gendebien Reeves
Madeline M. Ullom
Mary Reeder Copeland
Kathryn V. Bastian
Emily Clark Nichols
Lida Pardee Goodell
Elsie Boyd Antal
Dorothy Richter Lewis

Edith Owen McCutcheon
Wilma Benner Lewis

1939-$1,335.00
Marian Neil Findley
Grace Roller Castner
Kathreen Hock Martin
Charlotte Davenport
Stephanie Musial Taylor
Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley
Marjorie Cooper Richter
Julie Smey Kennedy
Leah Lucabaugh Stamburgh
Mary Schwab Gregg
Geraldine Smith Baechle
Helen Schropp Daniel
Catherine Wilson Campbell
Dorothy Ranck
Marjorie Hudak Buckey
Florence Kelly Gunster
Harriet Kellner O'Connor
Ada Smith Ford
Grace Bird Peterson
Winnie Greulich Kistler
Olga Dygan Mitchell
Elizabeth Martin Doyle
Mary Shelly Monk
Isabel Martinelli Jackson
Doris Winneshick Day
Victoria Malinoski
Patricia Keehan Mills

1940-$390.00
Marion Jones Tracey
Alice Freed Moore
Bernice Wigglesworth Sprecher
Ellen Remensnyder Carlton
Dorothy Cohick Rosenberg
Averene Summerfield Murphy
Helen Job Enterline
Sara L. Werstler
Hope Kramer Mood
Edna Fortner Feloni
Janet Lynch Plant
Mary Martin McCoy
Helen Hoffman Firman
Margaret Foor Miller
Ellora Endicott Meyer
Janet Hicks Arnold
Ruth Ritter Holbrook
Dorothy McComb Talbot
Ida Mae Griffiths Varga
Goldie Byers Pringle

1941 -$770.00
Josephine Barbour Moellers
Sophia Pickens Driscoll
Augusta Graf Waters
Dorothy Groman
Ethel Heller Todaro
Jean Snyder Fitts
Leah Hummel Edwards
Gene Roush Jerabek
Jean Lockwood Wagner

Ruth Kiefman Giletto
Dorothy Kishbaugh Freeman
Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush
Helen Swan Joslin
Frances Soltys Wolicki
Margaret Summers
Perma Ehrhart Davis
Frances Huston Rumberger
Anna Haines Heermans
Geraldine Williams Waters
Harriet Werley

1942-$415.00
Rhoda Burg Weisz
Gladys Reed White
Rosalyn Hosterman Boyle
Dorothy Fraley Templeton
Sydney McClure Bechtel
Angela D. Clark
Grace Jennings Dunkleberger
Beatrice Raub Staron
Rose Pesci Nicastro
Dorothy Cloud
Alice C. Boehret
Lois Longacre Kelly
Anna Alexander Krall
Doris Schecter
Mary Zeit Wittman
Dorothy Edgar Burns
Myrtle Taylor Berman
Ruth Moore MacAdam
Irene Lauver Polner

1943-$400.00
Vivian I. Moyer
Esther Milewski Kahn
Helen Thomas Reistle
Betty Calhoun Suttles
Ruth Painter Greener
Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda
Virginia King Parry
Jeanne Creswell Zukowski
Betty Metzger Shaw
Jean Drysdale Warren
Ruth Jones Schmitt
Dolores Davis Wilkinson
Ruth I. Sunderland
Muriel Lloyd Peake
Margaret Brainard Scull

1944-$255.00
Mary Snook Smolkovic
Geraldine Schreffler Meyer
Emily Robinson Whitenack
Grace Little Emery
Rosie Smith Jones
Elizabeth Smith Alt
Marjorie Fink Searing
Mary Peck Brill
Virginia Kerr Allen
Maureen Sharpless McCool
Mary Meenahan Truehart
Charlotte Stover Ellenbogen
Mary Lou Gaston Stewart
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1945-$295.00
Betty Covert Rhodes
Ida Jean Fluck Bertram
Evelyn Sherick Sell
M. Elaine Anderson Barrick
Ruth Riggin Corson
Jane Bellis Mack
Betty Williams Knox
Jean Fishel Carter
Catherine T. Betz, Col. U.S.A. Ret.
Mina Wingard Zimmerman
Evelyn White Collett
Christine Lindes Park
Janice Kline Jacoby
Catherine Hankee Shinton
Betty Moyer Greenwood
Lenore Brady Strigari

1946-$815.00
E. Dorothy Gilardone Strachan
Betty Kimmel Frommelt
Isabelle Reeder Hartley
Elaine Stong Kimbel
Frances Brown Saunders
Elizabeth Nissler Black
Jeanne L. Lebkicher
Helen Kopilchack
Betty Weldon Saunderlin
Geraldine Hart Rockel
Ellen Rowan Stephens
Muriel Hopkins Scott
Mary Holzman McQuown
Jeanne Herr Burkins
Jeanne L. Supplee, Col.
Laura Patterson Hart
Jane Beer Klinger
Josephine Pispecky Warner
Evelyn Swartzlander Riggin
Marguerite Baker Baker
Jeanne Null Collevechio

1947-$810.00
Arlean V. Miller
Margaret M. Cossman
Irma Schuetz Heller
Elizabeth Golden Cooper
Ann Zimmerman Boyer
Laura Bielon Tobia
Jane Black Guerin
Irene Evancho Werner
Florence Bell Mitchell
Ann Glover Gloser
Virginia Sturges Lawrence
Hilda Crane Lineweaver
Carol Stevens Covert
Helen Koerner Corrigan
Paula Correnti Tyler
Barbara Hendershot Marks
Mildred Herman Noll
Julia C. Stout
Elizabeth K. Prisnock
Betty Steward McConnell
Ruth Groves McCormick
Catherine C. Prendergast

Janet Edwards Maurer
Mariea Buffman Hunter
Jane Treon Reitz
Elizabeth Martin Spencer
Elizabeth Pyle Miller
Judith Morrett Hess

1948-$420.00
Rachel Irvine Herbert
Lois Bilger Kelley
Anne Olivia Carballo
Nancy Weikel Ritzman
Sophia H. Gormish, NC U.S.N. Ret .
Faye Deiter Groff
Betty Towsey Daughenbaugh
Sally Newkirk Boydelatour
Inez Cornelius Mirenda
Dorothy Peterson Turnbow
Doris Burke Hano
Kathryn Hafer Eyrich
Betty Johns Budrow
Arlene Yohey Watkins
Mercedes Geil Weber
Mary Patricia Long Haupt
Bertha Destan Geary
Mercedes Breen Christ
Bettilou Daubert Brown
Catherine Johnson Haas
Althea Quairiere Snow
Joyce Spangler Weik
Doris Haines Stevens

1949-$1 ,230.00
Louise Dietz Strayer
Helen Daugherty Barrett
Doris Graver Schuman
Bette Mengel Borkey
Lucille Flavell Henkelmann
Mary Nye Woodwell
Marjorie Ball Hoeck
Lorraine Milewski McCall
Ruth Sherlin Godfrey
Hazel Sheckler Kogler
Mildred McCormick Galvin
Margaret Hacker! Pontzer
Jeanne Campbell Farley
Elsie Skvir Nierle
Florence Servello McAlpin
Margaret Antes Bathurst
Anne Granger Doubet
Lorraine Roche
Kathleen McGeary Tierney
Phyllis Schadel Huntzinger
Betty Lundy Poleto
Fay Johnson Pepperman
Allene Hanna Gallagher
Theresa Bushek Poli
Eleanor Kilby Whitehead
Mary Glasgow
Esther Hassall May
Joyce Price , M.D.
Wanda Schmuck Geesey
Barbara Leach Cornelius
Jean E. Mease

Jane Kauffman Miller
Joanne Duffield O'Brien

1950-$440.00
Marjorie Whiteleather Schramm
Ruth Swinehart Merrott
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple
Ellen Baran Stahl
Joan Christman Clauss
Rose Glaude! Mulligan
Barbara Fisher Ackerman
Wealthy Morrow Shutt
Janet Hindson
Diane Palmer DeHuff
Shirley Mackley Hoffert
Jean Hohe Larkin
Margaret Henry Jones
Geraldine Ross Nadler

1951-$415.00
Jeanette Plasterer
Jane Hawk Aires
Catherine Adams Moody
Virginia Wesley Dorman
Patricia Shoemaker Verbinski
Barbara Edwards Beam
Elizabeth Moll Chevola
Marian Thorp Williams
Jeanne Holzbaur Mclaughlin
Nancy Thompson Powell
Marilyn Sparrow Marshall
Lorraine A. Jeitner
Dolores Pauster Gorham
Nina Davis Weller

Nancy Urban Schwindt
Elisabeth Snyder Collins
Elinor Wise Chermela
Patricia Narusiewicz Yurick
Jean Tomlin Dempsey
Rena Sauvageot Graham
Alice Glaude! Kessler
Mary Jane Neff Gabriel
Mary Ann Stauffer
Genevieve Alderfer Batten

1955-$310.00
Barbara G. Smith
Adrienne Marasco Rodgers
Georgene Strazzeri Callahan
Joan Chadwick Cramer
Elizabeth Patton Ward
Dawn Deitman John
Elizabeth Jones Hubbs
Audrey Titlow Priga
Dolores Wisotzkey Spirt
Mildred Murray Kline
Nannette Delong Smith

1956-$310.00
Marilyn Robertson Glauber
Mary Anne Saunders Port
Joan Elbertson McGinnis
Helen Wisniewski Hervada
Florence Roche
Gertrude Hung Chan
Norma Dawson
Jean Krasnisky Pike
Marguerite Johnson Domenick

1957-$295.00
1952-$95.00
Margaret Faust Keates
Albina Vetro Stackhouse
Eloise J. Hippensteel
Lillian McFadden Haeberlein
Doris Thorn Suter
C. Ann Oberholtzer Brugger

1953-$150.00
Trudy Lange Amend
Cathleen Margiasso Keating
Nellie Crandall Richards
Sharon Lavelle Kelly
Marilyn Fullerton Bower
Jane Reimer Lemmon
Irene Gibson O'Brien
Janet Edwardson Meredith
Joyce Weidner Mest

1954-$420.00
Barbara Newcombe
Barbara Reiner Bachman
Louise Manhart Hoch
Doris Henry Schramm
Margaret Irwin Reimer
Jane Snyder Wilgus
Sarah Hindson Wagner
Elaine Keelins Carter
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Gretchen Aschenbach Baker
Mary Eichmann Cowen
Jeanne Seely Abbott
June Reginak Dupnock
Marialice Duckworth Bopf
Peggy Lou Eckhart Hess
Rose Marie Tomasello
Nancy Blair D'Angelo
Marjorie Fallon Smith
Rose Marie Yuhas Dudas
Carol Hyland Gray

1958-$595.00
Louise Williams Dunn
Yvonne Foster King
Barbara Hand Brodovsky
Linda Doll Eppley
Barbara Wilson Kelso
Geneva Hunsinger Bowman
Marie Sarappa Keenan
Edna Lockwood Hneleski
Muriel LeVan Keller
Christina L. Rodgers
Mary Ellen McDonald
Drosalina Riccio Riffle
Barbara Beard Garzon
Barbara Barrett Borkowski
A.J . Sakella Daneman

Darlene Stoudt Bleile
Janis Priester Wilkinson
Joan Harmer Tribolet
Alice Koch Zilling

1959-$560.00
Joanne Scherer D'Aionzo
Barbara Smith Prendergast
Colleen Mooney Wagner
Judith Wright Bloes
Betty Ann Hughes Kosko
Jane A. Hudson
Nancy Davis Crawford
Nancy Wood Cohen
Carol Karnes Wenzel
Patricia Heisey Harzer
Elizabeth Ossman
Carol Jones Stange
Anne Major Jones
Vera Stevens Myers
Charlotte Hoerst
Sally Little Danyo
Nancy Knoll Viereck

1960-$385.00
Martina Mockaitis Martin, M.D.
Claire Corson Scott
Madeline Henly Glass
Judith Ruebman Mearig
Alice Bolig Rapp
Judith Haas Stauffer
Jane Mahoney Dynan
Sally Ann Giorgio Harris
Joan Driscoll Kelley
Carolyn Ressler Goepfert
Barbara Heaps Vitelli
Sallie Lipan Callanen

1963-$300.00
Mary Lou Keirn McGinn
Suzanne Vache Blackburn
Margaret Hannigan Bethanis
Joann R. Brosious
Joy Stabile Ambruso
Jean Allen McConnell
Marjorie Haines Powell
Linda McKillip Ely
Mary Elizabeth Speicher Gillin
Linda Thomas Jones
Dorothy Fanelle Brown
Loretta Rich Kurland
Doris Shoemaker Townsend
Nancy M. Gallagher

1964-$510.00
Patricia White Block
Patricia Gardner Marquette
Barbara Lenker Tredick
Barbara Hedenberg Narehood
Penelope Jones McAiees
Judith Welsko Lynn
Margaret Dahlmann Coopey
Beth Reed
Barbara Nase Anderson
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel
Judith Rinear Young
Margaret Kunzler Leach
Judy Downing Maloney
Belle Kroupa Erb
Donna Rockhill Rugg ieri
Paulette Zimmerman Snodgrass
Lynn McMaster Nagatani
Dorothy Nuttall Stelzner
Margaret Grace David

1965-$360.00
1961-$120.00
Clare Lynch
Patricia Caldwell Turnbull
Loretta Davis Cunninghame
Barbara Canal Obin
Patricia Lewis Truitt
Marjorie Ross Berrier

1962-$390.00
Carol Frame Green
Janice Panick Billick
Rosemary Cashman Smith
Marian Choinski Pell
Patricia Thomas Goetz
Dolores Moyer Knepp
Marcie Grieshaber Moore
Carolee Swaim Mitchell
Patricia Koder Daniels
Linda Linner Neveling
Joan Spece
Marian Krahling Hammond
Margaret Julius Brooks
Carole Costello Tomlinson
Margaret Saksa Tansy
Joann Paul Mussio
Elizabeth Beiermeister Birtwistle

Mary Bennett Rocheleau
Judith Larson Moyse
Judith Abbott Getz
Dianna Scheingold Ketterer
Lois Russell Foxen
Karen Lynch Bayers
Carolyn Widman Bohn
Kay Farber Matejkovic
Janet Walker Respess
Adrienne lowe Daughenbaugh
Catherine Materioteti
Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej

1966-$420.00
Bonnie Ann Crofford
Barbara Shermer Ruehl
Clare M. Karabasz
Mary Ann Bealer Harvey
Judith Kennett Tracy
Judith Lawrence Winckles
Mary Lou Smith Lebsack
Patricia Downey Houck
Judith Hagelans Hoefle
Mary Jo Oakley Fusaro
Susane Berkowitz Zamitis
Judith Kramen Seltzer

Jean Lashinski Strelzik
Suzanne Barclay Levine
Carole Denise Kolsky
Nancy Scull Brainard

1967-$490.00
Verna McCafferty Walters
Linda Strege Jones
Marilyn Ruble Scelba
Sally Higham Fenlin
Carolyn Senkowsky Housman
Carol Siegrist Woodruff
Jacqueline Simons Alvarez
Rita Haedel Becchetti
Jill Simpson Bower
Laurie Pollock Weisberg
Karen Lawer Bedell
Joan Reed Darden
Paula Laros Rich
Janice Osterhus Shipley
Linda Goodman
Carol Sochouka Knickerbocker

1968-$405.00
Kathleen Lugowski Schade
Judith McCullough Backstrom
Anne Vogel Clayton
Karen Barnum Kushto
Catherine May Dirr
Linda Meachum Scheetz
Mary Squires Getz
Lorie Crumlish Brown
Eileen Gannon Fagnani
Halina Piekarska Warmbrod
Bonnie Inghram Siegrist
Shirley Dubis Poling
Beth Korin Sherr
Kathleen Suber Carlson
Virginia Bozarth Waldron

1969-$572.00
Hope Russo Schooley
Daveen Jones Edmiston
Marianne Gaspari Collins
Marion Freeman Jablonski
Irene Harris
Annie Eldredge Kahn
Linda Lake Boyle
Jean Hillerstram Rakey
Jane Kazelis Kriebel
Diana Troutman Balsinger
Kristina Hancock Reede
Marsha Morrison Perry
Marlene Sovin Croce-Burgess
Linda Zwick Reichel
Vera Paoletti
Marilyn Bergner
Beverly Wallace
Carolyn Brown Merryman
Nancy Nevin McClees
Maria DiBartolomeo Longworth
Anne Smith Hennessey
Kathleen Shanahan Huffman
Dolores T. Hughes

1970-$240.00
Janice Valentine O'Neil
Gail Kaempf
Marge CQ_nnors Marchant
Gail Johnston Gallagher
Susanne Peters Mclean
Suelin Hom Makowski
Alice Coligan Conte
Cynthia Stroup Beal
Maria Gratzik Marinelli
Christine Reed Little
Linda Fenning Johnson

1971-$275.00
Grace Ann Spena
Eileen Blum Moran
Frances Boothby Koniers
Elizabeth Gore Coughlin
Lynda Broomall Scazafabo
Major Kathryn M. Francis
Judith Jones
Kathryn VanDyke Hayes
Ruth Hoffman Pearson
Loretta Suber Heyduk
Lynn M. Streeper

1972-$345.00
Kathleen Konrad
Mary Webb Hulick
Sandra Snider
Cheryl Baumgartner Meyer
Deborah Waters Wayne
Mary Fisher Fish
Pat Haney Hemphill
Karen Hand Matejik
Christine Quinn Hodder
Nancy Shaffer Stanton
Marie Derickson Flis
Christine Sachs McCann
Ellen Boyer
Ann Marie Mooty Cawley

1973-$225.00
Genie Goldfarb Green
Mary Beth Henry
JoAnne Bender
Barbara Willey Blood
Kathy Kenney Collura
Shelah Hoberman Luber
Elizabeth McGrory Berry
Kate G. Felix
Jean Smoker Ricci
Margaret Morthorst
Susan Broadwater Franklin
Linda Mrvica Lee

1974-$150.00
Margaret Smith
Debora Boyle Borkowski
Maria Dildine Pepper
Jeanne Marie Margraf Wagner
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell
Cheryl James Hill

1975-$400.00
Germaine Scott George
Linda Bingaman Napieralski
Susanne McCullough Hoffman
Maryanne Bartoszek
Janet Moore
Patricia Dick Walsh
Mary Howell Wendel
Regina Dreyer Klinger
Catherine Glavey Dowhy
Carol Ann Dougherty Mashouf
Nancy Klekotka Picarello

1976-$220.00
Donna Orsine Simone
Kathie Hills Ida
Anne Marie Garrity Kuzma
Leslie May Tahsler
Janice Richmond Malloy
Elizabeth Holohan Michael
Kathy Ankenbrand Cochlin
Veronica Tiver Metkus
Linda Thompson Torrens
Susan Nufrio Bodman
Karen Patterson Taylor

1977-$380.00
Cheryl Lee Kline
Patricia A. Pryor
Luciann Maurer Drinkwater
Susan Burrell Sawula
Linda Lotter Romano
Clare McDonald Poplaski
Anke Wuebber Delone
Joan Frelond Sato
Patricia Thompson Jenkins
Susan Gallagher
Andrea Rothman Mann
Betty Ann Beck Hedges
Judith McClellan Delucca
Joy Haynes Bailey
Darlene Ribaric Rosendale
Anne McColgan Curry
Paula Fiderer Jasionowski
Terry Mayne Colella
Karen Mirecki Webster

1978-$325.00
LuAnn Kopenhaver Vanaman
Rosemary Marvel
Lorraine McCullough MacFeeters
Leslie Wilkinson Stickley
Joan Wolbert Reimer
Barbara McGrenra Doerr
Rhonda Mote Pierce
Diane Scott Ross
Joanne Stock Petrelli
Diane Warden Carugno
Lee Patrick Walsh
Linda Heinold Muelenaer
Jan Ellen Stasche Vanderveer
Carol Miller Muller
Deborah Jones
Alice Leisch Guarino
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1979-$270.00
Carmen William Russo
Sharon Miller Chilton
Theresa McGlynn Rupp
L. Jeanne Humphreville Leisner
Sandra Lee Wilson
Kathleen Ghegan D'Aiessandro
Cheryl Lynn Brian
Cynthia Baxter Barrett
Deborah Frost Horowitz
Deborah Samuel Timpano
Elaine Harkins Lack
Judy DiCristofaro

1980-$210.00
Kathleen 0 ' Brien Shindle
Dianne Olesiewicz Yasik
Susan Albrecht Curcio
Susan J. Sullivan
Sara Scheidt
Carol Ann McNeil Pilla
Lisa Burkeitt Cangemi
Mariane Maxwell Ostrow
Ursula Maslofsky
Mary Mullen Ragone
Donna Kloss Casey
Donna Lindenmuth Cowhey
Clare Relay Ebersole
Patricia Dwyer Cappello
Tamra Lucas Goldschmidt

1981-$120.00
Sylvia Spaeth Brayton
Tamara Tichian Magenta
Linda Gordon Tucker
Lisa Kelly Sakser
Irene Babins Repka
Angela Mihalanas Siliani
Christine Kopistansky

1982-$180.00
Theresa A. Sylvester
Susan Solecki
Kathleen M. Santangelo
Francine Pollock Miller
Theresa McGarrigle Healy
Patricia Jenkins Barnard
Deborah Cava Frye

Memorial Gifts

3ht j\flemoriam

Martha E. Riland '27 for Margaret A. Carey '27, Esther
Weiss Wilson '27 and Isabella Kevel Heverly '27- Relief
Fund
lsaphine Bowmaster Kasper '34 for Ethel Artman '34- Relief Fund
Helen Schropp Daniel '39 for Eva Werkheiser Shook '39Relief Fund
Central Pennsylvania Satellite Group for Gladys Keiper '42
-Scholarship Fund
Blanche E. Henderson '29 for Isabella Kevel Henry '27Relief Fund

1921 Verna Keller Roberts
1924 Estelle Steigerwalt Taylor
1926 Beatrice H. Bixler
1927 Margaret A. Carey
1927 Isabella Kevel Heverly
1928 Doris Phetteplace Wise
1928 Margaret Martin Lauchle
1928 Beatrice Noll Smith
1929 Jane Manewal Ezell
1930 Hazel Oberdorf
1931 Isabelle Russell Lindecamp
1933 Ruth Ohler Amos
1934 Marian Hoffman Miller
1938 Mildred McCullough Thomas
1939 Lenore Goudie McPherson
1939 Ruth Swanson Penny
1939 Rose Bilancio Bilancio
1941 Ruth E. Shaner
1941 Mary I. Smith Stryker
1941 Augusta Graf Waters
1942 Gladys D. Keiper
1944 Jean McMullen Koutsouros
1945 Dorothy Everett Novak
1945 Geraldine Halvorsen Wagner
1946 Phyllis Morrow Justis
1947 Carolyn Souders
1949 Peggy Lou Reed Piekenbrook
1967 Diane Jakabcin Perkins
1971 Cynthia Goss Byrd

Matching Grant Gifts
AMI- Mary Lou Keirn McGinn '63
Jane Kazelis Kriebel '67
Olin Corporation Charitable Trust- Jane Heffelfinger
Whipple '50
Abbott Laboratories- Joan Spece '62
Boeing Company- Patricia Lewis Truitt '61
Emmerson Electric Company, Missouri- Ruth Sherlin
Godfrey '49
Exxon Company- Helyn Long Romberg '37
Arthur Anderson & Company Foundation- Rosemary
Cashman Smith '62
Ford Motor E.E.D.- Diane Palmer De Huff '50
Hershey Foods Corporation Fund- Judith Marrett
Hess '47

What A Life!!!!

Simple Things

1 have become a few years older since I saw you last and
a few changes have come into my life since then .
.
Frankly, I've become quite a frivolous old gal. I am see1ng
five gentlemen every day. As soon as I wake up, Will Power
helps me get out of bed . Then he leaves, and I go to see
John. Charley Horse comes along , and when he is here, he
takes a lot of my time and attention . When he leaves, Arthur
Ritis shows up and stays the rest of the day. He doesn't like
to stay in one place very long, so he takes me from joint to
joint. After such a busy day, I am really tired and glad to go
to bed with Ben Gay.
What a life!!!!

Simple things are lovely things .
Rain , dropping from the eaves,
is molten silver streaming down,
Upon the fallen leaves.
The thick , grey mantle of the fog ,
Hides everything from view.
Footsteps make a hollow sound ,
When they're unseen by you.
The echo of a horse's hoof,
Upon the cobblestone ,
Beats like a strange , erratic pulse,
Within my heart alone.
A quiet hour on the sand,
When all the tide is out,
Brings with it something deeper,
Than I care to talk about.

You Are Growing Old
If . . .
1. Everything hurts and what doesn't hurt doesn't work .
2. You feel like the day after the night before and you haven't
been anywhere.
3. Your knees buckle but your belt won 't.
4 . You look forward to a dull evening at home.
5. Your back goes out more than you do.
6. You sink your teeth into a steak and they stay there .
7. Your little black book contains a majority of names ending
in M.D.
8. It takes you longer to rest than it did to get tired .

Shafts of sunlight through the trees ,
That grow upon a hill ,
The first green shoots above the ground ,
Though winter lingers still.
Simple things are lovely things ,
We need no wealth to share .
The monotone of nature's soul
.. . That whispers everywhere!
Grace E. Easley
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Class of 1922

Class News
Mary R. Taylor Lawley (William B.), Route 1, Box 736, Lacombe, LA
70445. Nothing new. We continue to enjoy our trips . During 1988 we
visited Pennsylvania, New Mexico and many points in between. We
even got to visit San Antonio 's new Sea World .

Claudia Starr Wiedlund, Villa Sancta Anna , 25000 Chagrin Blvd. ,
Beachwood , OH 44122 . Claudia is in a nursing home and is doing well .
She enjoys receiving mail and especially the flowers she receives for her
birthday from the Alumni Association .

Virginia Emmert Leo, 1749 Edgewood Hill Circle #101 , Hagerstown ,
MD 217 40. I hope to move to the Quadrangle, a Marriott Life Care
Community in Haverford , PA. It is scheduled to be ready for occupancy
in July. I will be closer to my children and of course-to my Alumni
Association!

Class of 1923
Ruth Knoll Thompson, Pitman Manor, Box 44 , 535 N. Oak Avenue ,
Pitman NJ 08071. My sister Mathilda Petersen was 95 on June 1st,
and I will be 92 . I wonder why we are living so long! I'm thankful to be
able to care for myself.
Clara M. Brunner, Peter Becker Community, Maple Avenue & Yoder
Road , Harleysville, PA 19438. I am in good health and I would be
happy to have visitors.

Helen Walp Hubbard (Alfred), 126 Montgomery Street, Apt. C, Highland Park, NJ 08904 . Greetings to all my classmates , I hope to see you
for our 60th Anniversary in 1991 .
Blanche Ford, 1119 Periwinkle Way, Box 13 Tr. Pk. , Sanibel , FL 33957.
I'm still up and on the go . I keep active , my interests are in church and
shell club work.
Evelyn Reeser Arnold (Walter M.), 23287 Blue Water Circle, Boca
Raton , FL 33433. I'm still proud to say "I'm a Jefferson Nurse." We
had most of our family together, 16 in all , for a week in West Virginia ,
to celebrate our 58th wedding anniversary. I hope to get to Jefferson
for our 60th in 1991 .

Class of 1926
Pauline Wall Still, 39 W. Emaus Street, Middletown , PA 17057. The
Senior Center in Middletown honored all guests over the age of 80. I
wrote an article which appeared in the local paper.
Anna Sickler Polk, 15340 Jackson Drive, Leisure City, FL 33033. I
retired in 1976.

Class of 1927

Class of 1932

Myrtle Stickler Clough Lee (Reuben), 301 McMechen Street, Baltimore , MD 21217. This will probably be my last year for Elder hostel.
They are always a delightful experience.

Thelma Showers Morris, 1406 Elmira Street, Williamsport , PA 17701 2114 . In 1987 I traveled to China, Tibet , Bhutan , etc. In 1988 to
Thailand , Kampuchea and Vietnam . In 1989 I was slowed down with
the shingles, so I have nothing planned at the moment.
Mildred Garman Jeffers, 306 West 19th Street, Ship Bottom , NJ
08008. Best regards to all classmates and friends. Anyone visiting in
the vicinity please stop for a visit.
Adeline Roth Miller (Benjamin) , 6704 Glen Avenue , Glenn Dale , MD
20769. Let 's have a return of "cap wearing R.N.'s. " A recent hospitalization observation of "no caps " led to this idea of the question of care
by numerous personnel, even though I.D. badges were worn they were
not always readable to bed patients.
Erma Coup Painter, Pine Street, Box 1544, Milton , PA R.D. #317847.
Kindest regards to all. I live a very quiet life. One of my proudest
achievements was being a Jefferson Nurse.

Class of 1928
S. Elizabeth Neely Joy, 1151 High School Road , Sebastopol, CA
95472 . I enjoy the beautiful drives and the mountains. We had our first
snow on Saturday February 4, 1989. I am doing pretty well , a little
slow in walking .
Edna W. Scott, 444 Old Lancaster Road , Haverford , PA 19041. I'm
retired .

Class of 1929
Hazel Besecker Beach , (Justice H.) , 750-C, Menno Village , Chambersburg , PA 17201 . I was glad to get to our 60th reunion on May 6th .
I was 85 years old in July. We both like it here at Menno Village .
Joyce Frantz, 17 Maple Place , Hicksville , NY 11801 . I have been an
ordained minister of Religious Science Church of L.l. since 1974.

Class of 1933
Vivian Passmore Murray, 3026 Old Freeport Road, Natrona Heights ,
PA 15065. Nothing new. I had an aortic abdominal aneurysm repaired
October 1988. I had a good recovery. September 1988 I had triple bypass surgery with a pacemaker "installed ." I am slowly recovering.
Nancy gave up carpentry and is now attending college to get a degree
in physical therapy. Bill is living with me , neither one is married . I
enjoyed hearing from Marion Pollitt Carey last Christmas.
Katharine Kinch Leach, 860 Rhue Hous Lane, Hummelstown , PA
17036. I joined the Harrisburg (Jeff) satellite group . Dorothy Ranck
Class of 1939 is our leader. I met some wonderful people that I didn 't
know. I am the oldest one there in age and class . One person from the
class of '36 remembered me . I have a neighbor who was in the 1941
class.
Elizabeth Romich Cobb, 12 High Street, Carbondale, PA 18407. I was
pleased to get Christmas cards from Peg Koon Lecklitner, Marion Pollitt
Carey and Kay West Magin . Peg worked with me in the O.R. Pit, and
Kay and Marion and I were probies together. We were very good
friends .
Anna M. Woodring Crofford (James H.) , 45 Sullivan Road , Wayne ,
PA 19087. Nothing new or exciting . We thank God every day for his
many blessings and our good health .
Marion Pollitt Carey (James T.) , 2513 Kings Drive, Lewes, DE 19958.
I'm just getting older with aches and pains. I sure enjoy hearing from
classmates , Betty Cobb , Kay Magin and Martha (Mickie) Garver. Hello
to the remainder of my classmates .

Class of 1930
Emma Ruth Sellers Johnson, Sarasota Mobile Home Park, P. 0. Box
8286, Sarasota, FL 34278. I was able to take my first vacation in six
years . I visited New Jersey and Pennsylvania. My health is quite good ,
I have some arthritis.
Dorothy Schenck Ragan (W.K.) , 322 Richfield Road , Upper Darby, PA
19082. I was glad to get to the luncheon on May 6th.

Class of 1931
Emma M. Bahner, Ridgecrest Apartment 617, 3720 Knoll ridge Road ,
Salem , VA 24153 . This is my 4th year in the Richfield Retirement
Community. I am able to crochet lap robes and afghans. I'm looking
forward to our 60th anniversary. Best wishes to all alumni members.
Mary R. Crowe Murtha , 25 Grandview Avenue , Pleasantville, NY
10570. During the summer of 1988 I took a two week tour of Ireland
with five friends . It was a delightful experience and one I would like to
repeat.
Mildred Schoch McGee, 4114 Voorne Street, Windmill Village N.,
Sarasota, FL 24234. We were very fortunate at our time of training to
work with Drs. Chevalier Jackson , Herbert A. Hare , and Thomas
McCrae (Hare and McCrae made rounds in formal long coats , instead
of a stethoscope , and used a small linen towel.) Big rough Dr. Rugh ,
pediatrics, who was so gentle. Dr. DeCosta in a wheel chair being
pushed by another doctor. Drs. Ted Fetter, Shallow and Gibbons, the
old A and B service of surgery. They were all so wonderful .
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Pauline Helman Kough (Othello S.), 76 Ben Lomond Street, Apt. #1 ,
Uniontown , PA 15401 . We were happy to be able to celebrate our
"50th" wedding anniversary November 24, 1988 with our five children
and ten grandchildren .
Martha M. Long Garver(Charles) , 228 N. Narberth Avenue , Narberth ,
PA 19072. Hello! to all my classmates , I so wish I could meet you for
one last "good" laugh as we did years ago. Keep as well as possible
and continue to always be happy. Best wishes , Mickey.

Class of 1934

Mildred Myers Smith, 106 Townhouse , Briarcrest Gardens . Hershey,
PA 17033. 1 am enjoying my new home in Hershey. I have JOtned a few
things , but will not get involved as I have in the past.
Anna Jacoby Gehrke, 3404 Romig Avenue , Reading , PA 19606. I am
so grateful that I am able to help others. That is what keeps me busy.
Helen Reimer Motsay, 24 Lake Vista Trail , Apt. 101 , Port St. Lucie ,
FL 34952 . 1 am still enjoying life in Florida. In May 1988 I went North
for the graduation of two grandchildren from St. Bonaventure University and Dartmouth . Another trip at Christmas for granddaughter's
wedding . On January 5, 1989 a new $10,000 ,000butldtng was dedtcated at the Guthrie Clinic- Robert Packer Hospttal. As part of the
ceremony a portrait of my late husband was unveiled . He was chairman
of the pediatric department and president of the board of managers of
Guthrie Clinic for many years .

Class of 1935

Sara W. Entrikin 3203 Hickory Drive, Henderson , NC 28739. I returned from a gl~morous trip in April to London on the 130 million
dollar refurbished Queen Elizabeth II. I came back on the Concordea thrilling experience that I would like to repeat.
Ruth E. Baird Judd , J-185 Oak Knoll Circle, Millersville , PA 17551 .
April28 , 1989 I moved to the above address to be near my two sisters
who live in the Lancaster area. I've visited Ruth Cropper tn Ocean Ctty,
Maryland and 1 met Gery Powers in the shopping center in Lancaster.
I hear from both at Christmas.
Mary Coles Moore (Carlton), R.D. #5 , Box 171 , Bridgeton , NJ 08302.
1spend five months in the winter at Titusville, FL.
Louise Herrold Ellis (Nicholas D.), 408-22nd Street, Belleair Beach,
FL 34635 . Classmates, when in Florida come visit me. I am on the Gulf
side, near Clearwater Beach .
Ellen Crawford Teague, 3 Oak Road via N.W. Avenue , Philadelphia,
PA 19118. 1 am still consultant (at my age) to the Worlds Ftrst Cog
Railway. 1 sold the "cog " in 1983. I will stay with it another 4 years ,
then that will be it! I'm also a trustee for the Mt. Washtngton Observatory, Vice Chairman , N.H . Newcomen Society, North America , aNational DAR member and a director on the Board of the Summer Stock
Theatre , White Mountains playhouse. My oldest grandson Thomas A.
Baker is in pre-med at Temple University.
Esther Patton Weber (Paul), 2015 Ridge Road , Box 242 , Perkasie, PA
18944. In February we returned from Florida, we had a lovely ttme .
Paul and 1are in good health. Our children are well and so are the ten
grandchildren.
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 79 E. Ashland Street, Doylestown , PA
18901. 1 have nothing new to report, JUSt getttng older. I spent the
winter in California. I'm still happy to be a Jefferson graduate.
M. Pauline Latsha Tharp (Floyd) , 21133 S.W. 85th Avenue , Miami ,
FL 33189 . We enjoy living here in S.W. Miami . My greatest JOY .ts
singing in our church sanctuary choir during Sunday servtces and tn
our Christmas and Easter Pageants. Pageants requtre three months
preparation and rehearsals. I also sing in the senior adult church choir.
Our Easter pageant was viewed "live" on Adelphia Cable Channel 26 at
7:00 P.M . Easter Sunday. Our son Frank is having tests and had a
positive test for cancer on his leg . Expect to visit him in Deland , FL.
God bless you all.
Mary Rotz Evans, 2505 Faulk Woods Road, Wilmington , DE 19810.
Things are about the same . The children are all well and dotng ftne. I

have 5 grandchildren-4 girls and a boy, the youngest was 9 years old
the end of July. Hello to everyone .
Irene Krauser Supple, 310 South Avenue , Beacon, NY 12508. Regards and greetings from Beacon , New York .

Class of 1936

Mildred Cook Cox (J. Perry), 815 Seacliff Road , Ocean City, NJ 08226.
1 continue to enjoy retirement by the sea. Our oldest daughter ts teachtng
history in a Reno , NV high school. Our youngest daughter conttnues to
work in a Veterans Hospital in Iowa City, lA as an oncologtcal nurstng
specialist.
Grace Bardo Ruopp (Ernest) , 25 Spruce Mountain Road , Danbury, CT
06810. I'm writing this with a cast on my right hand . I had plasttc
surgery done for arthritis in wrist and thumb . I hope it works for me
when the surgery is completed .
Margaret T. Pound Ransom (Wayne W.) , 406 Waveland Road , Catonsville, MD 21228 . I have nothing really new. It would be ntce tf more
of the 1936 class attended the luncheon .
Rebecca Thornton Ingling (Francis W.) , 1523 Custom Road , Virginia
Beach , VA 23454 . No big news with us . We keep active in church and
community affairs. We both are enjoying good health. In June we
celebrated our 50th anniversary.
Margaret MacFarland Semisch, 50 Coe Road , Unite 236, Belleair, FL
34616 . I'm happy that we had afew years of retirement for my husband
and myself in Florida.
Clara Nell Sweeney McArthur (George) , P.O. Box 207 , Grifton , NC
28530. Clara Nell had a massive stroke January 5, 1989. She can talk
very little and cannot swallow. She is a guest in Greenville Villa Nursing
Home .
Myra Cleo Snyder Dunkle, P. 0. Box 501 , Crescent City, FL 3~112 . In
April I had back surgery (lamtnotomy and lamtnectomy) , and I m gotng
to Russia (USSR) in September. I'm looktng forward to more acttve
years- God willing .

Class of 1937

Alice 1. Leatherman Fulmer (James L.) , 323 North Oak Avenue ,
Clifton Heights, PA 19018. I have nothing new to report. I have the
same husband , the same address and I'm ambulatory.

Class of 1938

Lida G. Pardee Goodell, Rt. #1 , Box 190, Peartree Point Road ,
Chestertown , MD 21620. March 20th 1989 I returned from a little
vacation in Florida. My husband passed away on November 20th , 1988,
after a long illness .
Madeline M. Ullom, 3248 N. Christmas Avenue , Tucson , AI. 85716.
I'm honorary state commander, Department of Arizona American ex
prisoners of war. Lt. General Frank Ledford, Sr. , presented POW medal
prisoner of war medal to me on 25 July 1988 at mtlttary ceremontes at
Fort Sam Houston , TX. I'm a member of the army medical department
regiment.
Kathryn v. Bastian, 4208 S.E. Ford Road , Lawton , OK 73501. I
thoroughly enjoyed the reunion in May 1988, our 50th anntversary. You
all do a beautiful job, we all appreciate your devotiOn . Best wtshes to
all.
Edith Gendebien Reeves, 1739 East San Miguel Avenue , Phoenix, AZ
85016. I'm sorry I could not make the 50th reunion in 1988. Good luck
to all.
Edith Owen McCutcheon, 70 Collins Road , Trenton , NJ 08619 . My,
how nursing procedures have changed in 51 years-some good , some
bad . In July 1989 1had a total right knee replacem~nt , what an educational experience. I had a great surgeon , the surgtcal procedures are
amazing , and the pre and post operative routtnes are unbeltevable . I am
now classified as an "exemplary patient" - Hooray!
Wilma Benner Overal Lewis (Francis J. ), 8300 S.W. 107th Lane,
Ocala, FL 32676. We moved to Florida in June 1988 from our former
home in Arizona. My first husband died in 1985 after 38 years of
marriage. 1 remarried in February 1988. We spend our summers tn
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McAiisterville , PA. I retired in 1982 after 38 years in the physical therapy
field .

received her BSN from Penn State University- Ogontz campus on
May 12, 1989.

Frances Soltys Wolicki (Theodore), 1623 March Street, Reading , PA
19607. My husband Ted and I invite any one from Jefferson to visit us.
Berks County is a beautiful community.

Class of 1939
Charlotte Davenport, Rt. #2 , Box 608, Troutville, VA 24175 . I'm still
enjoying life in the country and the view of the beautiful Blue Ridge
Mountains each day. I'm trying to stay in shape on my Nordic track and
playing lots of golf, not easy at 72 years . I will never forget my days at
"Jeff" or the 38th General.

Kathryn A. Duffy Quackenbush (Charles R.) , 377 White House Beach ,
Millsboro , DE 19966. I hit the "big 70 " this year. I hope to be around
for our 50th anniversary in 1991 .
Leah M. Hummel Edwards, PO Box 88 , Smithville, TX 78957 . My
husband Dain died in 1984. I decided to stay in Texas instead of going
back to Pennsylvania. I'm involved in church , social and medical affairs .
I have two grandchildren , one in college atTexas Tech. I'm in reasonably
good health and I am thankful.
Gene Roush Jerabek, 3245 Southern Avenue, Kingman , AI. 86401 . 1
enjoy my job as administrative assistant at our local Mohave Museum
of History and Arts . Come and visit.

Olga Dygan Mitchell, B1220 Park Drive Manor, Philadelphia, PA 19140.
My granddaughter Lindsay, age 7 was chosen "Little Miss Ozark" for
1988-89 out of 25 girls in a beauty pageant in Alabama. My grandson
Michael , aged 9 received the outstanding student of the month award
in his 4th grade class at Houston Academy for best all around scholar
-also in sports and overall achievements. Grandmom is proud.
Stephanie M. Musial Taylor (Arthur P.), 201 Richland Point, Anderson , NC 29624 . There is nothing exciting , just getting older with more
aches and pains!! I was very sorry to hear that the three year nursing
course has been discontinued because I sincerely believe that we got
an excellent nurses training .

Josephine Barbour Moellers (Harry) , 7 E. Center Avenue , Maple
Shade, NJ 08052 . We now have 6 grandchildren and we are expecting
another one in July 1989. My husband retired from school teaching .
We spend our summer at our home in Forked River, NJ .
Sophia Pickens Driscoll (John) , 1311 Puritan Avenue , Woodbury, NJ
08096. John and I continue to be in good health. Our children are doing
well . The grandchildren are growing like weeds. They range from college
age to 1st grade . Makes us feel like we are getting old . We thank God
for all our blessings .
Ruth Kiefman Giletto, 1617 S. State Street, Dover, DE 19901 . I moved
to Dover, Delaware a year ago to be near my children .
Harriet H. Werley, PhD , RN , 6809 N. Seville Avenue , Milwaukee, WI
53209 . I presented a paper at the International Council of Nurses 19th
Quadrennial Congress in June 1989 in Seoul , Korea. I received an
honorary Doctor of Science degree from the University of Illinois at
Chicago at the June 1989 commencement .

Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley, 4129 Greenvale Drive, South Euclid , OH
44121 . I was unable to attend our 50th reunion because I had eye
surgery in March.
Marjorie A. Cooper Richter (Francis J.) , P. 0. Box 554 , Laredo , TX
78042. I am keeping busy managing the gift shop at our Mercy Regional
Medical Center here in Laredo. I have also served for the last six years
on the advisory board of Mercy Regional Medical Center, serve on the
scholarship committee of the MRMC auxiliary as well as being a permanent member of the scholarship committee of the Women 's City
Club . My activities keep me busier than when I worked full time.
Grace A. Roller Castner, 12 Bayberry Drive, Bordentown , NJ 08505.
I have lived at this address for the past 30 years . I just paid off the
mortgage and hope this is "home " for me always.

Class of 1940
Ell ora Endicott Meyer (Frederick) , 570 Panoramic Highway, Mill Valley,
CA 94941 . I hope to attend the Alumni Association Luncheon for our
50th anniversary celebration in 1990. I'm looking forward to seeing all
my friends at Jefferson .
Margaret Foor Miller (Darrell G.), 155 Mt. Vernon Street, Dedham ,
MA 02026. I'm looking forward to 1990 and seeing every one .
Mary R. Martin McCoy, 307 Wiltshire Village , Salisbury, NC 28144 . I
retired from Gettysburg , PA Hospital in 1983, after the deaths of most
of my immediate family in Pennsylvania. My son in North Carolina
encouraged me to move there near them . So , I am happy in my own
condo , doing volunteer work at the local hospital blood pressure clinic ,
etc. Also volunteer a few hours a month at the city library, and of course
there are the pleasant times babysitting for grandchildren .
Edna Fortner Feloni , 635 Plum Street, Indiana, PA 15701 . Hi to
everyone! I seem to be busy with family and friends. I enjoy traveling
around the country. Always , Kewpie Feloni .
Sara L. Werstler, 814 Lancaster Avenue , Apt. 4, Bryn Mawr, PA
19010. Nothing new with me. I continue to take life easy.
Ruth Ritter Holbrook, 398 Penn Avenue , 1st Floor Rear, West Reading , PA 19611 . I am well , healthy, busy and happy. It is hard to believe
our 50th anniversary is soon to happen . I hope to be there .
Ellen E. Remensnyder Carlton (Lettie M., Jr.) , 3711 Bayshore Blvd. ,
Tampa , FL 33611. After practicing surgery for 42 years my husband
plans to retire this year. Our oldest son , Leffie Ill is a practicing Urological surgeon here in Tampa. We enjoy our 4 granddaughters and 1
grandson . I would enjoy seeing any of my classmates that come to
Florida.

Class of 1942
Lois Longacre Kelly (Thomas L.), 11 Chapman Road , Pittsfield , MA
01201 . Since we had bare ground and a snow drought, there was no
cabin fever in the Berkshires this winter. I have no personal news except
we 're fine. Our eldest son was just appointed Dean of Students at the
American University in Washington , D.C.
Rose Pesci Nicastro (Gennaro C.), 3443 School House Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19144. For the past eight years I have been managing a gift
shop in one of the city 's hospitals. What an experience! We now have
two grandchildren with another expected in July. Sorry 1won 't be at
the luncheon this year, I'll be thinking of all of you.
Grace Jennings Dunkelberger (J. Roland) , Luther Crest Apt. 493 , 800
Hausman Road , Allentown , PA 18104. Roland and 1are still enjoying
"the good life" at Luther Crest. I enjoy chatting occasionally with Anna
Tenari Reganis on the phone . I would love to hear from any of youor better yet come see us!
Angela D. Clark, 8842 W. McNab Road , Bldg . 8/Apt. 306, Tamarac ,
FL 33321 . I retired from "Jeff" in 1982 and moved to Florida. I'm
enjoying the climate and the activities it allows year round , like golf and
swimming .
Rosalyn R. Hosterman Boyle, 3298 S. Eudora Street, Denver, CO
80222. I'm retired-taking it easy. I have two sons married and living
tn the area. Four grandsons are college bound . I spent my time in two
careers : 20 years as a private duty nurse and 20 more in a special
education classroom in the D.P.S. Cheers! Ros .
Gladys K. Reed White, 313 Rocky Court West , Chalfont, PA 18914. I
had a one week trip to Ireland in July 1988. My grandson Willie 8 is
in the enrichment program in 2nd grade. I baby sit for grandda~ghter
Suzanne, 4, one day a week . My son and son-in-law take care of my
printing business . Bette Ann , my youngest daughter graduated from
Yale in 1987 with a Masters degree and is working in Public Health for

Class of 1941
Perma Ehrhart Davis (Earl), 158 Bickley Road , Glenside , PA 19038.
My husband and I are both retired as of 1/1/89 . Our daughter Pamela,
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the State of Connecticut. She teaches one class a week at Yale in
finances .
Irene Lauver Polner, 118 Upper Orchard Drive , Levittown , PA 19056.
My son Paul Polner, D.M.D. is practicing dentistry in Bloomsburg , PA.
My daughter Mrs . Patti Hershey ts teachtng fuH ttme , she has her
masters in guidance counseling , and has three chtldren , one boy and
two girls .

Class of 1943

Ruth 1. Sunderland, 12 South Market Street, McVeytown, PA 17051.
P. 0. Box 393. I'm still working part time after 43 years doing occupational health nursing .
Virginia C. King Parry (Rhinard Del.), 953 Sullivan Trail , Easton , PA
18042. Dr. Parry (A Jeff graduate 1943) and I retired July 1987 from
his pediatric service.
Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda, 134 S. Pleasant View Road , Pottstown ,
PA 19464. I can 't wait for our 50th reunion!
Helen Thomas Reistle, 734 Kings Highway, Swedesboro , NJ 08085 .
Nothing much to report. Mother is still recovering from her stroke and
requires a lot of time and care . I will soon have to have cataract surgery,
both eyes. I'm sure glad it's not like the "old days" with the sand bags ,
etc.
Betty L. Calhoun Suttles, 2020 Oriole Drive, Ashtabula , OH 44004. I
am very proud of my six grandchildren and great grandson.
Muriel E. Lloyd Peake, 507 Calhoun Road, Wilmington, DE 19809. I
wish to thank the Alumni Association for my ltfettme membership. I
didn't think I'd live that long , so I'm really pleased . I retired in 1986
from the Brandywine School District, where I had been a staff nurse
for 30 years. At that point, I figured I had worked for 37 years of my
life and that was enough . Now it's my time but as a widow it's not much
fun.

Class of 1944

Mary K. Peck Brill, 110 Oakwood Lane, Ithaca, NY 14850. I am living
with my daughter (Kate Brill , R.N .) and grandchildren . I work per-diem
at Cornell University at the Gannett Health Center and I'm taktng some
art classes . I haven't done too much quilting this winter. Love , Peck's
good girl.
Marjorie Fink Searing, 1613 Wight Street, Wall , NJ 07719 . I have
been an out-patient at the Kellogg Cancer Care Center, Evanston Hospital , Evanston , IL, for two eight week periods since May 1988. I stay
with my daughter, Sue, who is a nurse and lives in Evanston. I have
been receiving chemotherapy weekly since June 1988. I am very thankful to have two excellent, caring oncologists-one in Evanston and one
near my home in New Jersey. I am grateful for my loving caring family.
1ain looking forward to Alumni Day, May 6th. I'm hoping to see many
of my classmates for our 45th anniversary.
Elizabeth W. Smith All (Lowell E.) , 205 Virginia Avenue , Petersburg ,
WV 26847. I belong to the DAR and Colonial Dames. Lowell has a
furniture store and Smitty is manager.
Grace Little Emery, 208 Kent Road , Upper Darby, PA 19082. Those in
my class who may remember my man "Aim " would be interested to
know that he died in October 1965. Seven years later I remarned. My
second husband died July 1985. My career in school nursing has given
me avery satisfying quarter of a century. I retired in June 1988 and I'm
enjoying this phase of life as well . I have five children and ten grandchildren .
Emily Robinson Whitenack (Harold) , R.D. # 1, Box 120~D, Auburn ,
PA 17922. Because of the Alumni Bulletin I heard from Vtvtan Frankenfield and Mary Meenahan , former roommates . Now I'm hoping to see
more of the class in May. If R.N.'s would only wear thetr caps tn
hospitals, we might greet some fellow alumni as we visit p~tients .. My
husband and 1enjoyed a 6 week working vacatton tn Tanzanta, Afnca .

Mildred Herman Noll (E. Eugene) , 116 N. Reed Street, Clayton , DE
19938. I retired from Civil Service in 1986. Now I do part time on a
skilled unit of a nursing home. I had a triple by-pass in January 1988.
I did very well , and now feel great.
Carol Stevens Covert (Elmer C.) , 1515 Broadway Court, Wheeling , IL
60090 . Elmer and I are enjoying our transplant to the Mid-West. It is
wonderful being near the children and grandchildren . Best regards to
all.
Irma Schuetz Heller (Donald E.), P. 0. Box 3664 , Port Charlotte, FL
33949-3664 . We moved into our new house in Florida in February
1988. If any of my Jefferson friends and classmates travel to the Port
Charlotte area, I would be happy to have you visit me. We have a nice
pool and jacuzzi.
Elizabeth Golden Cooper (Warren) , 2070 Brinkman Road , Quakertown , PA 18951. I retired from school nursing in June of 1988. I'm
enjoying reti rement very much. I was able to spend 3 weeks in California
when our youngest son was married last October.
Jane Black Guerin (Theodore) , 3105 Emmet Avenue , Huntingdon , PA
16652. I retired October 1987 after 40 years at our local hospital. We
moved into our new home this spring at the above address.
Elizabeth Martin Spencer (Richard) , 125 Folcroft Avenue , Folcroft,
PA 19032. I will retire from Taylor Hospital in March 1990. I served as
supervisor of OR and RR , and short procedure unit for 13 years . When
I retire I will have been supervisor of central service and linen room for
2 years.

Class of 1945

Evelyn L. Whte Collett (Milo J.) , 269 East 9545 South , Sandy, UT
84070. 1 had a heart attack in April 1988 and an angioplasty of nght
coronary artery which was 95-99% blocked . I am doing well and finally
have my cholesterol down to 190 as of February 1989.
Jean Fishel Carter, 223 E. Locust Street, Lebanon , PA 17042. I am
enjoying my retirement. Doing a lot of volunteer work. I especially enjoy
my visits to my "little sister" in Rome, GA (Jeanne Lebktcker and her
mother) .
Evelyn F. Sherick Sell (Bernal) , 251 Ocean Blvd. , P. 0. Box 44 , Atlantic
Highlands, NJ 07716. Our daughter Joyce A. Sell graduated this year
from Trenton State College with a BS in nursing , and passed state
boards in July. She works on oncology at Riverview Hospital , Red
Bank, NJ. She also does private duty for Private Care Service . I am
also doing private duty for Private Care Service.
Jane E. Bellis Mack (William), RD #1 , Box 264-D , Chestertown , MD
21620. My birthdays came , birthdays went , I didn't mind a bit. I
received my medicare card in January 1989. That put the tctng on the
cake!!

Class of 1946

Ellen P. Rowan Stephens (Robert W.) , 13225 Old Jamestown Road ,
Florissant MO 63033. I'm married to Major Robert W. Stephens (Ret.
U.S . Madne Corps) . 1have a son Robert who is district manager for
Harsco . He is married to Dr. Kathleen Dynes, they both live and work
in Laguna Niguel , CA. Our daughter is a flight attendant for TWA. Tont
flew for Ozark Air Lines , the company was bought by TWA. two years
ago . Toni has been flying for seven years. Our spare time is devoted to
raising and showing Belgium Schipperkes. Desptte St. Louts weather
my husband can be located almost any day on the golf course .
Elaine Stong Kimbel (W. Warren). 1021 Emma Lane , Warminster, PA
18974. 1retired in June 1989 after 24 years as a school nurse.
Frances Brown Saunders (Raymond) , P. 0. Box 212 , 165 State Street,
Ellsworth , ME 04605 . Our son Allan has announced his engagement
to Lorraine St. Pierre. Son Gary married Karen Bickford of Oakland ,
Maine August 26 , 1989. Raymond and I celebrated our 40th anniversary July 24 , 1989.
Marguerite A. Baker Baker (Robert H.), 307--Bth Avenue , Greenville ,
PA 16125. We 're enjoying reading "Thomas Jefferson UntversttyTradition and Heritage" by Frederick Wagner, M.D. The chapter of the
40's brought back fond memories for us.
Jeanne Null Collevechio (Tom) , 17 Linda Drive, Allendale , NJ 07401.
Tom retired this past January and is now improving his golf game . I
still work part time at Valley Hospital in Ridgewood , NJ . It's really what
1enjoy doing. With 3 grandchildren our summers are busy. We plan to
spend some time in Florida this winter while I get used to the "idea" of
the possibility of retirement.
E. Dorothy Gilardone Strachan (William "Jim"), 25 Forgedale Road,
Fleetwood , PA 19522. My husband has been elected president of Pennsylvania Association of Realtors for the year. We are attending luncheons/banquets all across the state .. We enjoy seetng and meettng
Pennsylvanians . The perks are traveltng to state and nattonal conventions .

Class of 1947

Mercedes Geil Weber (Stephen), 436 Fairview Avenue , Penndel , PA
18047. I was very proud , delighted and honored to receive my Life
Membership card from the Alumni Association. I was happy to be with
so many classmates for our 40th reunion at the 19881uncheon.
Bettilou Daubert Brown (Lewis R.), 522 E. West Street, Wind Gap,
PA 18091. I retired in 1987 from Easton Hospital , my position was
diabetes patient educator.

at least 41 years . I called her and it was just great talking to her again .
We now correspond. She also gave me addresses for Audrey Davis and
Ruth Fox.

Geraldine Schreffler Meyer (Roy) , 2502 W. Calle Morado , Tucson ,
AZ 85745. I'm enjoying my retirement from anesthesia with my husband and three children . Hope to see classmates at the luncheon tn
May.

.

Julia C. Stout, 718 E. Cameron Street, Shamokin , PA 17872. Ht
everyone! This past year while doing Genealogy, I ran across the address of lana Park Ball who has been missing from the Alumnt ftles for

Class of 1949
Louise Dietz Strayer (Kermit) , 362 S. Charles Street, Dallastown , PA
17313. I want to say hello to all my classmates , I often think of you.
Kermy and I are well , I have no news this year.
Helen E. Daugherty Barrett (Lewis S.), 588 Lynn Avenue , Woodbury,
NJ 08096. We are enjoying our retirement, but still keep busy. We took
two trips to Florida last year. I'm really looking forward to our class's
40th anniversary at the May luncheon .
Ruth Sherlin Godfrey (Edward) , P.O. Box 500, Sanford , FL 327720500 . It is nice to be in touch with "Jeff" again . We live on a boat on
the St. John 's River in Central Florida. My husband and I plan to do
extensive cruising as soon as he retires. I am mother of 10 children , all
grown and we have 10 grandchildren . I recently retired after spending
11 years doing medical transcription .
Florence Servello McAlpin (Alton) , 8431 Hearth Drive #3 , Houston ,
TX 77054 . Happy 40th anniversary to all my classmates. I wish I could
have been there . I have thought about all of you at one time or another
throughout the years that have passed. Those years at Jeff are very
memorable to me. Stay well everyone so that when I make that reunion
you will all be there .
Margaret S. Antes Bathurst, 49 E. 73rd Street, Apt. 12-C, New York,
NY 10021 . Many thanks to the Alumni Association for my Life Membership card.
Jane Kauffman Miller (Edwin) , 927 Ellendale Drive, Towson , MD
21204. Special thanks to Jane Norstedt Johnson and Lorraine Milewski
McCall for their work in rounding up the class of 1949 for a fantastic
40th reunion.
Joanne Duffield O'Brien (Richard) , 909 Brickell Road , NW , Huntsville , AL 35816 . I enjoyed seeing all my classmates in May at the
Alumni reunion. Thanks to Shirley Snyder Bitner.

Class of 1948
Mercedes F. Breen Christ (William A.), 33 Louise Drive, Milltown , NJ
08850. I was honored at the annual dinner meeting of Planned Parenthood League of Middlesex County, NJ. I received a plaque, the Marion
Rteman award , for "outstanding dedication , support and leadership". I
am director of clinic service at the agency. Sorry I missed the luncheon
this year, I was on vacation in Denmark, Sweden and Norway.
Mary Patricia Long Haupt (George) , 708 Old Lancaster Road , Bryn
Mawr, PA 19010. Our daughter, Trishie, BSN , was made nursing supervisor of Jefferson 's surgi center. Holly and her husband Lt. Edward
Minehin , U.S.M.C. are stationed in Hawaii. Daughter Chrissie and
husband Matt are the proud parents of a baby boy, and we are grandparents. What fun to have them as close as Berwyn .
Betty Johns Budrow (Leon R.), 345 Cherry Street, Pottstown , PA
19464. Our family is growing . Daughter Donna 's son Derek Ryan was
born January 6, 1989. Daughter Charlotte's son Christopher Paul was
born on January 19, 1989 on my dad's 81 st birthday. Son Ted 's daughter Christi Marie was born March 8, 1989. Now we have four grandsons
and four granddaughters.
Doris A. Burke Hano (George) , Rt. 5, Box 345 , Warrenton , VA 22186.
My husband and I are retired . I did part time nursing for about 17 years
as a staff nurse . Our duties became more intense as the patients were
stcker and we had very few nurses aides to do a lot of bedside care. We
were short staffed with R.N.'s and L.P.N.'s too . It saddens me to give
up , as I loved my profession.
Sally Newkirk Boydelatour (Ken) , 5404 Peninsula Drive , NW Canton ,
OH 44718 . I am studying voice at Akron University. Next year I will be
taktng a class in opera in addition to voice.
Rachel Irvine Herbert, 26525 Via Juanita, Mission Viejo , CA 92691. I
moved from San Diego to Mission Viejo in July 1988. I'm making
wonderful friends and keeping busy with church , senior citizens club,
women 's clubs , and as a "docent" (tour guide) in a historical park. I
will return to alumni day as long as I am able.
Arlene Yohey Watkins (George A.) , 802 Oak Avenue , Lake City, FL
32055 . I hope to retire by the end of this year. I'm looking forward to
doing some traveling via motor home.

Class of 1950
Janet Hindson, 1014 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. Class of
1950 let us make our 40th anniversary a big success. Come see the
years of growth for T.J. U. H.
Barbara Fisher Ackerman (F. Eugene) , 444 Roland Avenue , Pottstown , PA 19464. Wearenow "townies" . Gene and I soldourfarmand
purchased a smaller home in Pottstown. We welcome you to visit us if
your travels take you to Pottstown . We have 7 grandchildren .
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple (Harry) , 112 Centerbrook Road , Hamden ,
CT 06518 . This past year I taught and implemented the use of the
Peritoneal Dialysis Cycler onto our inpatient Aids Division at Yale New
Haven Hospital. This allows Aids patients to have once per week treatments . and then spend some time at home. I also work 3 days a week
tn angtoplasty. Harry and I now have 7 grandchildren between us.
Someone is always having a birthday.
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh (Simon C. , Jr.), 7337 Central Avenue, Lemon Grove, CA 92045. Our number 5 daughter, Patricia, M.D .
graduated from Jeff in June and is taking family practice residency at
St. Joseph 's Hospital in Denver, CO . Number 6 daughter started teaching 8th grade in Temecula , CA. The youngest one is still in college .
Jean Hohe Larkin, 1150 N. 16th Street, Allentown , PA 18102. 1
became medical-surgical certified in 1988.
Germaine Ross Nadler, 4003 W. Benden Drive, Murrysville, PA 15668.
I have been a widow for 6 years . I have been doing volunteer work for
the Red Cross bloodmobile for over 15 years . I have read and attended
a seminar, and do therapeutic touch massage and have much success
in this work.
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Class of 1951

Marian Thorp Williams (Arthur R.), 5812 Saul Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19149. Last October I spent a wonderful weekend with several
Classmates at Joan Morrison Carlin 's victorian home in Cape May, NJ.
Elizabeth Moll Chevola (Joseph), H.C.R. Box 657 , Elgin , AZ 85611 .
For the last 6 years I've worked in Public Health in Arizona , in a border
county with Mexico . Aids counseling has been a recent addition to my
work . I would be very interested in hearing from any other Jeff nurses
who are involved with this very challenging work .
Jane Hawk Aires (Ray), 16653 Pine ridge Drive , Granada Hills , CA
91344 . After careful consideration I have decided to go on the inactive
status . The situation regarding patient care in the Los Angeles area is
in an unbelievable sad state of affairs . Emergency rooms closing doors
to paramedic services, cost of care sky rocketing and staff R.N. 's over
loaded to "burn out" stages . Where has the TLC we learned at Jeff
gone? I feel very sad , and wonder what will happen as time goes on .
I'm not interested in returning because the days of caring for a frightened , hurting human being seems to be a thing of the past. Sad , isn 't
it? We at Jeff were taught that the patient came first- not triplicate
forms of reports. Hopefully, one day, we can return to the time of
holding a patient's hand when they cry, offering support, and giving
that all important "tender loving care".
Dolores Pauster Gorham (William) , 405 Atwater Road , Broomall , PA
19008. I was back in school in "' 88", this time for fun . I took an art
course at the Philadelphia Museum of Art , and a typing course at the
local high school.

Class of 1952

C. Ann Oberholtzer Brugger (Nevin K.), 302 S. Tenth Street, Akron ,
PA 17501 . Our four children are grown . I have a full time volunteer job
serving as president of the board of directors of the Ephrata Public
Library.
Lillian (Mitzie) McFadden Haeberlein, 529 Overbrook Road , Philadelphia, PA 19128. During April , 19881 spentawonderfulweekin San
Francisco with my dear friends Jeannie McCoy Pachelbel and Doris
McClure Givin. What a reunion! From the Napa Valley down to Monterey, we never stopped talking about the "gold old days at Jeff" and the
many changes in nursing since 1952.
Albina M. Vetro Stackhouse (Lawrence E.) , 204 Riverview Avenue ,
Ridley Park, PA 19078. We are the proud grandparents of two Friday
the 13th baby boys . Lawrence E. Stackhouse Ill born November 13,
1987 and Matthew Davis Stackhouse born January 13, 1989.

Class of 1953

Marilyn Fullerton Bower (Robert L.) , 885 E. Main Street, Birdsboro ,
PA 19508. I resigned from my nursing position in 1988. I am enjoying
taking care of our grandchild Emily. I'm also busy with church activities .
N. Adelaide Crandall Richards (Carroll L.) , 10 Wells Street, Ashaway,
Rl 02804. We are the proud parents of two children , Dale Richard and
Lori O'Donnell , and 4 grandchildren . Scott and Jennifer Richards . Scott
will be 9 years old November 13, 1989 and Jennifer 5 years old November 6, 1989. Ryan and Erica O'Donnell. Ryan was 4 years old June 13,
1989 and Erica 2 years old April16, 1989. Erica Lynn was born on her
mother's birthday- April 16th.
Trudy Lange Amend (Hans), 2270 Boyd Road , Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006. "Hello" to all my classmates . I'd love to hear from you . We have
a summer home on Long Beach Island in New Jersey and I would love
to have company. Grandchild #4 arrived in May.

Elinor Wise Chermela (Eugene) , 101 Swallow Court, North Wales ,
PA 19454. I have been working as IV. team supervisor for the last 9
years. I decided to take a break and get my new home in order. Best
wishes to all my classmates on our 35th anniversary.
Elizabeth Ann Snyder Collins (Claude) , 3312 Northside Drive #715 ,
Key West , FL 33040 . I've taken a year long vacation from nursing. We
are planning a 5 week trip to Liechtenstein (to attent a wedding) with
side trips to Austria , Germany, Switzerland and Yugoslavia. I've been
busy studying the German language. See you all at our 35th reunion .
Elaine Keelins Carter (Marion) , Rt. 1, Box 100-B, Selbyville , DE
19975. We built a new home in Delaware . I will work in Home Health
Care.

Class of 1955

Elizabeth J. Patten Ward (Joseph) , 85 Haddon Avenue , Gibbsboro,
NJ 08026. January 1st 1989 I assumed the position of administrative
director of Quality Assurance at Kennedy Memorial Hospital University
Medical Center, Stratford Division , Stratford , NJ. I have been an employee there for 28 years .

Class of 1956

Gertrude Hung Chan (Philip), 8 Cornwall Street, 4-A Kowloon , Hong
Kong , China . Our son Barry is in 2nd year surgical residency at University of Virginia. Byron is in 1st year law school at University of Chicago .
Ivan finishes MBA at University of Chicago this year.
Marilyn Robertson Glauber (Kenneth R.), 8239 Burnley Road , Towson , MD 21204. Now that our business, Glauber's Fine Candies , Inc.
has two 4th generation Glaubers, our son and daughter, they are working to carry on the business. We opened our 5th store in historic Fells
Point in April. Come see us .
Marguerite Johnson Domenick (Francis) , 1905 Pinewood Drive , Altoona , PA 16602. My husband and I returned in July from a 4 week
European tour. It was wonderful , but there's nothing like America .

Class of 1957

Mary Catherine Eichmann Cowen (Malcolm), 3636 Gloucester Drive ,
Bethlehem , PA 18017. Our first grandchild arrived in January. I'm a
typical grandmother, I carry pictures and no one escapes.
Gretchen Aschenbach Baker (Theodore) , RR 1, Box 51 , Woodstock,
VT 05091 . I left Visiting Nurses of Woodstock after being supervisor
for 12 years. I took a year off and discovered I had to get back to
nursing . I entered a new field in September 1988-Poison Information
Nurse Specialist, an interesting challenge for me. Daughter Beth presented us with a beautiful baby girl August 8, 1988. Life in Vermont
continues to be fun for us. I would love to hear from any one in the
class of September '57 . Better yet come to Vermont and visit.
Marjorie Fallon Smith (Kenneth) , 1029 N.W. 36 Terrace , Gainesville,
FL 32605. We are planning on moving to Inverness, FL. I have accepted
a job as Assistant State Attorney in Citrus County and have been
working there as a prosecuter since April. I love my work and we 're
looking forward to building a house big enough for visiting family and
friends .

Class of 1958

Alice Koch Zilling (George) , 5 Willow Walk , Westport , CT 06880 . It's
never too late! I finally fulfilled a personal dream by earning my BA in
psychology this year. Even though we've raised four great children and
I've had a career as a school nurse , and then , as a real estate broker for
13 years , I always wanted to go to college. Now I just may go to
graduate school-who says "50" is old?!
Joan Harmer Tribolet (Bob) , 2920 Grisdale Road , Roslyn , PA 19001.
I am still working and enjoying geriatric nursing . My husband Bob has
founded and is president of ABCON , Inc., Management Consultants.
Ou r daughter Lau ra will be attending Thomas Jefferson University in
September 1989, starting her junior year in a five year physical therapy
masters program . Daughter Lisa is married and is head paralegal for
the law firm of Montgomery, McCracken, Walker and Rhoads in center
city, Philadelphia.

Class of 1954

Rena Sauvageot Graham (Charles) , 67371 Hanna Road , Rt. 2, Quaker
City, OH 43773. Our third grandchild , a girl was born March 24 , 1989.
This makes our family even more complete. I feel so fortunate to have
them living so close. I am still a school nurse and a farmer.
Jean Tomlin Dempsey (Clarence) , 151 Upper Valley Lane , Newark, DE
19711. I became a grandmother for the first time . Sandra had a darling
baby girl December 12, 1988, she weighed Bibs . 13 oz. We moved to
our new townhouse June 1988, we love it.
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Class of 1959

Nancy Davis Crawford (Donald) , 200 MacArthur Drive , Williamsville
NY 14221 . I am now clinical assistant professor in the Graduate Schoo'l
of Soc1al Work at the State University .of New York at Buffalo . Along
w1thcounseling the elderly and the1rfam11ies 1n pnvate practice 1conduct
educational and trammg semmars for community and business organizall?ns 1n the area of eldercare. My professional life is busy, but the
fam1ly IS my JOy. Smce the g1rls are married Don and 1enjoy traveling.
Th1rty years away from Jeff seems incredible , seems like just the other
day we rece1ved our roses at graduation. My best to all.

Barbara J. Beard Garzon (Ben) , 1813 ldylwyld Road , York , PA 17402.
It was great seem9 all my classmates at our 30th alumni luncheon last
year. All of our children have left the nest. Ben and 1are still very busy
w1th our careers and our new life together.
Christina L. Rodgers, 114 Hallmark House , Briarcrest, Hershey, PA
17033. Dearest classmates and Alumnae . How many times in a year
while yo~ a~e speaking to someone do you say "well , 1 am a Jeff
graduate . I m sure many t1mes. There is nothing more important than
feeling belonged to a group of people , especially when the group is us
Don 't you agree! In all sincerity, we do need each other, no one can liv~
lovmgly Without feeling some closeness to one another. 1am so lucky
and proud to be a Jeff graduate . I learned not only to be the best nurse
but learned discipline , control , caring for my fellowman , pride and
above all from my patients , I learned courage. From my instructors
head nurses, and "sups " I learned how to be a very strong lady that i
have always treasured . I wish everyone of you good health , and a' happy
year ahead.
Drosalina Riccio Riffle (John) , 6180 S.W. 90 Court, Miami , FL 33173.
My husband IS Captam for Delta Airlines . We have our second home in
Salt Lake C1ty, UT, John IS based here with flying routes to Hawaii . Our
son John age 19 received his flying commercial and instrument rating
1n the summer of 1988. He IS a sophomore at the University of Florida,
1n Gamesv1lle, FL. Amy, our daughter is 18 and a freshman at Florida
State 1n Tallahassee. She will be majoring in hotel management. Since
I love to sk1, I was delighted when my husband transferred out to Utah .
We st1ll keep ourresidence in Florida and commute regularly. Our Salt
Lake C1ty phone IS 801-596-0939 if any of my classmates get out this
way, I would love to see you .
Linda Doll Eppley (Samuel) , 98 Church Street, Enosburg Falls, VT
05450. Our son Harold IS a Lutheran minister in North Dakota. Daughter Rebekah lives 1n Providence working , writing and volunteering in a
nurs1ng home and battered women hot line. I went to Germany the
summer of .1988 on a tour tracmg my husband 's family roots from the
We1serfamlly. V1s1ted fam1ly areas from the middle ages , and have been
d01ng a slide show presentation for various groups .
Barbara J. Hand Brodov.sky (Harvey S.), 13 Scarlet Oak Drive, Lafayette Hill , PA 19444. Our son B1ll 1s working at Jeff as a physical
therapist. Son Jeremy IS workmg as environmental chemist , he graduated from Morav1an College in May 1988.
Marie Sarappa Keenan (Jerry) , 8 Clement Drive, Woodbury, NJ 08096.
Hello to all my classmates , especially former roommates who are unable
to attend the yearly reunions . I've remained active in the Gloucester
County Medical Soc1ety Auxiliary in projects to raise money for health
career scholarships.
Geneva R. Hunsinger Bowman, 1151 St. Joseph Street Lancaster
PA 17603. I'm still. working in psychiatry and I enjoy my work. I '~
domg a lot of traveling s1nce the children are on their own . Hello to all
my old fnends .
Mabel E. Rennebaum Hollender (David E.), 1664 Cedar Knoll Drive
Caro , Ml 48723. My husband has accepted a call to St. Paul 's Luthera~
Church 1~ Caro, MI. Our three daughters are in college. Paula is first
year med1cal school at Ohio State . Priscilla, last year of physical therapy
at Oakland Un1vers1ty, Rochester, MI. Miriam , freshman at Eastern
M1ch1gan Un1vers1ty 1n occupational therapy.
Anne V. Major Jones, 163 Ruland Road , Selden , NY 11784. 1want to
say that every day I thank God for my Jefferson experiences . It certainly
has prepared me for my ongoing nursing career.
Carol Jones Stange (Frederick) , RD #3 , Box 3398 Moscow, PA 18444.
It was wonderful to see my classmates at our 30th reunion at our annual
luncheon.

Barbara A. Smith Prendergast (Michael) , 930 Upland Road , York, PA
17403. Michael and I have both been active in local and state medical
affa1rs. Our daughter Michelle got married in 1988, and works in Washmgton w1th Pnce-Waterhouse. Kathleen teaches high school , and Susan IS workmg for BonTon Department Stores, she graduated from
Bucknellm 1987.
Thelma Stiles Malecek (Raymond) , 539 Arlene Drive , Wood Dale , IL
60191 . Our daughter Joan graduated from Loyola University with a
BSN 1n May 1988, and was married in June and now works at Loyola
1n a surg1cal1cu step-down un1t as she b1des her time for a transfer to
the operatmg rooms . As president of the Stiles Family of America we
hosted a nat1onw1de reunion in Chicago in July 1988. 1had a great year.
Vera Stevens Myers (Harold) , 1115 Fort Washington Avenue , Fort
Washmgton , PA 19034. Th1s year we were pleased to welcome our first
grandchild , a boy born to our son Rusty and his wife Amy.
Sally Little Da.nyo (J. Joseph), 960 Upland Road , York , PA 17403.
Ou r daught~r Cmdy works in ob at Jefferson , she just received her nurse
pract1t1oner s degree. Our oldest son Joe is a sophomore at Jefferson
Medical School ,. and Dan is a senior at Ursin us heading for Jefferson.
Fourth son T1m IS a freshman at West Virginia University and our fifth
IS In JUniOr h1gh. My husband will be president of Pennsylvania Medical
Soc1ety th1s year. I am a busy artist showing and selling and loving it
all.

Class of 1960
Sally Ann Giorgio Harris (John) , 318 Homestead Drive, Harleysville,
PA 19438. I am still working at our local hospital in the float pool , 1
work mostly on the card1ac step-down unit. Our daughter Leanne , is
livmg 1n Phoemx, AZ . Our son , John 4th , lives in Fairfax, VA and works
1n Georgetown. I miss them both.
Judith Haas Stauffer (Robert) , 3729 Meyer Lane, Hatboro , PA 19040.
1990-our 30th year reunion . I'm taking this early opportunity to invite
those attending the luncheon in 1990 to come back to my house for a
get-together. R.S.V.P. 215-672-6287.
Alice C. Bolig Rapp (John) , 92 Durand Road , Maplewood , NJ 07040.
I have been a school nurse for 23 years and enjoy it immensely. 1have
a spec1al1nterest 1n teenage substance use. I have a masters degree in
health education and I am completing 32 credits in counseling. Our
daughter Kelly, age 29 has a BSN and lives and works in Philadelphia.
Elizabeth , age 27 has a degree 1n retailing and lives and works near
home. In October 1987 I was published in School Nurse the journal
of the Nat1onal Association of School Nurses. My husband and 1enjoy
travelmg.
Claire Corson Scott (W. Eric) , 233 Demarest Road , Moorestown NJ
08057. Our daughter Jennifer is in her junior year in high school , she is
startmg the college search .
Sallie Lipan Callanen (Steve) , 125 Casmar Street, SE ., Vienna , VA
22.180. Hello old fnends . Our last fledgling left the nest for college in
Anzona 1n August. It hardly seems possible. Our daughter Eve has
started a new JOb as Information officer for Virginia's Department of
Labor 1n Richmond . Her husband will begin medical studies at M.C.V.
th1s year and she hopes to undertake an M.B.A. in her spare time .
Wendy has graduated from college with a degree in finance and is
workmg as a fmanc1al planner. I keep busy as a sales representative/
dlstnbutorfor a medical supplies company I started 2 years ago. 1stay
Involved 1n nursing by teaching .

Patricia A. Heisey Harzer, 450 Ridge Road , Elizabethtown , PA 17022.
At our 30th reun1on I hope we will wallow in memories. I am even trying
to make a comeback to nurs1ng since Rick's death . It was great to see
so many of you at the reunion.
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Class of 1962

Elizabeth A. Beiermeister Birtwistle (John) , 4 White Water Lane,
Mays Landing , NJ 08330. I'm working part time temporarily for Professional Care Nursing Registry due to total knee replacement. We have 3
daughters , Penny (23) graduated from B.U. in '88 , Chris (22) graduated
from Rutgers University in '89, Katie (18) will be attending Rutgers th1s
fall . We are planning a trip to Hawaii for our 25th wedding anniversary.

Margaret K. Saksa Tansy (Martin) , 412 St. Davids Road , St. Davids,
PA 19087. We're grandparents now! Missey presented us with Ryan
Allen on December 4th , he is an absolute darling . Martin Jr. , and
Matthew are both students at Temple University. Marty is still dean at
Temple University Dental School and I retired in June of "88 ".
Theresa Lefchick Lamberth (Billy C.), 726 Pomona Avenue , Coronado, CA 92118. We ended our 25th anniversary year in the wrong sort
of way. I had gone blind in my left eye and after CAT scan and. MRI ,
was diagnosed with a classical meningioma. The 2 weeks of awa1t1ng a
craniotomy was positively horrific. But all went extremely well , I was
discharged from the hospital 72 hours post-op. A few weeks post-op
the doctor discovered I had a thyroid tumor, biopsy showed a benign
papillary adenoma. Too much happened in too short a time , which
caused stress, resulting in severe gastric problems. Fmally I got approval from my doctors to return to England. We will be here for ayear.
Through all this my husband of 21 years has been my rock. We walk 6
to 10 miles daily, past Tower of London, Parliament, old curiosity
shoppe and all along the Thames River. We hope to visit Amsterdam
and Holland , visit the tulip fields , and stay at a fairy tale village in North
Wales. Visit the Black Forest of Germany, Switzerland , and where ever
else we choose .
Marian L. Krahling Hammond (Phillip R. Sr.) , 896 Forest Road ,
Chambersburg, PA 17201 . We celebrated our 25th wedding anniversary June 1, 1988. We took a trip to Austria and Switzerland . I'm out
of nursing now, but I spend time with my MAC computer doing our
church newsletter. We have 2 children married , one at home. No
grandchildren , yet!
Marcie Grieshaber Moore, 140 North Rockburn Street, York , PA
17402. Our son Mark will complete his sophomore year at Bloomsburg
University as a computer science information/math major. He is a
member of huskies varsity swim team. I enjoyed a trip to Germany in
November 1988, in honor of my godfather's 50th wedding anniversary
Dolores J. Moyer Knepp (Dennis) , RD #1 , Box 10-A, McClure, PA
17841. I am still working part time at Selinsgrove Center (21 years) , a
state institution for the mentally retarded. The last of our 2 children
graduated from Shippensburg University in June. Dennis and I hope to
do some traveling in our newly acquired motor home , so don't be
surprised if we should show up on your door step. We will be glad to
hear from any Jeff graduate who happens to be in the Central Pennsylvania area.
Patricia A. Thomas Goetz (Oliver R.), 12577 Worleytown Road ,
Greencastle , PA 17225. I remain a housewife, helping care for members
of our family in failing health at home .
Carolee J. Swaim Mitchell (William) , Rt. #4 , Box 145, Washington ,
NC 27889. Bill Ill is a 1st year senior at East Carolina University, music
education major. Tom is a freshman at East Carolina University, parks
and recreation major. Michael is a sophomore at Washington high
school and is in band, Boy Scouts , and working on Eagle. Bill , Jr., is
in his 4th year as pastor at Asbury UMC . I'm a staff nurse on a medical/
surgical unit at Beaufort County Hospital.
Barbara Julius Brooks (Linton) , 9920 Chase Hill Court, Vienna , VA
22182 . I continue to teach music in my 5 preschools , afun hobby that's
turned into a job. I served as vice-president of the PTA in Kate 's high
school this year, and organized our first all night grad party. As president next year I get to organize it again. We're trying to get a decent
family life curriculum in our schools here. Linton retired from the Navy
June 1, and now is Deputy Negotiator of Nuclear & Space talks 1n
Geneva. Kate and I spent the month of July with him in Switzerland .
Julie is spending the summer at Duke because she's been selected to
chair the performing arts committee and is working this summer to get
the shows lined up for Duke University Union next year.
Carole Costello Tomlinson (John W.) , 5874 Pheasant Lane , Doylestown , PA 18901 . Our oldest daughter Jennifer is married, 2nd daughter
Sarah is an animation major at University of Arts , Philadelphia. Our
son John attained the rank of eagle scout and will be a senior in high
school. John and I remain healthy and happy.

Class of 1963
Mary Elizabeth Speicher Gillin, 26 E. Langhorne Avenue , Havertown,
PA 19083. My daughter Heather is a freshman at York College of PA 1n
York, PA and absolutely loves it. Hilary is a sophomore and is active in
cheer leading and band . Hi to all.
Marjorie J. Haines Powell, 4N3 Arbor Green , Beverly, NJ 08010. Hi
to all . 1989 has dawned bright and busy. Mike has graduated to restaurant management, and Margie has deferred to the legal field . I remain
as director of nursing service for our 451 bed fac1l1ty as well as maintaining a clinical adjunct position with Burlington County College's
associate nursing program , which I love. The Masonic Home is planning another 75 bed addition-here we go again.
Jean Allen McConnell, 204 Loney Street, Philadelphia, PA 19111. I
completed my BSN in December 1988.
Joy Stabile Ambruso (Michael) , 1175 S. State Street, Dover, DE
19901. I'm still working as CRNA at Kent General Hospital, Dover, DE.
We have two sons Mike 21 , Chris 15. Chris is attending Valley Forge
Military Academy. My husband operates a funeral business here in
Dover.
Joann R. Brosious, Park Towne West W1904 , 2200 Ben Franklin
Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19130. I celebrated 25 years at Jefferson.
I'm still in orthopaedics and enjoying it.
Suzanne Vachll Blackburn (Robert) , 2 Pershing Avenue , Hightstown ,
NJ 08520 . I guess our class will have a great deal to tell Dr. Wagner.
Two months after graduation , the nation lost its president, will any of
us ever forget?
Loretta Rich Kurland (Bob) , 1640 White Pines Court, Naperville, IL
60563. Our oldest son Bob now lives and works in St. Louis , MO. He
works with Hallmark Cards . Our middle son. David graduated from
Indiana University in May '89 and is presently seeking employment.
Our youngest son Mark will be a sophomore at Indiana University. He
had a great freshman year making the dean 's list. My husband Bob IS
now with Case-Mack International . We still enjoy the Chicago area very
much. 1've been thinking about taking a refresher course this fall .

"No Time To Brag"
Two geese were about to start on their annual migration
when they met a frog who begged to be taken along. The
geese said, "OK, if you can think of a way that we can manage
it."
The frog produced a long stalk of grass and suggested that
each goose hold it at opposite ends, and that he would cling
to it by his mouth , in the middle.
In this manner, the three were heading south when they
were noticed by a man below. The observer expressed admiration for this clever maneuver and shouted , "who thought
of such an unusual mode of transportation? "
The frog was so puffed up over the compliment that he
opened his mouth to say, "The idea was mine!" Of course he
lost his hold, fell to the earth and was killed on impact.
The moral of the story is this: When you have a good thing
going, don't be so eager to take credit. It's best to keep your
mouth shut.
anonymous

Class of 1964
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel (David) , Rt. 3 Box 192-7, Apex , NC
27502. Dave accepted a job transfer in July 1988 from the Mateo Tool
Corp. We are now living in North Carolina, southwest of Raleigh. We
love the more temperate climate , but we miss our family and friends.
Both Dav1d, 23 and Dan 22 choose to stay in Pennsylvania, so we are
empty nest,ers, and fmd both pros and cons in that. I'm looking forward
to seemg y all at our 25th reunion .
Barbara Nase Anderson (Robert) , 6741 St. lves Place, Anchorage ,
AK 99504. I am workmg partt1measa nurse and full time as achauffeur.
Cheryl16, will be touring London and Scotland this summer with the
AnchorageYouth Symphony. Dave 12, enjoys playing percussion, he
IS also an 1ce hockey and soccer fan. Bob continues as director VA
outpatient Clinic. Come see Alaska.
'
Margaret Dahlmann Coopey (Gerald) , 7026 Woodstream Lane, Seabrook, MD 20706. I recently accepted a position as project officer,
off1ce of research and demonstrations Health Care Financing Administration , Baltimore, MD.
Barbara F. Lenker Tredick (William) , 512 Park Avenue , New Cumberland ,. PA 17070. In July 1988 I had a job change from York County
Hosp1tal and Home (593 bed long term care) as director of nursing (2 Y2
years) to Leader Nursmg and Rehabilitation Center, Camp Hill as director of nursmg .
Margaret Kunzler Leach (Gary R.) , 14331 Broad Green , Houston , TX
77079. We enjoy our life in Texas but, frequently visit relatives in
Pennsylvania. Our son Andy is 19 and goes to Texas A.M. University.
Margot, our daughter 17 is a senior in prep school. A new family
adventure for us IS scuba d1vmg and we love it. Some year 1 hope to
see all fnends at a Jeff reunion.
Judy Downing Maloney (Donal), 120 Woodvine Drive, Greensburg,
PA 15601. I am entenng my sen1or year at University of Pittsburgh at
Greensburg. Changed my major from Psychology to English Literature
and have begun writing fiction , poetry and non-fiction. Kelley graduated
from Duquesne, Carolyn is a senior at San Francisco State University,
and our son Don Will enter Rochester Institute of Technology in September. My husband Don is sales and marketing manager with Elliott
Company 1n Jeanette, PA. He travels to the Far East, Mexico and Europe
as part of his job.
Belle Kroupa Erb (Bill) , 412 Schollar Lane, Springfield , PA 19064. We
have 3 children , Jay (23) graduated from University of Pennsylvania
Jeff(20) sophomore at University of Delaware, and Jodi (18) a senio~
1n h1gh school. All is well- sorry I missed the 25th reunion . 1 work
part time in a pediatricians office, I also own a craft shop .
Donna Rockhill Ruggieri, 1900 Bay Area Blvd . #S-208 Houston TX
77058. I'm working full time in the emergency cent~r of Hu~ana
Hosp1tal Clear Lake . I enjoy scuba diving and tennis in my leisure time .
I have one son in college in Orlando , FL.

he received the most wonderful care from the staff, who were also very
sens1t1ve and canng to our families ' needs and concerns. To all the staff
who may read this bulletin-please know that I have not forgotten your
goodness and shall be forever grateful. On a lighter note, our 25th
luncheon was great fun , and it looks like we've finally organized ourselves to that we'll have more time together at the 30th . Best regards
to all.

Class of 1965
Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh, 11 Forest Drive, Northfield , NJ 08225.
I'm still senior investigator with Atlantic County Medical Examiner 's
office-:-forensics remains challenging and exciting. Lori 18, graduated
from h1gh school th1s year, art school is ahead for her. Craig 15 years
old IS looking at architecture for a profession.
Carolyn R. Widman Bohn (William) , 1262 Pasa Fino Drive , Warrington , PA 18976. I am still working part time in the operating room in
Nornstown, PA. Caryn graduated from high school this June and is
going on exchange thru Rotary to Austria for the year. She has been
accepted at Delaware School of Engineering when she returns from
Austria. Our son Greg is in 1Oth grade and looks forward to being an
only child .
Lois G. Russell Foxen (Gary) , 2448 E. Orangeview Lane, Orange, CA
92667. Hello fellow classmates of '65. Let's all try to make it to "Philly"
in May 1990 for our 25th .
Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej (John). 5524 Alakoho Place, Bay St. Louis,
MS 39520. I'm still working weekends in the emergency room . John is
With Sverdrup Tech at Stennis Space Center. Chris graduated in May
from Un1vers1ty of Notre Dame and will enter flight training in the U.S.
Navy. Kelly is a business major at University of Notre Dame and will
graduate in 1991. Kaaren spent 3 weeks in Jamaica in July with a youth
group. They bwlt a church 1n a small VIllage that survived the hurricane.
She is ajunior at Our Lady Academy, plays varsity volley ball and soccer.
She hopes to follow big brother and sister to Notre Dame. 1 welcome
any visitors to New Orleans. Let's have a good turn out in 1990 for our
big reunion .
Judith Abbott Getz (Donald D.), 1101 Airlie Road, Wilmington , NC
28403. Our 18 year old son David , spent the summer of 1988 in Chile
as an exchange student. Travis is 15Y2 and Kira Lore 13Y2 . Don and 1
spent 3 weeks in the fall of 1988 traveling in Western China (Chinese
Turkestan) , b~ jeep and land rovers thru the Himalayas into Northern
Pakistan. Lore m1les Eichfeld, '65 still lives in Saudi Arabia . Remember
Beaver? She came from Florida to visit. Our 25th is getting close.
Gai,l E. Wright Baker (Bruce) , 1300 Monmouth Blvd. Wall , NJ 07719.
Were on the move again! Bruce had triple by-pass December '88 at
Lankenau . I never thought I would be back in Philadelphia for that
reason . It was a real surprise. There is possibility of retirement Florida
here we come . K~istine is 21 , Jennifer is 17 and graduated this year. All
are domg well. I m st1ll nurse manager at T.S.M .C. in the operating
rooms .

Dottie Nuttall Stelzner (Dennis) , 309 Stonecrest Drive DeWitt NY
13214. I'm getting older and feeling better. My husba~d Denn'is is
presently a full professor of medicine at Upstate Medical Center in
Syracuse, NY. Matt, our oldest son will be a sophomore at Colgate
UniverSity, and Mark our baby will be starting his senior year in high
school. Followmg the completion of my associate of arts degree 1 began
workmg 1n the field of alcohol and drug addictions. 1 am proudly a
Cert1f1ed Alcoholism Counselor in the State of New York. 1work as a
sen1or counselor at one of our rehabilitation centers , 1love it. 1would
love to hear from my friends from Jeff.

Mary Bennett/Kendrick Rocheleau (Franc) , 14943 E. Adriatric Place,
Aurora , CO 80014. I'm currently doing graduate/undergraduate student
recrwtment for the University of Colorado School of Nursing . 1 am also
responsible for our major nursing recognition and fund raising event for
the state. The Nightingale Awards Event. Much work but very important. The event recognizes 4 nurses for their excellence in human caring.
Dorothea c.. Hamilton (E.T. Lindberg), Box 1998 APO , Miami , FL
34003. J ret1red from the Navy Nurse Corps , and married a Navy
lawyer. We currently live 1n Panama where I do volunteer work with the
Red Cross and present nursing inservices in bioethics at Gorgas Army
Hospital. The summer of '88 we crewed on a 37' sailboat from Panama
to Galveston , TX.

Margaret Grace David (George) , 1338 Partridge Lane, Villanova , PA
19085. My days remain busier than ever, even though our family is
growmg up and out. Step-son , George, Jr., was married in London in
August '88 and they are expecting their first child in November '89
Patti White Block and husband Bob (J .M.C. '67) were among th~
Amencan guests at the wedding , making the happy event even more
so. Daughter, Megan enters Ithaca College this fall and our baby, Jim ,
Will be a s1xth grader. My father died in September '88 in Jeff's c.c.u.,

Catherine Theresa Materia Teti (Joseph) , 625 Robinson Lane, Haverford , PA 19041. I'm hoping to see many of my classmates at the
1990 luncheon. Let's celebrate the 25 years together.
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Class of 1966
Judith Kramen Seltzer (Leonard) , 713 Severn Road , Wilmington , DE
19803. Our family had a wonderful vacation in England in July 1988.
We were hosted by Judy Lawrence Winckles at her lovely home in
Surrey.
Judith Lawrence Winckles (Richard) , Dial House Sandy Lane , Oxted ,
Surrey RH 89LU England . As our children are 12 and 10 I'm not working
now, but I am very actively pursuing courses in complementary health
therapies . These include nutrition and cell regeneration , color therapy
and reflexology. I am always grateful for the excellent training I received
at Jefferson.
Judith L. Kennett Tracy (John) , Rt #1 , Box 85 Whitewater, WI 53190.
I obtained my certification as a rehabilitation counselor (C .R.C.) after
passing the exam in October 1988.
Judith Hagelgans Hoefle (William) , 2215 McKinley Court, Ames , lA
50010. I'm a homemaker and "professional " volunteer. Bill is professor
of Clinical Sciences (Orthopedic surgery) at Iowa State University Veterinary College. Billy 18, is a freshman at Oklahoma State University,
on a golf scholarship. Paige 16, is a junior in high school.
Bonnie Ann Crofford, 45 Sullivan Road , Wayne , PA 19087. I'm still
working as a clinical nurse specialist in gerontology/neurology Bryn
Mawr Rehabilitation Hospital. In June 1988, I had the honor of presenting a paper at the National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
National Conference in San Juan , Puerto Rico.
Mary Ann Bealer Harvey (Thomas) , 1439 via Sevilla, LaVerne , CA
91750. I am assistant administrator at a continuing care retirement
community. Our oldest son graduates from high school in June 1989.
Our youngest son is a lively 13 year old . My husband Tom is mayor-pro
tern of the city and aspires to go higher up into politics . I am also
president of my church denomination 's national committee on Health
and Welfare. I am very concerned about the status of health care in the
United States.
Clare Marie Karabasz, BSN , MSN , 5810 Archwood Drive, San Antonio , TX 78239. I am Lieutenant Colonel- Army Nurse Corps. My
fourteenth and last assignment is at Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort
Sam Houston in San Antonio, TX where I plan to stay forever.
Carol Denise Kolsky (Martin) , 2809 Battery Place N.W. , Washington ,
D.C. 20016 . Elizabeth (18) finished her first year at Columbia, Gretchen
(17) is looking and wants to be a veterinarian, and Rebecca (1 OV2) will
be in 5th grade. I made a profession change , I am teaching first grade.
Marty is happy doing ophthalmology and marathons . Come visit your
nation 's capitol-we would love to see you .
Nancy Scull Brainard, 9872 85th Street North , Seminole , FL 34647 .
I just recently accepted a position as instructor at the University of
Florida College of Nursing . I'll be working with Dr. Melody Marshall to
start up a geriatric nurse practitioner program in the graduate school.
My daughter Stephanie (20) is going to college near Boston , and my
son Aidan (17) is college bound after this senior year in high school.
Mary Lou Smith Lebsack (Milton), 5009 97th Place S.W., Everett, WA
98204. Milt and I moved to the Seattle area from California in July. We
were both ready for a change after living there for almost 20 years.
Orange County was becoming far too congested for us. We love our
new house in Washington and look forward to familiarizing ourselves
with the area. It is so beautiful and green here.

Rita Haedel Becchetti (Stan) , 12 Briarbrook Trail , St. Louis, MO
63131 . I'm currently employed as staff development coordinator at
Shriner's Hospital St. Louis. We have a daughter who is a freshman
studying graphic design at Arizona State University, Tempe , AZ. Our
son is a junior in high school.

in June '88 . I am about to embark on a masters in rehabilitation nursing
My n1ece Kat1e was one year old on 7/17/89, she 's adorable My hus~
band and I are still sailing on the Chesapeake Bay. My step.daughter
Jane IS studymg at Bryn Mawr College . Our family is healthy and we
are enJoymg l1fe. Does anyone have Cindy Strong 's address?

Carol Siegrist Woodruff (Stephen) , 121 Azalea Way, Flourtown , PA
19031. I am currently enjoying working part time in a busy orthopedic
office. Steve is secretary/treasurer of the medical staff at Chestnut Hill
Hospital , and is still delivering babies. Leigh 17, is in the process of
applying to colleges. Lauren 14, and Andrew 10 are busy with school,
sports and piano. The five of us traveled through France , Switzerland ,
and Italy during the summer of '88. We had a great time .
Eileen Taylor Caravello (Peter M.), 2815 Steven Drive , Johnson City,
TN 37604 . We are firmly settled in the East Tennessee Mountains.
Peter 's growing practice is as busy as ever. Our son Peter, 18 joined
the navy early in 1989. Our daughter Melissa, 15 is an avid musician .
She plays the flute . In January '89 I took a6 week RN refresher course ,
with the intention of going back to work in the NICU . I would like to
hear from Gina Stanch D'68.
Joan Reed Darden (A.C.), 4402 North Creek Court, Albany, GA 31707.
I have completed the course work for my PhD at Georgia State University. My second article was published in January '89 AD Nurse . I am
teaching pediatrics at Darton College , where I was tenured this year.
The children are fine . Christy is a sophomore at Georgia Tech. Jere is a
frosh at University of Georgia. Laura and Heather are in high school .
Janice L. Osterhus Shipley (Les) , 3317 Jeremy Court, Santa Rosa ,
CA 95404. I am a family nurse practitioner working part time with a
neurologist. I did my master's project on the relationship between
olfaction and cognition in the Alzheimer 's population . Our children are
11 , 10, and 6 years old and they keep teaching me "new tricks ". I
visited Philadelphia last fall and was amazed at all the visible changes at
Jeff.

Virginia J. Bozarth Waldron (Robert) , 8401 Grandhaven Avenue Upper Marlboro , MD 20772. Our oldest daughter Vicki, is spending the
year In Germany as an exchange student, participating in Youth for
Understandmg. Our daughter Teppi , will be entering an arts and humanities, and has joined a ballet company. Bob and 1 continue to work
for the Department of Defense.

Paula Laros Rich (Melvin) , 811 Windsor Square, Philadelphia, PA
19130. I'm now in my 8th year of my own continuing education and
nursing consulting business called " Professional Nursing Development". My current clinical focus is community health . I have also
become involved in the nursing diagnosis movement.
Linda Goodman, 11 Appletree Lane, Lexington, MA 02173. I was
promoted to senior staff nurse in pediatrics at New England Medical
Center, and continue to care for children and their families . It was good
to see so many classmates at Sally Fenlin 's this year after the annual
luncheon .

Class of 1968
Bonnie Inghram Siegrist (Christopher) , 119 Krumbhaar, Houma, LA
70360. Brett 17 graduated from Episcopal High School in Alexandra ,
VA in June . Todd 15 is a freshman there . Christine 12 continues with
classical ballet and looking into girls boarding schools on the east coast.
I'm back in school taking accounting and thoroughly enjoying it. I would
love to hear from classmates.
Halina Piekarska Warmbrod (Jim), 33 Natchez Place , Jackson , TN
38305. We are very happy and excited about our oldest graduating from
high school this year. One of these years I hope to get to Philadelphia
for the reunion luncheon and see all of you .
Dr. Linda Meachum Scheetz (Robert) , P-101 RD #2 , Monroe, NY
10950. I'm presently chairperson and associate professor, division of
nursing, Mount Saint Mary College, Newburgh , NY. Our children, Kim
17, Kerry 11 , and Bobby 7, are healthy and active. I enjoyed renewing
old friendships at the alumnae luncheon in May '88, it was a great day

Class of 1967
Karen Lawer Bedell (John) , 110 Georges Drive , Hollister, CA 95023.
I'm currently director of allied health programs, Gavilan College, Gilroy,
CA. We 're fine. How are you Eileen and Jackie?
Jill L. Simpson Bower (John R.), 93 Wellington Blvd. Wyomissing,
PA 19610. I'm working in my husband's gyn office as a nurse practitioner and part time for Planned Parenthood . Our son John enters
Haverford College this fall. Bill is in 1Oth grade.
Carolyn Senkowsky Housman (Leland) , 4878 Avian Way, San Diego,
CA 92115 . I have returned to school , working towards a degree in
psychology.

Catherine May Dirr (John) , 2 Arbor Road , Cinnaminson , NJ 08077.
We have three children , Jacqueline 14, Jessica 13, John Ill , 11 . All are
involved in soccer, basketball , baseball and education. My husband is
ateacher at Delran Middle School , he was made teacher of the year this
schoolyear1988-1989 .
Kathleen A. Suber Carlson (Charles F. Mebus) , 10 Dogwood Court,
Camp Hill , PA 17011. I graduated from TJU 's advanced RN program
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Vera Paoletti, 2339 S. Bouvier Street, Philadelphia, PA 19145. Hello
to all my classmates and to all my friends . I have been back at Jeff since
Apnl '88. Cory, 41h will be in Kindergarten in September '89.
Anne Smith Hennessy (David H.) , 621 Grove Street Sewickly PA
15143. What 's happening with us are small but deeply meani~gful
passages: Lauren our oldest leaves for Haverford College in September,
and we w11lagam have a tie with Philadelphia. Graham our youngest is
finally start1ng f1rst grade . We are all well. I'm still going to University
of Pittsburgh for a bachelors degree, and still not working , though that
could change .. So many thanks to Vera Paoletti for her hard work on
our class reun1on and her obviously giving and loving spirit.

Beth KorinSherr (Mitchell) , 4809 Live Oak Court, Fort Wayne IN
46804. Allis well from Greater Fort Wayne . The girls keep us b~sy.
Arne IS 13 and spent two weeks 1n Russia on a trip in March . Eliza and
Jenny are almost 10. Wow- does the time fly by. 1 am still with the
HMO ~ and. we are one of a few making money! Mitch is great and is
enJoymg h1s harem .

Kathleen Shanahan Huffman (Gerald) , 110 Plymouth Place , Merchantvlll~ , NJ 08109. I had a wonderful time at our reunion. It's a
shame 1ts so long between visits to see old friends . Thank you to Vera
and Ma~1lyn for gettmg 1t a". together. I'm shifting again , back to real
estate. I ve decided nothmg IS perfect. Our family are all well.

Class of 1969

Dolores T. Hughes, 20762 Concord Green West, Boca Raton , FL
33433. What a great 20th reunion!!! 53 out of 87, we must have broken
some record .

Carolyn Brown Merryman (William) , 528 N. Muhlenberg Street Allentown , PA 18104. I was remarried February 4, 1989. Our baby boy
Mark arnved May 25, 1989. I hope to return to work part time or no
t1me .
linda Zwick Reichel (John) , 1060 Congress Valley Raod Napa CA
94558. I've found my avocation as a docent for nearby B~uverie ' Audubon Preserve . Th1s year I became shortest in the family with 11 year
Lauren JOining her 15 year old brother David in towering over me, both
seem to have mhented their father's tall genes.
Marlene Sovin Croc.e-Burgess (Jack) , 41 N. Bellmawr Avenue , Bellmawr, NJ 08031 . I fmally was able to stop working full time and now 1
am home With my two little ones , Aria 4 and Ryan , almost three . 1 still
keep act1ve by workmg as a surgical care coordinator 10 hours a week
for a pnvate ophthalmologist.

Class of 1970
Alice Coligan Conte (Dan) , 845 Newton Avenue Williamstown NJ
08094 . I hope to see everyone next year at our 20th reunion.
'
Sue lin (Helen) Hom Makowski (Stephen) , 1702 Aliens Creek Drive
Clearwater, .FL 34624 . I'm coordinator of Morton Plant Hospitals Car~
d1ac Rehab11itat1on. Our son Stephen Michael, 4 years old is a true
challenge . My husband owns a Chinese take-out- "Wok-out". Call or
VISit anyt1me.
Gail Kaempf, 4342 "M" Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124. 1 graduated
With MSN from Villanova Un1vers1ty. My second article was published
th1s spnng In AORN Journal. I'm perioperative clinical nurse specialist
1n a local hospital.

Diana Troutman Balsiger (M~rlin) , 13747 Campbell Loop , Grass Valley, CA 95945 . I love our life 1n the country. I'm not active in nursing
nght now, takmg t1me out to enjoy our two teenagers and to pursue my
creative ab11it1es. Hope you had a good reunion.

Janice Valentine O'Neil (Jim) , 19 East Centennial Drive, Medford, NJ
08055.. I am workmg at home ra1s1ng our four children . Joyce is 13
Karen IS 11 , Kev1n IS 9, and Brian is 31h.
'

Marianne Gaspari Collins (John) , 490 McGregor Drive, West Chester
PA 19380. We have twoteenage boys, 16 and 17. 1 work part time i~
ICU-recovery room at Riddle Memorial Hospital , Media, PA. 1 would
love to hear from Barbara Gartland if she's out there anywhere!

Gail A. Johnston Gallagher (Thomas) , 4133 Buttercup Lane Plymouth
Meet1ng , PA 19462 .. I'm working as a school nurse and Jo~ing every
mmute of 11. Colin Will be a sophomore this fall , Kirstin will be in 8th
grade, and Justm Will be 1n 5th grade. Where did the time go!?

Daveen Jones Edmiston, 427 E. Union Avenue Bound Brook NJ
08805. Happy 20th to everyone.
'
'

Marge Con~ors Marchant (Bill) , 23864 Strathern Street, West Hills ,
~A 91304. I m st11l work~ng on a CRNA for Kaiser here in Los Angeles ,
I m back to fullt1me agam. Sk11ng , pamtmg and quilting help me keep
my san1ty desp1te crazy hours and breath-holding moments .

Kathleen Hoffman Kline (Carl) , 2009 Reservoir Road , Reading , PA
19604. My husband Carl1s a nurs1ng home administrator for Genesis
Health Ventures. I am currently co-director of St. Michael Convent
Health Care un1t, a retirement center for the missionary sisters of the
Sacred Heart Order. We moved to the above address in April of this
year.

Maria Gratz~k M~rinelli (Fred) , 1229 Cardinal Lake Drive, Cherry Hill,
NJ 08003: '· m st1ll work1ng part t1me 1n the operating room at WJHS
Ma~l,ton DIVISio.~. Our son , David .is 6 years old and keeps me busy i~
my spare lime , With many activities and social events. We 're planning
a class reumon for next May. Please contact me for information 609
354-9050.
.
-

Hope C. Russo Schooley (Joseph) , 194 Pearl Croft Road , Cherry Hill ,
NJ 08034. H.appy 20th! I JUSt can 't believe it's been 20 years since
graduation. I m lookmg forward to seeing many of my classmates at
our reun1on on May 6, 1989. I'm still enjoying the business world with
husband Joe. Joseph Jr. , will be going to college in September. Nate is
enJOying h1gh school, grade 10.

Christine M. Reed Little (James E.), 1434 Kings Cross Drive Cardiff
by the Sea, CA 92024. Yes , I'm still alive and still working as 'surgery
supervisor at Centre for Surgery of North Coast Encinitas , CA.
Linda R. Fenning Johnson (Alan) , RD #1 , Box 88G Whitehall Road
W1lliam~town , NJ 08094. I received my BSN from LaSalle in May

Linda Lake Boyle (David), 915 Mohawk, Burkburnett, T 76354 . 1 am
course supervisor of nursing service management (a 2 month military
course to educate nurses to be charge nurses). Because of this 1 will
not be able to attend our 20th reunion . David , the kids (2,3,4) and 1are
fme. Hope all1s well with you.

1989. I m lookmg forward to seemg everyone in May 1990 for our
twenty year reun1on .

Class of 1971
Grace Ann, Spena, 2551 S. Sartain Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148.
Smce May 88 I have be~n employed by Saint Agnes Medical Center in
South Philadelphia, as director of medical/surgical nursing. It's great to
work closer to ho,me. Also , I professed as a Secular Franciscan this
past September, 88. I enJOY servmg as an Extraordinary Minister of
the Euch.anstlc for my pansh and visiting the shut ins of our parish
commumty.

Annie Eldridge Kahn (Joel) , 7616 15th Avenue, Takoma Park MD
20912 ..Joel has become self employed. His new venture is com'puter
consulting . Our oldest daughter IS 1n 8th grade and is co-captain of the
Safety Patrol at her school. She is anxious to start middle school next
year. Becky, ~ years old IS a safety patroller in-training. She can 't wait
to have Lena s post next year.
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Major Kathryn M. Francis, 1207 Danberry Street, Burkburnett, TX
76354. Well I'm back in the " real world " again , folks. I thoroughly
enjoyed my trip west and getting a chance to visit with Denise and
Peggy. What a wonderful surprise when my sponsor here at Sheppard
AFB Regional Hospital turned out to be none other than Annie Brownstein. I am quite busy getting re-acquainted and adjusting to my new
position as charge nurse of the special care unit. A new challenge! I'm
looking forward to seeing you all in May 1991 .
Frances M. Boothby Koniers (Christopher) , 501 Jefferson Avenue ,
Cheltenham, PA 19012. We live in Cheltenham , PA I'm back in the
operating room again . This time at Holy Redeemer Hospital . Our daughters are Vicki age 13 and Christine 10.
Eileen Blum Moran (James) , 515 Franklin Avenue , Cheltenham , PA
19012. Hello and the best in 1989 to all my former classmates This
year found a new address for us. We moved to Cheltenham PA. We are
enjoying our new home . Our daughter, Erin will be in second grade in
the fall , and Jill is 2 years old . I started a new job working at Fox Chase
Cancer Center Oncologic Hospital as a part time staff development
instructor.
Kathryn E. VanDyke Hayes (Neil A.), 100 Reflection Way, Sterling , VA
22170. I continue to work on my doctorate in nursing science (D .N.Sc .)
at Catholic University in Washington , D.C. Lauren is ten years old and
Spencer is one year old .
Loretta J. Suber Heyduk (Charles R.), 3039 Fanshawe Street, Philadelphia, PA 19149. Busy year! I graduated with MSN from Villanova
University in May 1989. Katherine Elizabeth was born July 17, 1988 on
our 17th wedding anniversary, and we moved to Philadelphia in April
to be closer to work . Katie is an absolute joy. I'm still working at Friends
Hospital. I would love to hear from anyone.
Lynn M. Streeper, 511 Donna Circle , Broomall , PA 19008. I'm working
at Wallingford nursing and rehabilitation center as manager of the skilled
unit. 1'm still working on my Tai Chi . I just completed acourse in second
degree Reiki healing , and am very excited about the changes that are
occurring .

Class of 1972

Marie Derickson Flis (Bob) , 11999 Ferndale Street, Philadelphia, PA
19116. I can't believe Bob and I are the parents of teenagers. I keep
busy with being a member of the executive board of both Robyn (13)
and Jon (11) schools . I'm also an active G. Scout leader and still find
time to work 3 nights a week at Nazareth Hospital . Hi to all my classmates.
Nancy J. Shaffer Stanton (James) , 100 Decker Parkway East, Elmira,
NY 14905. Our 3 year old daughter, Johanna is active as ever. Jessica
Lynn was born August 1, 1989. A very surprised pregnancy after 8
years and an adopted daughter. I'm still working as an assistant administrator for a hospital based rehabilitation department.
Christine Quinn Hodder(Philip) , 4219 Hill Forest Drive , Kingwood , TX
77345. Hi! I still say if you are ever at Houston Intercontinental Airport ,
give me a call.
Deborah Waters Wayne (Vince) , 6053 Wenrich Drive , San Diego , CA
92120. I'm working as orthopedic program developer/coordinator at
Sharp Memorial Hospital. I'm vice president for Zeta Mu chapter of
Sigma Theta Tau . Vince has recently made a career change and is now
part owner of a copy business in San Diego . No more travel .
Christine Sachs McCann (Jim) , 1881 Wabash Street, Wabash , IN
46992. We 're in our new house and it has lots of room , if anyone wants
to visit feel free .

Shelah B. Hoberman Luber (Robert) , 5131 N.W. 82nd Terrace , Coral
Springs, FL 33067 . Can you believe after living 12 years in Allentown ,
PA we've moved to sunny Florida. My husband is associated with a
general practitioner not far from our home. Our kids are great. Harold
is 11 , Mark 8, and Elizabeth 5. I'd love to hear from my fellow classmates .
Genie Goldfarb Green, 38 Executive Circle, Endwell , NY 13760. Hello
to everyone! Hope you are all well. Unfortunately, we've had big changes
so far this year. My husband and I have decided to end our marriage of
13V2 years , but thankfully as amicably as possible . So Benjamin , who
is now 5V2 and gorgeous , and I are making new lives for ourselves , and
actually not doing half bad . I continue to work for a Home Health
Agency in Binghamton , NY, and really enjoy home nursing . I seem to
be wearing several hats in the agency, and value the different roles
involved.
JoAnne Bender, 37 Williamsburg Court, Glassboro , NJ 08028 . It was
nice seeing everyone at the 1988 May luncheon . Hello to everyone.
Barbara Willey Blood (Gerald), Box 557 , Glennallen , AK 99588 . Besides working part time as an RN, I am involved with teaching childbirth
education classes . Our Jamie is in kindergarten and Matthew is 4. I
enjoyed seeing a picture of our class at our 15th reunion luncheon in
1988.
Kathy Kenney Collura (Paul T.) , 602 Northlawn Drive , Lancaster, PA
17603. A warm hello to the class of '73 .
Jean E. Smoker Ricci (Hank) , 41 Elisa Lynn Way, Langhorne , PA
19047. We have two children, Gina was 13 in May and Hank Ill was 12
in June .
Margaret Morthorst, 6525 N. 5th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19126. I
am an assistant head nurse of the operating rooms at Fox Chase Cancer
Center, and I am starting my last year of law school at Temple this
September. Hi to all!
Susan Broadwater Franklin (Donald) , Rt. 7, Box 422 , Oxley Drive ,
Mechanicsville, MD 20659 . I keep pretty busy raising our two little
ones. Stephanie is 4, and Christopher is 3. I continue to work part time
in pediatric home care nursing. We 're all doing fine . I would love to
hear from classmates.
Linda Mrvica Lee, 6 Walnut Avenue , Norwalk, CT 06851. Hi everyone.
I'm proud to announce that I graduated from St. Joseph's College in
Maine this past May having earned my bachelor of science in business
administration . I'm currently working at Norwalk Hospital in the emergency department, and I also do a private-duty home case. My children
Matthew and Jessica, are 12 and 10 years old respectively and looking
forward to our vacation/family reunion in Newport, Rl the end of August. I would enjoy hearing from classmates , so please write .

Class of 1974

Margaret "Peggy" Smith, 6902 Lawnton Street, Philadelphia, PA 19128.
I am now school nurse practitioner at my old alma mater-Roxborough
High School , and have things ever changed! I am president elect of
School Nurse Practitioners of Pennsylvania. I am also doing professional knitting and have published in many craft magazines . Can 't
believe this is our 15th .
Maria Dildine Pepper (L. Douglas) , 105 Orchard Avenue , Belle Vernon , PA 15012. I'm alive and well and enjoying our precious children ,
college courses , gardening and listening for Douglas 's whistles . He has
traded a shower for a city sidewalk! To those of you daring enough to
show up for our 15th nursing luncheon , it was wonderful seeing each
one of you.
Cheryl James Hill (Carl E.), 9303 Lincolnwood Drive, Evanston , IL
60203 . Carl's practice is doing well . I'm working part time in the office .
I work around our children 's schedule. Carl is now 7 and Megan is 4.
We enjoyed a beautiful family cruise to Bermuda this summer. Miss
you all! A special hello to "Callaghan ", " Pyle ", and "Clark".
Jeanne Marie Margraf Wagner (K . Thomas) , 1701 Mulberry Road ,
Martinsville, VA 24112 . We returned to Virginia in August '89 for Tom 's
practice. I keep busy, besides unpacking , I'm a full time mother to Tim

Class of 1973

Kate G. Felix (Scott D. Snyder) , 44-170-5 Laha Street, Kaneohe , HI
96744. Aloha! Scott and I are slowly getting used to the Aloha spirit
and an island style of living . But, it is quite different from attitudes and
lifestyles on "The Mainland" . I am now teaching first semester nursing
students at the University of Hawaii . I can 't believe it will be 20 years in
1990 that we were first semester nursing students . Give me a call if you
getto Honolulu .
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(10) , Jennifer (7) , and Amanda (2). I am enjoying it. Hope you are all
fme .

Class of 1977
Darlene Marie Ribaric Rosendale (Robert) , 181 Barnsbury Road ,
Langhorne, PA 19047. I still workmg part time at Jeff and enjoying it.
Bob and I are kept busy w1th the kids , Lisa age 2V2, and Robbie age 3
months. I plan to start school again to finish my BSN. Hope everyone
IS well.

Susan Sheaffer Cantwell (Jeffrey) , 804 Plumtry Drive , West Chester
PA 19382. Each year seems to get busier and goes by more quickly:
Our children , Matt and Kat1e are now 11 and 8 years old . 1still nurse at
Lankenau Hospital on the IV team on a very part time basis.

Judith L. McClellan Dulucca (Leopolda) , 2626 Woodland Drive, Fort
Dodge ,__lA 50501 . Over the holiday I had the good fortune of seeing
and VISiting With Joy Haynes Bailey. It felt like "Old " times as we chatted .
Our g1rls are Lauren 6V2, and Gina 2 years . All remains well with us .

Class of 1975
Cynthia Kiersnowski , 204 Aliso , N.E. Albuquerque , NM 87108 . 1
received my BSN 1n 1986 from the college of Santa Fe, and my J.D.
from the Un1vers1ty of New Mex1co School of law in May of this year.
Hello to Deb Beauliew, Amy Harrison , Becky Solomon , Pat Ellis and
Lynn Carberry. I hope you are well. I'd love to hear from you .

And~a

Rothman Mann (Robert), 525 Wain Road , Glenside, PA 19038.
I can t believe that Lauren is going to kindergarten this fall and our
"baby " is 2.

Catherine Glavey Dowhy (Dennis) , 128 Lambert Street Atco NJ
08004. Can you believe we 've been out of school almost 15 'years.? My
present JOb as freshman year instructor at Our Lady of Lourdes School
of nursmg bnngs back many memories . It's a lot different being on the
other s1de of the fence (it's certainly not as easy as we once thought).
Our fam1ly IS growmg up fast. Bernadette (1 0) and Dennis (9) are clones
of ';lyse If and Denny (what a frightening thought). Best wishes to all.
Lets meet at the luncheon next May.

Joan Frelond Sato (Masahiko), 10 Windsor Court, Lansdale, PA 19446.
We now havetwo Children. Michael age 5, and Amy is 15 months . 1
~topped workmg as a nurse 2% years ago . I plan to return on a part
t1me bas1s when Amy is older. I'm enjoying being a full time mother to
two beautiful and healthy children.
Joy Haynes Bailey (Harry) , 1634 Suzanne Drive West Chester PA
193~0 . We're back in Pennsylvania (for good I ho'pe) . I'm worki~g at
Paoli Hospital per diem . Bobbie is 6 and Drew is 3.
Paula Fiderer Jasionowski (Andrew) , 1245 Lexington Drive , Yardley,
PA 19067. Stephen IS 10 years old and Lauren is 7. 1opened my 2nd
party and g1ft store 1n the Doylestown area. "That Special Something "
anyone 1n the area please stop in . I'm still teaching Iamaze classes 2
mghts a week. I would love to hear from anyone in the area.
Terry May~e Colella (Tom) , 2945 Arborwoods Drive, Alpharetta, GA
30201. Were enJOYing Atlanta,_we play lots of tennis. Nicholas (6) and
Andrew (4) are anxiously awa1tmg the arnval of their new sibling in
December. Please keep in touch .

Linda Bingaman Napieralski (Thomas) , 609 Jackson Road , Atco , NJ
08004. Our oldest daughter was 4 in May, the youngest turned 2 in
February. I am working part time in ICU at West Jersey, Voorhees.
Susanne McCullough Hoffman (Greg) , 2925 Chichester Lane Fort
Wayne,_ IN 46815. I'm keeping busy in Fort Wayne , Indiana. W~ have
four children ,_ Amanda (9) , Matt (7) , Claire (4) and Rachel (2) . Greg's
pract1ce IS do1ng very well.
Carolann Dougherty Mashouf (Bijan) , 930 Indian Creek Way, Horsham, PA 19044 .. It IS hard to believe that next year it will be " 15" years
sm~e our graduation. Hope everyone is doing well and is happy. Maybe
we II be havmg a #15 reunion next May, I'll be glad to help anyone.

Karen A. Mirecki Webster (Philip) , 711 Seminole Avenue , Philadelphia, PA 19111. Our 3rd child was born in February a boy- Brian.
Sarah Will_ be 5 m October and Gregory was 3 in July. 1continue to work
part t1me mthe nursmg pool at a local hospital , doing med/surg nursing .
We are antlcJpatmg a move and relocation to the South Jersey Shore
area th1s fall.

Nancy J. Klekotka Picarello (James) , 1414 Shelmire Street, Philadelphia, PA 19111 . In September I will begin my 15th year here at Jefferson . I completed my MSN in Rehabilitation Nursing last summer. I'm
presently workmg as a nurse care coordinator for the dialysis program .
Nancy Spohrer Woods please write!

Class of 1978

Class of 1976

Carol Miller Muller (Carl) , 1024 Martha Blvd ., Atco , NJ 08004 . 1just
started workmg full t1me agam. 3-12 hour shifts/week. I'm still working
labor and delivery at West Jersey, Voorhees . Erika was 5 in June and
starts kindergarten th1s September. How time flies. Carl is starting his
own busmess-do1ng construction/remodeling .

Kathie L. Hills Ida (Takashi) , _3943 Howland Street, Philadelphia, PA
19124. My husband and I cont1nue to reside in N. E. Philadelphia. We're
enjoying our daughter Chelsea Kiyoko who was 2 in April. I'm working
full t1me n1ghts at Jeff m the transitional nursery. 1'd love to hear from
my classmates .

Jan Ellen Stasche Vanderveer (Harry) , 317 St. Andrews Drive Selma
AL 3~!01. We are a family of five now, and still living in the' "sunny
south s1nce 1979. Greta is 8 years , Sarah 6 years and Natalie 8
months. Harry and I remain in our management positions . He works
for International Paper Co., and I am full time unit coordinator of a level
II nursery. Hello to all!!

Donna M. Orsine Simone (Joseph) , 340 White Oak Shade Road New
Canaan , CT 06840. We enjoy watching our little guys grow up-they're
already 5 and 3 years old . I'd love to hear some news from my "old "
fnends .
Anne Marie, Garrity _Kuzma (Peter), 2930 East Thorndike, Pasadena,
CA 91107. I m pursumg my masters at Cal State . We have two children
Nicholas (4) , and Aluha (1V2).
'

linda H. Heinold Muelenaer (Brian) , 25 Old North Road , Mountain
Top, PA 18707. Hello guys! Things are going well here in N.E. Pennsylvania .. Our son Evan Douglas was born 9/24/88 . Daughter Morgan
Will be 5 m October. They keep us busy, but, for my mental health 1am
workmg part time in home health.

Leslie M. May Tahsl~r (Bruce D.), 835 McGrann Blvd ., Lancaster, PA
17601. After a year I m begmnmg to feel comfortable in our new home
and c1ty. Susan Will soon be 5 and Natalie 3. Best wishes to all.
Kathy M. Ankenbrand Cochlin (Robert), 477 Stewart Drive, West
Chester, PA 19380. Karyn is 9, going into 4th grade . She is a class IV
gymnast, and her team won 1st place in the state championships of
Pennsylvania. Kelly JUSt turned 6 and will be going into 1st grade . 1am
lookmg forward to the 6 hours of freedom . I still work part time (11-7)
m the nursery at Chester County Hospital. I also do substitute school
nursmg for the School District.

Lee Patrick (Jerry Walsh) , 4051 "K" Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124.
I have been promoted to assistant director of nursing at Green Acres
Rehabilitation Center. I was included in the 1st edition of "Who's Who
Among Amencan Young Professionals ".
Diane Warden Carugno (Orlando (Lonnie)), 779 Cinnaminson Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19128. I went part time again . We are enjoying the
boys. I'm attempting to finish up some more of my BSN . 1 hope to
fm1sh next year, the end is in site. Hello to all my classmates.
Joa,nne Stoc_
k Petrelli (Gene) , P. 0. Box 1222, FPO Seattle , WA 98764 .
We re 11v1ng m lwakun1 , Japan until April of 1991 . There are no civilian
nurse pos1t1ons available on base, so I'm substitute teaching at school

Susan Nufrio Bodman (Thomas) , 1204 Hawthorne Court Sewell NJ
08080. Tom and I had a little girl , Katie , in March . She 's 'a wond~rful
add1t1on to our fam1ly. I am still attending Villanova University. 1hope
to complete my masters program in 1990.
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and volunteering tor Red Cross. Joey is 7 and Chris is 3V2 . Gene has
one more tour then can retire. That's when I get to do my twenty. Hope
everyone is well. Write if you 'll be in Japan .
Diane 1. Scott Ross (Charles) , 22 Dogwood Drive , Somers Point, NJ
08244. Hello to everyone. The family is doing well. Charles IS 4 and
Scott is 2, and a new baby is expected in August. I am workmg part
time in recovery room and teaching prenatal classes 1n the evenmg at
Shore Memorial Hospital. Life is good .
Rhonda Mote Pierce (Jeff) , 321 Virginia Avenue , Phoenixville , PA
19460. It's been a good year. Jeff took a job as the tramer for the
Villanova Basketball Team . Our new addition Lindsey Mane was born
March 5th she needed to spend some time in St. Christophers Hosp1tal
tor a circu'lation problem in her arm but is doing fine otherwise. Our
best to everyone.
Barbara McGrenra Doerr (Kreg), 5925 Los Nietos , Buena Park, CA
98072. After living a short while in the Seattle, WA area we returned to
Southern California. We have a busy autumn planned. We are expecting
our first child , and I'm starting law school.
Joan c. Wolbert Reimer (Chip) , Box 440-C, RD #2 ~ Sunnyhill Avenue, Franklinville , NJ 08322. I continue to work full t1me 1n labor and
delivery from 7 pm to 7 am at West Jersey Voorhees. Our boys are now
7 and 8, and getting involved in sports. I'm still en]oymg the country
life with all our animals, gardening , etc. For tun we nde our horses,
vacation together, do crafts and sports. Recently we added onto our
house and are redecorating . We hope to spend some t1me th1s year
enjoying life .
Leslie Wilkinson Stickley (William), 546 Parkway Avenue , Penndel ,
PA 19047. After 8 years 1 decided to make a change. In January I
started working as a unit nurse manager at Inglis House, the Philadelphia Home tor Physically Disabled , I love 1t. Our k1ds contmue to grow
too fast , I've made it through 3 sets of chicken pox, scarlet fever and
too many diseases to count. 1always hated ped1atncs. Bill contmues to
travel a lot, work keeps me sane . Hope everyone is well and happy.
Lorri (Lorraine) McCullough MacFeeters (Richard)._ 853 Edge Park
Drive , Haddonfield , NJ 08033. I'm no longer act1ve 1n nursmg , but I
am active at home with our son John 4, and daughter Lyndsay 1, and
we are expecting baby # 3 in August 1989 . I also keep busy managmg
my husband 's dental office in Pittman , NJ .
Deborah Jones, 13 Derry Lane , Hudson, NH 03051 . All is well here at
the Full Circle Farm. No drought this summer, the chickens are laymg
well. Lots of children in my life-though none of my own. Makes gettmg
up to deliver babes in the middle of the night very spec1al. Best w1shes
to all of you .
Alice Leisch Guarino (Carl), 15 Oak Glen Drive , Malvern , PA 15355.
we had avery busy year in 1988. We moved to a new home 1n August ,
and our second son , Eric was born in December. Chnstopher, our
oldest was tour in June. I'm planning to return to the local hospital as a
staff nurse on a part time basis this fall. Greet1ngs to all1n the class of
'78 .

Class of 1979

.

awaited cruise down the Nile River. I enjoy hearing from classmates,
especially at Christmas. Regards to all.
Anita Finkelman Devlin (Joseph) , RD #3 , Box 355 , York , PA 17402.
1am still working part time as a float nurse . The children all tour, soon
to be five of them are growing like weeds. Joe IS as busy as ever w1th
his practice .
Theresa McGlynn Rupp (James P.), RD #5, 23 Gaye Drive, Seaford ,
DE 19973. Hello to all. We're happily settled into the boom1ng metropolis of Seaford , DE .
L. Jeanne Humphreville Leisner (William), 342-V, Hogan Road: Cape
May court House, NJ 08210. All is well w1th our tam1ly. Randy IS now
6 and Ross is 2. We're very busy With work .
Sharon Miller Chilton (Mark) , 8110 Clearfield Road, Frederick, MD
21701 . Matt and Craig are growing fast and domg tme . I started working
part time in Mark's office . Now that Mark is chairman of the department
of orthopaedics , seeing him in the off1ce IS about the only t1me I see
him.
Cynthia Baxter Barrett (Brian), 10 Christine Drive, Downingtown .. PA
19335. Brian has taken anew job workmg for Mend1an Bank 1n Readmg .
we moved to Downingtown in July, hoping to make h1s commute more
bearable . I'm working at Rolling Hill Hospital in ob-gyn-nursery, domg
12 hour weekend shifts , but will probably be lookmg for something
closer to Downingtown within the next several months Hope alliS well
with my classmates.
Deborah Samuel Timpano (Eugene) , 3 Sherring Way, Tabernacle , NJ
08088 . 1enjoyed seeing everyone at the luncheon. We are fmally settled
in our new home. We now live in Tabernacle , NJ: The boys are growmg
fast. Eugene is 5 and Christopher is 2. I am st1ll workmg part t1me at
TJUH in the intensive Care nursery.
Judy DiCristofare , 3215-A Red Lion Road , Philadelphia,PA19114 . I
hope everyone is having a nice summer. I never got that JOb 1n Flonda
as 1told some of you at the reunion. By the "'fay,.the reun1on was great
and it was so good seeing you all. My latest g1g IS director of nursmg
in Delran Branch in NMC Home Care.

Class of 1980

.

Mary Ann Mullen Ragone (Louis), 28 Dogwood Lane , Turnersville,
NJ 08012 . I'm still working as staff nurse at Jefferson . We have two
children . Louis is 4V2 years old and Christina is 2v2 years old .
Ursula Maslofsky RN CCRN , 216 Richards Avenue , Atco , NJ 08004 .
To everyone 1 haven't kept in contact with-my mother has been very
ill and I'm planning to mary Tommy Hobbs (tmally) 1n January 1990.
So I've been very busy. I apologize to all.
Marianne K. Maxwell Ostrow (Curt) , 131 Pulaski Avenue , Blenheim ,
NJ 08012. I'm working as the N.C .C. at Jefferson on the orthopaediC
unit. In August I completed my masters degree .
Susan Albrecht Curcio (Joseph), 3561 Edgewater Lane , Brookhaven ,
PA 19015. The Curcio 's are all doing well . We finally moved to the
suburbs and we love it. Kyle is 4 and Christopher was 1 on July 29th.
It sure is busy with two children. I continue to work full t1me on 3 East
(oncology) at TJUH as a clinical Ill . May the 11th I graduated (fmally)
from the APRN program with my BSN. My MSN can wa1t t1ll the k1ds
are in college. 1keep busy and am thankful that I'm back to my usual
state of good health . Joe and I are celebrating our 9th anniversary th1s
year. Let's all get together for our 1Oth in 1990.
Kathleen O'Brien Shindle (John H.). 106 East Wayne Terrace , Collingswood NJ 08108 . I'm presently working part time on 9th pav111on
atT JUH . we have two boys , John Jr. , 3yearsold and Danie119 months.
Erin Marie was born May 23 , 1989.
Dianne Olesiewicz Yasik (John), 607 S. Harrison Street, Apt. 1,
Wilmington , DE 19805. John and I are proud to announce the .b1rth of
our first child , Michael John born March 17, 1988 (St. Patnck sDay) .
Our Polish Leprechaun . At present I am working part t1me 1n the
endoscopy suite at TJUH . In March we moved to our new home In
Newark, DE . Hello to the class of 1980.

. .

Elaine Harkins Lack (Craig) , 31 Woodward Dnve , W1lmmgton , DE
19808. As of June 1, 1989 I am pursuing a masters degree 1n education . Craig and I expect our first baby in September.
Cheryl Lynn Brian , 1916 Westchase Drive , Charleston , SC 29407. I'm
glad to be back in Charleston . After 10 years .1 rece1ved my BSN In May
1989. 1hope all of you will come to the reumon .
Kathleen Ghegan D'Aiessandro (Dominic) , 19 Sycamore Drive, Burlington Township , NJ 08016. I have been very busy w1th m¥ tam1ly.
Amy, born 9/1/88 , Stephanie is 3 years old and Knsten IS 5. I ve been
working part time (pool status) at Rancocas Hosp1tal1n obstetncs.
carmen William Russo (Robin) , RR 13-67-C, .salina Road , Sewell ,
NJ 08080 . 1finally graduated from St. Josephs Un1vers1ty w1th my
masters in nurse anesthesia. Anyone know of any JOb openmgs for
director of school of anesthesia? This year Rob1n and I took a long
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I'm working in the newly opened N.I.C .U. It has been booming ever
since we opened . Eight or nine sets of twins and one set of triplets in
October 1988. My mom died in July 1988 from colon cancer. It was
difficult being on the other side of the bed , but I've seen the best that
nursing has to offer, she was treated at Fox Chase Cancer Center. The
high point of 1988 was attending the delivery of Angela Mihalanas
Siliani 's daughter Lauren in March . Hope everyone is well in the class
of '81. I'm looking forward to the new decade and the 10 year reunion .

Lisa Burkeitt Cangemi (Joseph) , 125 Haven Court, Sewell , NJ 08080 .
Our first son , Joseph was born on January 19th 1989. He weighed in
at Sib. 4 oz. What a change of life for us. Debbie Trebessar Sharpe had
her second son, Brett on January 5th. All is well.
Carolann McNeil Pilla (Timothy S.). 3 Arborwood Court, Washington
Township , Sewell , NJ 08080. Tim is a general and vascular surgeon in
practice at Underwood Memorial Hospital , Woodbury, NJ. Tommy is
3 years old , and Timmy was 1 year old on June 17th . I love being a full
time mom. I hope all my classmates are well. I would love to hear from
you.
Donna Kloss Casey (Joseph), 14 Bentley Drive, Sterling , VA 22170.
We 've just recently moved to Virginia, we are enjoying our new home
tremendously. Our son Christopher is now 4 and our daughter Jamie
Lynn is 2. Number 3 is due in November. I'm working part time in
orthopedics/general surgery.

Class of 1982
Sandra Krebs D'Amelio (Louis), 2215 Washington Street, Allentown ,
PA 18104. I'm working in ICU at Allentown Hospital. Perry Michael
was born October 25 , 1988. Nicholas is very happy to be a big brother.
We moved to Allentown where Lou will be completing his final year of
training at the Lehigh Valley Hospital Center.
Patricia Jenkins-Barnard (John) , 39 Jonquil Lane, Levittown, Pa 19055.
I'm working full time as mom to our three sons, ages 4, 3, and 2, and
part time at Jeff keeps me as busy as I care to be. I recently obtained
my CCRN , and I am certifiably NUTS. Jack is the new charge nurse (311) in Jeffs operating room and loves the challenge. Hello to all the
class of '82 wherever you are, you 're in my prayers .

Donna M. Lindenmuth Cowhey (Daniel) , 302 Roslyn Avenue , Glenside, PA 19038. We bought a new house in October 1988 so we 're busy
fixing it up . Danny is 5V2, and Devin is 1V2 . I'm still working with Holy
Redeemer VNA on weekends.
Clare Relay Ebersole (Thorn), 11 Marple Lane, Plymouth Meeting ,
PA 19462. We had agreat summer, swimming and enjoying the outdoor
activities . We are expected our third baby in January. I hope to see
everyone at the luncheon in the spring .
Patricia A. Dwyer Cappello (John) , 7504 Parkview Road, Upper Darby,
PA 19082. Hi everybody-long time no see! We are all great, nothing
much new happening , just living and learning everyday. See you all at
our 10 year reunion.

Francine Pollock Miller (H . William), 108 Winfield Court, Fairless
Hills, PA 19030. I got married last year to Bill , and we had a son Eric
Daniel on November 1, 1988. I'm working at Episcopal Hospital and
still going part time for my BSN .
Deborah A. Cava Frye (Curt) , 3408 Daly Street, McAgee, Twentynine
Palms, CA 92278 . Hello class of "82." My husband and I are living on
a military base in the California desert. I'm working full time on a
telemetry unit in a small medical center. We are hoping to begin our
family sometime next year. Hope everyone in the last, and best graduating class is doing well!

Tamra A. Lucas Goldschmidt (Joe) , 1356 Dermond Road, Drexel Hill,
PA 19026. We moved this past January to Drexel Hill and we love it
here. Joe's practice is doing well. I've gone back to work once again as
a pool nurse at Delaware County Memorial Hospital. Little Joe (2) and
Lauren (5) are growing up fast. If any classmates are in the area, please
give a call or stop by.

Is English Difficult?

Class of 1981
Angela Mihalanas Siliani (Robert) , 78 High Street, Sharon Hill , PA
19079. Bob and I became the proud parents of a little girl , Lauren
Marie, on March 31 , 1989. I'm still working at Delaware County Community Hospital in critical care.
Irene Babins Repka (Mark), 6 Gladden Road , Annapolis , MD 21401 .
We have moved back to the USA and are now living in Annapolis , MD .
Mark is in private practice here, and I work prn at the local hospital.
Erik was 1 year old in May. Our second child Kelsey Rose was born the
first week of August. Stop by if you are in the neighborhood .

We'll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes.
But the plural of ox should be oxen, not axes.
The one fowl is a goose but two are called geese,
Yet the plural of mouse should never be meese.
You may find a lone mouse or a whole set of mice,
Yet the plural of house is houses, not hice.
If I speak of a foot and you show me your feet,
And I give you a boot, would a pair be called beet?
If one is a tooth and the whole set are teeth ,
Why should not the plural of booth be called beeth?
Then one may be that, and three would be those
Yet hat in the plural wouldn 't be hose.
And the plural of cat is cats and not case .
We speak of a brother and also of brethern ,
But though we say mother, we never say methren.
Then the masculine pronouns are he, his, and him,
But imagine the feminine she , shis, and shim .
So English , I fancy, you all will agree
Is the funniest language you ever did see.
-Grit

Tamara Tichian Magenta (Stephen). 1715 Second Street, Thorofare ,
NJ 08086 . I married Steve on September 17, 1988. We are having a
lot of fun at this game called "married life". I graduated from TJU with
my BSN in May 1989. Best wishes to the class of '81 .
Lisa A. Kelly Sakser (Ernest), 32 Wynmere Drive, Horsham , PA
19044. Ernie and I are both well , we hope everyone else is too . St.
Andrew 's was so much fun that we are planning a return trip to the
British Isles this summer. I'm still enjoying the rewards of long-term
care at Silverstream Nursing and Rehabilitation Center in Lower Gwynedd .
Sylvia M. Spaeth-Brayton (Charles) , 306 Blanchard Road , Drexel Hill ,
PA 19026. I have been at Delaware County Memorial tor two years.

I
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Take Time
Whether you use most of your energies in homemaking or
in a career outside your home, take time to "smell the roses "
of life.
TAKE TIME to feel. With your hand feel the soft fur of a
cat. Feel a little hand in yours and the gnarled hand of an
elderly person . Put a cool hand on the fevered brow of a
child . All these experiences can be immeasurably comforting.
Feel also with your heart. Don't let the pressures of life
prevent you from being truly sympathetic , turning away instead of being there for someone who needs you . Don 't
become insensitive, but feel life to the fullest extent.
TAKE TIME to observe. The sight of a lone bird on a high
wire or an unusual cloud formation can be a source of serenity
in a hurry-scurry way of life.
TAKE TIME to listen. Listen to a flock of geese in fo rmation
across the sky. Listen to the laughter of a baby, the chatter
of children at play, the cooing of a dove.
TAKE TIME to understand . Understand what a child 's tears
are telling you . Understand the gratitude in the crooked smiles
of the aged who are overjoyed to be recognized .
TAKE TIME to smile . Your smile as you met someone this
dark dreary morning might have been the very thing that

helped that person through a difficult time this day. Your smile
at someone in a wheelchair must have meant the difference
between recognition and rejection .
TAKE TIME to love. Love the little life that has just begun
and love the life that is fading away with age . Love the person
who has strayed away from the fold of the good Shepherd,
and the youth who finds it so difficult to be understood in this
frenzied world .
TAKE TIME to be alone and enjoy it. Use your thoughts to
be content and grateful and to show a kind , caring attitude.
Take a walk with your thoughts in meditation and prayer. Sit
outdoors and thank God for the beauties of nature.
TAKE TIME to pray. Pray for the person lying in the ambulance as it screams through the city traffic . Pray for the
lonely person sitting in the corridor of a nursing home. Pray
for the child with twisted arms and legs who is watching
healthy children play.
TAKE TIME to live. Time is always precious , not just in an
emergency. Regard each day as a special gift from God .
by Dolores Schumann

The First-ever

CAHS Alutnni Directory
NOW AVAILABLE!!!
Spiral bound di recto r y includes 2,500 alumni categorized by program , alphabe tical
orde r and geographic locatio n. The cost is $6.00 each.
Please detach the coupon below and re turn it w ith a c heck fo r the full am ount to: Ms.
Elisa Lang, CAHS Director of Alumni Programs, TH OMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY,
Room M6, j effe rson Alumni Hall , Philadelphi a, PA 19 107.
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r-----------------------------------------~
I have enclosed a c heck in the amount of $__________ __ ( $6 pe r d irecto ry).
Please send me _________ copy( ies) of the CAHS Alumni Direc tory.
PR OGRAM~AR

The School of Nursing may be closed but many of its
graduates have distinguished themselves and their school by
the1r contnbut1ons to the field of nursing . It is a given fact that
they were excellent patient bed-side nurses who gave full
measure 1n canng for those committed to their care . We are
interested in compiling a record of those who gave and continue to give to the growth and development of nursing.
Our successors , the graduates of the baccalaureate program , have no direct ties with the School of Nursing, so do
not know of our contributions to nursing . Indeed , many of our
alumnae sisters have no knowledge of the many con tributions made by Jeff nurses. So, it is proposed that information
be solicited and compiled into a permanent record for the
edification of future nurses who will graduate from Thomas
Jefferson University and give the graduates of the School of
Nursing of Jefferson Hospital a source of pride in their accomplishments .
In order to determine criteria for selection of candidates for
the Hall of Fame , Alumni Bulletins were reviewed and a list
of criteria was prepared . The number and variety of contri butions was gratifying, however, it is believed that this is only
the t1p of the ICeberg. The major problem the committee will
face is the identification of those graduates who have made
significant contributions to nursing and who have died. The
committee , therefore , asks that you , the living graduates,
1dent1fy those mothers, sisters, aunts, and acquaintances who
were and are Jeff graduates. If the maiden name is given,
and approx1mate year of graduation , our records will identify
exactly the year of graduation .
The criteria identified are as follows:

[)j,ocoory

(NOTE: The directory includes CAHS programs from inception through 1986 and
the diploma nursing program from 1972 through 1981)

NAME ___________________________________

The Jefferson Hospital School
of Nursing Roll of Honor

________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________
PHONE( ho me) ________________________ work _______________________
Make c hecks p ayable to Tho mas j efferson University.

~-----------------------------------------~

Pack Away Your
Troubles
Face your day with a happy heart
And end it with a songYou 'll find the hours in between
Can't go far from wrong .
A smile is more contagious
Than a dreary frown ,
And nicer to remember
When the sun goes down.
Don 't miss out on happiness
By looking toward the groundBut keep looking skyward ,
That 's where the rainbow 's found.
Just pack away your troubles
For some other day
And before you know it,
They 'll have slipped away.
Catherine Janssen Irwin
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Criteria : Meets one or more of the following criteria which
are beneficial to the advancement of nursing and
nurses.
1. Established a nursing education program
2. Served on state , regional , national or international com mittees
3. Wrote or edited books on nursing (articles)
4. Received honors or awards (nurse of the year)
5. Service to Government (not military)
6. Missionary in a foreign country
7. Served as officer in Nursing Organization(s) (Local , State,
Nat1onal)
8 . Invented, designed or improved equipment
On page 53 of this Bulletin is a form for you to nominate
any one who will meet one or more of the criteria. Please
indicate in the space below the criterion how your candidate
meets it. You may nominate any number of graduates. Please
use a separate sheet of paper for each nurse you wish to
nominate. Remember, we also wish to identify those nurses
who are no longer with us.
It is not necessary for you to sign your name if you do not
wish to.
When complete , please return to
Dr. Ali ce C. Boehret, RN
Nurses ' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia , PA 19107
M-6, J.A.H.

PINS

Nurses' Alumni Association • School of Nursing

Jefferson pins may be purchased from J.E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets , Philadelphia, PA
19107 (graduates prior to 1969) and from Neff Jewelers, 742 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 (graduates 1969 and
after) .
Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College of Allied
Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107.

College of Allied Health Sciences • Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, PA 19107 • (215) 928-8981
APPLICATION FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS
APPLICANT DATA

TRANSCRIPTS
All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas
Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107, Telephone (215-928-8894) . Requests should be submitted at least a month prior to the date needed, giving the name of the institution to which you want them to be sent. There is
a $2.00 fee for each transcript. Checks should be made payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson
University.

N a m e - - - - - - - -- - -- -- Maiden Name - - - - -- - - -- - - - Year Graduated _ _ __

Address_~~~-----------~~---------~~--------s TREET
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Social Security Number--- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- Have you received Alumni benefits before

0

Yes, Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Telephone (

0

No

List your specific needs - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - -

CLASS ADDRESS LISTS
Class lists are available from the coordinator of the Alumni Office at a charge of $2.00 per list. Please enclose a long selfaddressed envelope. If you have occasion to write to the Alumni Association, please use your first name, maiden name, married
name ; also, include the year graduated. Make checks payable to Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association .
We urge you to notify the coordinators of the Alumni office of any corrections , marriages, deaths or changes of address.
Help us keep errors at a minimum and our files accurate. Direct correspondence to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association ,
Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107, Telephone (215-928-8981 ).

lndudethe reason for this request _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ _
TYPE MEMBERSHIP
LIFE

0

ACTIVE

Signature-----~~:::-:-::=-=~=:-=:-::-:------- Date _ __ _ _ __
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE

Relationship to

0

Applicant--

CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM

- - - - - - --

Address _ _ _

-

-

- - - - - - - - -- -- -- -

~~-------~~----~~-------sTREET
CITY
STATE
ZIP

PRESENT NAME-----

- - -- - --

-

- - --

-

SPOUSE'S NAME _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

NAME WHEN G R A D U A T E D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --

- - YEAR _ _ _ _ _

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN STATEMENT
Patient's Name---- - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - -- --

FORMER ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___
Diagnosis (If injury, give date of accident)-------- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- -NEW ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
PRESENT PHONE NUMBER (Area Code) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
PRESENT POSITION - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- --

Date first consulted for this illness - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --

Length of illness _ __ __ __

If patient hospitalized : name of hospital _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
--

PERSONAL NEWS _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

From - If patient in nursing home or
extended care facility :

- - : : - - - --

-To _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

DATE

DATE

Name of Facility-- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - Address of Facility - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - --

Physician's Signature------- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - Degree _ __ __ _ _
Address _ _ _

~~-------~~------------STREE T
CITY
STATE
ZIP
Telephone -

- - - -- - - - -

AUTHORIZATION
I herebyauthorize the above named physician to release any, and all information requested by the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni
Assoc1at1on w1th respect to this claim for Relief Fund Benefits.
Signature-------:;-;;;;:-::::-:.-:-::-:::-::-::-:= = = --=-- - - - - - - Date _ _ _ _ _ _
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE

Relationship to Applicant - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - REV. 5/88

Mail to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, PA 191 07,
Telephone (215-928-8981 ).
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS

of the

NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

1. Membership in the Association for one year preferred. However, all requests will be given consideration .
All things being equal, members will be given first consideration .

(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

THE FOLLOWING ARE ENTIRELY EXCLUDED:

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

1. Pregnancy and its complications
2. Cosmetic surgery

Purpose:

To assist members of the Alumni Association in the pursuit of college preparation for a degree in nursing.

3. Dental surgery and/or complications .

HOW TO APPLY FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS

General Requirements:
Membership in the Alumni Association (Continuous membership from the time of graduation is preferred).
At least one year of professional experience as a registered nurse.

1. Complete your part (the top portion) of the Benefit Form and sign the authorization at the bottom.

Enrollment full-time , or part-time (for a minimum of six credits per semester) , in an accredited program , leading to
a degree in nursing.

2. Have your physician complete his or her part of the Benefit Form .

Two satisfactory references .
3. If the Alumni member cannot complete the Benefit Form , the person submitting the form must show his or her relationship
to the member when signing and give address and telephone number.
4. The completed Benefit Form should be sent to :

Awards:

Scholarships may be awarded annually to applicants meeting the general requirements .
All other things being equal , preference will be given to those who have been most active in the Alumni Association,
and who have most nearly completed degree requirements.

Treasurer, Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Application Procedure:
Applications are available from the Chairman, Scholarship Committee, Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association
(Thomas Jefferson University, 11th & Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 191 07).
Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of the Alumni
Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March , and the annual meeting in May).
Each application is given careful consideration and considered on a first come , first served basis.

NOTE: Refer to your 1984 By-Laws for complete Relief Fund Benefit details.
Amended November 1987
March 1984
Spring 1978, 1982
Fall 1977, 1976

All Relief Fund requests will be considered by the Board of Directors of the Nurses' Alumni Association for the amount
of monies granted.
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
of the
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

The Jefferson Hospital School of Nursing
Roll of Honor Nomination
Application
I wish to nominate:

215-928-8981

Name : _____________________________________________________________________________________
Class: __________________________________________________________________________________

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

Who meets the criteria in the following ways :
1. NAME : ______________________________~~~----------~~~~IA~L~
) ----------~(M~A~ID~EN~N~A~M~E)__________
(LAST NAME)

(FIRST NAME)

1. Established a nursing education program

(MIDDLE INIT

2. ADDRESS : __________________~--------------------~~~~~~--------------------7,(Z~IP~C~O~DE~)-(NUMBER AND STREET)

(C ITY AND STATE)

3 . Date of Graduation : _____________ Social Security Number: _______________ Telephone Number: ___________
2. Served on state, regional , national or international committee

4. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman , Scholarship Committee:
Director or Dean of the school you plan to attend
Director of the program at the time you graduated from your basic program

3. Wrote or edited books on nursing (including articles)

5. Positions held. Arrange in sequence , listing present or last position first .
Title of Position

Name of Employer

Address

Dates of Employment

4. Received honors or awards (e.g. Nurse of the Year)

6. Are you a member of the Alumni Association? - - --

-

5. Service to Government (not military)

7. List your activities in professional organizations.

8 . Proposed program of study and plans for your future professional career :

6. Missionary in a foreign country

School in which you are enrolled --------------------------------------------- - Address of school __________________________________________________________
Tuition cost _____________ Other expenses _____________ Amount of scholarship desired - - - - - - -

7. Served as officer in Nursing Organization(s) (Local , State , National)

Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary) .
9. Financial assistance available to you: (state amount/s)
Scholarship------------------------- - - - -

Loans ___________________________________

Work reimbursement ------------------------ Other ___________________________________

8. Invented , designed or improved equipment

Signature ----------------------------------------------------- - - Date _____________________
REVISED NOVEMBER 1987

Complete and return to :
Dr. Alice C. Boehret , RN
Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19107
M-6, J.A.H.

MARCH 1984
OCTOBER 1976
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
of the
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
(DIPLOMA PROGRAM)
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
215-928-8981

Nurses Alumnae Association of
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital

NON-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

11th & Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19107

1. NAME _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP
Wife
or
Present Name _ __ _ __ _ Husband _ _ __ _ __ _ __
Present Address-- - -- - - -- -- - - - -- - -street and Number

City and State

Name When Graduated _ _ __ __ __ _ __ _ Year - Employment
Position - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - Area Code _ __

(LAST NAME)

(MIDDLE INITIAL)

(FIRST NAME)

(MAIDEN NAME)

2. ADDRESS _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
(NUMBER AND STREET)

(ZIP COD E)

(C ITY AND STATE )

Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone Number _ _ __ _
3. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman , Scholarship Committee:
Director or Dean of the School
High School Counselor/Principal
4. GRADUATE INFORMATION (parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle)

NAME _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
(FIRST NAME)

(LAST NAME)

Telephone No. - - - - -- - -- - - -

(MIDDLE INITI AL)

(MAID EN NAM E)

ADDRESS _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Social Security Number--- - -- - -Date Dues Paid-- - -- - -- - - -- -- - - - --

(C ITY AND STATE)

(NUMBER AND STREET)

Date of Graduation _ __ __ _ __ Social Security Number _ _ __ _ _ _

(ZIP CO DE )

Telephone Number _ _ _ __

_ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ Treasurer
Member of the Alumni Association

0

Yes

0

No

Recipient of Scholarship

0

Yes

0

No

----------------------------------------------------------------------YEARLY STATEMENT
Please complete the above card and return with Check, Money Order or
Postal Note made payable to

5. Proposed program of study and plans for your future nursing career:

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

School in which you are enrolled - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -

Membership- All those actively engaged in the Nursing profession or
desiring membership in the association. (See By-Laws)

AddressofSchool _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

Dues $10.00 a year

Tution cost _ __ _ __

Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University M-6 J.A.H.
11th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215-928-8981)

Other expenses _ __ _ _ _ Amount of scholarship desired _ _ _ _

Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary) .

Respectfully yours ,

D OROTH Y

A.

CLOU O

6. Financial assistance available to you : (state amount/s)

Treasurer

Scholarship _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _

Loans _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ ___

Work reimbursement _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _

Signature------ - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Date _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _
September 1989
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CAMPUS MAP

Scholarships for Children/Grandchildren/Nieces/Nephews of Graduates
Purpose

To assist young people in the pursuit of a nursing career.
To more fully utilize the fund as it was intended.

General Requirements
Ch ild, grandchild, niece, nephew of a graduate of the school of Nursing (Diploma Program) .
Confirmation of enrollment in an accredited program to a degree in nursing.
Transcript of records, if part of nursing program has been completed .
Two satisfactory references (Dean of School , High School Counselor/Principal) .

!
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Application Procedure
Applications are available from the Chairman , Scholarship Committee, Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association,
Thomas Jefferson University, 11th and Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107.

-

-

Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of the Alumni
Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March and May).
Applications are considered in the order received and the level of commitment to a career in nursing.
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JEFFERSO " A LU M"I HALL
l A VI N G

1 New Hospital - Patient rooms
and services, ph ys icians' offices,
security, commercial space,
dining
2 Bodine Center for Cancer Treat ment - Radi ation th erapy fac ility
3 Foerderer - Pati ent rooms and
servi ces
4 Thompson - Patient rooms and
services
5 Main - Patient services
6 College - Jefferson M edica l College administration and cl assrooms, clinical sc ience
departments
7 Curtis- JMC classrooms, clinica l
science departments, pati ent
services
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STREET

~

8 Medical Office BuildingSame-day surgica l center and
ph ys icians' offi ces
9 Martin -Stud ent residence, human resources, outpatient bi lling
10 Scott - Library, University
admin istration, co rporate servi ces
11 Orlowitz - Student residence
12 Barringer - Student residence,
day ca re center, co mmercial
space
13 Parking Garage - 375 parking
spaces
14 Life Sciences Building- To
house JMC's departments of bi ochemi stry, derm atology and mi crobi ology and medicine's
division of rheumatology. Included also w ill be the Stein Center (scheduled for completi on in
1991 )
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15 Jefferson Alumni Hall - College
of All ted Hea lth Sciences admi ssions; College of Graduate Stud ies, bas ic science departments,
commons and recreation faciliti es, dining
16 Edison -College of Allied
Hea lth Sc iences, co rporate services departments
17 1015 Chestnut Street (Jefferson
Building)- Uni versity relations
and hospital marketing
departments
ABOVE: The Jefferson ca mpus occ upi es approximately 13 acres of ce nter
city rea l estate, bounded by Chestnut
and Irving Streets to the north and
south , and 9th and 11th Streets to the
east and w est.

The History of the Jefferson Cap
Jefferson graduated its first class of nurses in 1893. At that
time the cap that was worn had a high crown and a wide brim
with ruffle around the brim . It was made of a delicate material
called "lawn ", similar to material used to make handkerchiefs.
The cap resembled the Philadelphia General Cap, which at
that time was made of a similar material.
In 1894, Susan Hearle, a graduate of Philadelphia General
became Directress of Nurses at Jefferson. When she noticed
the similarity between caps , Miss Hearle decided that Jefferson Nurses should have their own distinctive cap.
The crown was lowered , the ruffle was removed and the
brim was narrowed , flattened and spread like wing tips , across
the front of the cap. The material was changed to organdy
which gave the cap more body.
In 1932, the cap was worn with the brim starched and the
wings made to stand out-that is the way we wear it today.
Initially, it was traditional to earn the cap by passing the six
month probationary period. Now the cap is given to the student to wear as soon as she enters the school.
This was a great responsibility for the student, knowing that
the Nurse's Cap originated historically from the veil worn by
women who traditionally covered their heads in public , and
the cap is a symbol of humility and se rvice to mankind. A
responsibility because the Jefferson Cap is recognized and
respected the world over, being worn by more than 4500

graduates of the school ; many of whom earned their cap and
consider it an honor to wear it. (With the closing of the School
of Nursing in June of 1982- the total number of graduates
will be 5,078).
The student is entrusted with the cap and must wear it with
dignity and respect for the tradition that is to be upheld.
(The above article was presented at Capping Exercises for
the Class of 1982, by Patricia Zarella '5 1, R.N. , B.S.N.,
Instructor School of Nursing, September 1958 to July 1980) .

The Plaza is located between the Scott Building and Jefferson Alumni Hall.
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ALUMNI LUNCHEON DATE
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JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL
1020 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107
ANNUAL MEETING-MAY 5,1990
10:00 A.M.
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